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UP- CYCLING – A NEW TREND AND
NECESSITY !
Sustainable development
is the masterful balance
of meeting our own needs
without jeopardizing future
generations ability to do
the same

U

p-cycling, in simple words isBest out of Waste, which we Indians
are following doing and have learnt from childhood at a small
scale, as a fun activity or a part of project. But now it’s more corporatized and across the world industry is accepting, adopting this concept for environment friendly world, to reduce waste or waste reuse
in more effective way with a beautiful fashion statement.

World over it is still new and in its nascent stage as compared to
recycling.Up cycling not only required creativity to produce new
creative piece from waste material , but also needs right sourcing of the waste from industry , NGO, etc. Across the value chain
waste needs to be processed and assembledin terms of each
piece of fabrics, yarns, garments being conscious of chemicals
and field residue etc. in a more usable and meaningful way.
Treating waste material to make recycled products or making
products out of waste with up- cycled value added attributes,
both are important. Many developed countries already are encouraging this step and corporate, small brands are moving towards thismaking mark of such trends in the world. For few fast
fashion brands, un- sold garments is a waste, which is thrown
to garbage rather than selling on discount, for just to keep the
brand image intact, this is real insult of prosperity and waste of
useful resources which are put in from field to retail; all efforts
are wasted , if garment is not worn by human beings.
Up-cycling garments / used garments with value addition is not
a new trend in the world;world over poor nations are already using used garments from developed nationsfor years. Up-cycling
is a trend among youth, making DIY creative garments from old
clothes is youth mantra. During and after Covid-19, Up- cyclingis a new trend, as sitting at home people are becoming more
creative with their old stuff and are making some useful stuffs.
In this issuewe are focusing on Up- cycling trends, please share
your feedback.
Wish you happy monsoon , Take Care, be safe, be healthy ….

Ms. Jigna Shah

Editor and Publisher
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UPCYCLING- BUILT TO LAST
Ayman Satopay

ers and to a relational mentality
that can understand and end the
importance of clothing in families
after development.

Trainee Editor At TVC

T

he logarithmic “take, make,
waste” economic model has attained its limits. The environment
no longer can sustain it. The obsession with fast fashion throughout
the retail industry is the phenomenon with today’s fashion-sensitive

culture, rather than the quality and
physical existence of the product.
Producers have set up a global
manufacturing network by importing to remain profitable while reducing costs, and customers, with
reduced demands, are growing
intemperate in buying. The recurrence of intemperate production
and consumption has given rise
to various problems and waste of
resources, and clothing waste has
become a social issue. In such a
scenario it’s a need to consider
taking a circular strategy, where
waste is reduced and resources
are re-used efficiently to create an
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economy that is both sustainable
and profitable.
The apparel sector is known for its
huge waste problem; corporate
business is regularly called upon to
be one of the world’s biggest polluters. Even though discussions
about the severe impacts
of climate change and the
urgent need for more sustainable systems have been
steadily increasing by many
mainstream brands, a lot of
local, emerging labels have
recently used the upcycling
process in new ways, creating a trend that is gaining
popularity.
The growth of these upcycled apparel not only
contributes to sustainable
shopping as a whole but
also provides an art installation, a
societal analysis, and a sense of
connection.
By focusing on filling voids instead
of adding more waste to the world,
the manufacturers need to focus
on building products that will last
longer rather than discarded.
We should manufacture according
to sustainable practices, without
creating environmental harm, and
goods should be manufactured
with an emphasis not on consumers but customers. In particular,
we need to pay attention to the
inter-supplementary partnership
between buyers and manufactur-

The uniqueness of upcycling is that
every designer has a special approach to it. There is a lot of potential for waste products, and there
are many different directions for
each of them. Giving a second life
to textile materials will result in both
one-of-a-kind and reproducible
goods. Then it’s up to the manufacturer to discover the promise and
charm of old textiles and to determine what they will be.
Waste occurs at each stage of the
design process, both before theconsumer and post-consumer.
From leftovers of manufacturing,
swatches, and tests, off-cut output, end-of-roll textiles, and waste,
to end-of-use recycled clothes, an
excess of waste may be found –
and is inexpensive. The use of these
solid waste can be prolonged
through innovation. Upcycling is
the transformation of components
into products of equal or higher
significance.
Through innovation and critical
thinking, the industry could be a hit
for sustainability.
So, let’s focus on creating something worth it. Something which is
built to last.
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UPCYCLING THE VINTAGE TREASURE
URVI GOSAR
Intern At TVC

are all alarms which our nature
have started to give and some of
the brand’s and designers are taking a front foot towards Sustainability, recycling and upcycling.
Unfortunately, In today’s time fashion upcycling makes life little easier. Because, were garments are

increased.

“The fashion industry is famous for
its massive waste pollution. Fashion and textile business is famous
for the 2nd largest polluting industry globally”. According to various studies done on fashion and
textile industry, almost three-fifth
unsold or used only once or twice.
It can be because of poor fir, quality or cannot be used. And also it’s
very easy to go out and quickly buy

share ends up in landfills (dumping
grounds within a year it’s been produced some of the famous brands
thrown away their clothing and
other Textiles each year if they are
not sold. It is a bitter pill to digest
these brands doesn’t want to sell
their products at low prices. Therefore, they
also feel that lowering their prices
will affect their brand image. These

6

and same it’s very simple to buy
new apparels easily. Due to excess
demand and constant change in
lifestyle, trends, colour, climate, income etc. The capacity has also

Upcycling is a part of sustainable
fashion, one can also say upcycling is a second Life movement.
Upcycling aims to make ones that
are better than the original. Upcycling can be done with pre-consumer waste or post-consumer
waste. Where the products manu-

factured using waste and leftover pieces, where as upcycling
for post-consumer waste is done
using garments that are old and
discarded by the user. Upcycling
helps to make wonderful clothes
whilst showing down the industry.
The garment workers should be
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recycling and upcycling of unsold
and defective clothes.

taught a design techniques and
a technical method for production and should also taught disassembling and reassembling and

Upcycling fashion consists of upcycling garments such as pants, shirts

redesigning into different products
using techniques such as Stitching,
sticking, patchwork, embroidery,
quilting, smoking, beadwork, painting mirror work, etc. Example from a
old vintage saree of grandmother
and mother, we can design slawarkamiz, kurta, gown, shirts, pants,
plazo, curtains, pillow covers, table
mats wall hangings etc.
I have come across many brands
who are working on upcycling were
there is this one startup name “REUSO” it’s a initiative with customisation of your old vintage garments
into new look, new designs and
unique stylings. We’re there tagline says it very clearly “Be a part of
fashion solutions and not of fashion
pollution”.
REFERENCE
https://fashionista.com/2019/01/upcycled-clothing-sustainable-fashion-trend
https://barbaraigongini.com/universe/blog/fashion-upcycling/

NEWS

trained in ‘waste management
operations’ who works with brands
and manufacturers. Specially, who
work in sourcing and production
department. There should be different department who looks after

t-shirts, sarees, duppatas, etc. Upcycling can be done by reassembling the unused, old or discarded
garments. The method that can be
used for upcycling garments are

https://www.commonobjective.
co/article/the-creativity-of-upcycling-design-solution-for-theplanet
https://www.pinterest.com/artfairy0377/upcycled-garments/

PRIMALOFT COLLABORATED WITH FIBERPARTNER TO
OFFER RECYCLED FIBRES

PrimaLoft, a leader in advanced
material technology, has announced a new partnership agreement with Fiberpartner, a global
supplier of staple fibres, technical
yarns and plastics. The new agreement allows for Fiberpartner to develop the use of Primaloft’s groundbreaking PrimaLoft Bio technology
in multiple industries.
Fiberpartner CEO, Thomas Wittrup
comments: “We see an increasing demand for biodegradable
polyester and consider PrimaLoft’s
technology to be a game-changer. The staple fibres produced with
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PrimaLoft Bio from Fiberpartner will
be developed to supplement regular polyester fibre for use in a variety of applications. Together, we
can begin the journey towards a
more sustainable world.”PrimaLoft
Bio is made from biodegradable,
100% recycled fibres that break
down when exposed to specific
environments – such as landfills,
oceans and wastewater systems.
“PrimaLoft Bio enhances fibres to
be more attractive to naturallyoccurring microbes found in these
environments; in so doing, fibres
are broken down at a faster rate,
returning polyester to natural ele-

ments. These fibres maintain their
structure throughout use, only biodegrading when exposed to the
naturally-occurring microorganisms found in landfills or marine
environments,” PrimaLoft explains.
Mike Joyce, president and CEO of
PrimaLoft adds: “PrimaLoft Bio is an
important step forward in providing sustainable solutions for microfiber pollution, throughout the entire life-cycle of a product. We are
excited to begin this relationship
with Fiberpartner and to bring this
responsible technology to a multitude of industries.”
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FIBRE TO FABRIC
PRACHI TENDULKAR
Intern At TVC

What is textile upcycling?
It’s hard for many recycled fabrics
to compete with virgin materials.
Commercial textile recycling generally involves breaking down fabrics into a form where they can be
spun back out into new yarns.
For natural fibres like cotton and
wool, the material is shredded,
blended and combed, and then
spun into a yarn that can be woven
or knitted back into cloth.

But the end result is lower quality
than virgin materials because the
fibres are shorter and the fabric
doesn’t have as fine a texture.

Getting rid of unwanted clothes
The process is different for synthetic fabrics like polyester, which
are shredded, then granulated and
formed into plastic pellets called
nurdles .These pellets undergo
a few processes so they can be
melted, extruded and spun into a
new fibre.

Because recycling natural and
synthetic fibres involve different
processes, recycling blended fabrics which so many of our clothes
are made from. Chemical recycling
is done where solvents are used to
dissolve the material so the synthetic components can be taken
out and recycled, but this has its
own challenges as it involves flushing away the natural fibre components.

A CIRCULAR SYSTEM
Textiles made from Recover Yarns
can flow through the Upcycled
Textile System for many life-cycles.
Recover creates long-lasting, highvalue products in each successive
generation.
Used clothes and garment production waste is submitted. Old
garments and textile waste are
deposited at collection bins for rewear or recycling. Used clothing
and textile waste are recovered

Cutting/Shredding and Spinning
what was once considered “waste”
into valuable new recover yarns.
Recover yarns are made Into new
fabrics. Recover yarns are knit or
woven Into new textiles for virtually
every product application imaginable.

with Recover yarns. Products made
with Recover are purchased.

New products are made from recover fabrics. Apparel, accessories,
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home, and industrial products are
cut and sewn from textiles made

Fashion, accessory, and home
goods are bought, used, and eventually worn-out, at which point they
are returned to the Recover Upcycled Textile System.
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UPCYCLING OF PRE-CONSUMER
TEXTILES WASTE
HETAL MISTRY
Intern At TVC

T

extile industry is among the
most essential consumer goods
industry. However, textile industry is
accused of being one of the most
polluting industries. Not only production but consumption of textiles
also produces waste. To counter
the problem, textile industry has
taken many measures for reducing
its negative contribution towards
environment. One of such measures is textile recycling- the reuse
as well as reproduction of fibres
from textile waste. And today another is textile upcycling as sustainability measure.
Because of alarming level of greenhouse gases (GHG) in the environment, fast depleting natural resources such as water, petroleum
products and increasing level of industrial effluents, every single manufacturing activity has come under
the scrutiny of sustainability specially the textile industry. According to Environmental Protection
Agency report, the total amount
of willow waste generated in India
is about 80,000 to 85,000 tons per
annum, and this obviously needs
proper treatment apart from disposal as landfill.
Economic growth is the main goal
of today’s industrial infrastructure
which happens, at the expense of
the world’s health.
Textile materials form a large chunk
of human consumption and as the
standard of life is improving globally the per capita consumption
of textiles and apparels is also in-
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creasing.
In this backdrop, the affluent segment of the society is adopting
“make-use-and-throw” approach,
which is giving rise to large scale
manufacturing on one hand and
the pressure of disposing of the
used clothing on the other.
The researchers in the field of sustainability are thus talking about
responsible consumption and recycling as well as upcycling of used
or unused/ waste materials. By refurbishing of such used apparels by
involving minimum processing and
value addition technique, it is possible that once again, such products can be put into useful purpose. In a world still churning out
trendy throw-away fashion pieces
at breakneck speed, the idea of upcycled or refashioned apparel can
be an anomaly.
Millions of tonnes of textiles are
wasted every year, before the
clothes have even reached the
consumers yet. Approximately 15%
of textiles intended for garments
end up on the cutting room floor.
The value of pre-consumer and
post-consumer waste is undermined. Upcycling is important because it is a technique which enables designers to prolong textiles’
lifecycles and slow down unnecessary textile production, which is dependent on natural resources.
As upcycling makes use of already
existing pieces, it often uses few resources in its creation and actually
keeps ‘unwanted’ items out of the

waste stream. There are more textiles produced in the world today
than can be used – many of the
large clothing chains can produce
as many as a half a billion garments a year. And what happens
to those clothes after they have fulfilled their ‘useful’ lives? Discarded. If
not discarded as trash, unwanted
apparel is often donated to thrift
stores. Though a good step toward
avoiding the landfill, this is not as
beneficial as people think – only
about 20 to 30 percent of donated
clothing is actually re-sold.
R3 :Reduce, reuse and recycle has
become the buzzword among urbanites to reduce the heaps of
waste piling up in cities across India. While plastic, paper and glass
waste materials are being recycled
to some extent, clothes are rarely
being reprocessed. Textiles and
clothing material are nearly 100%
recyclable. More and more people
are giving away their old attire for
recycling, but huge time and energy are spent to change the physical properties of the waste material.
Upcycling clothes is a better way
to reuse old clothes without going
through the textile recycling process that is energy and resource
intensive. This is not a new concept, since modern-day upcycling
originates from the 1930-40s, when
families had very little economic
ability or material resources during
the World Wars. Even today, upcycling is a way of life for people in
rural areas of developing countries
as raw materials are expensive, so
they use what they can find to create handicrafts, clothing, baskets,
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jewelry and other useful items.
What is “textile waste”?
Like all wastes, textile waste originates from the community via
number of streams including the
fibres, textile or clothing manufacturing industries, consumers, commercial and service industries.
Type of textile waste
1. Pre-consumer textile waste 2.
Post-consumer textile waste 3. Industrial textile waste

What is upcycling?
Upcycling is a way of processing
an item to make it better than the
original. In the example of clothing,
this is often taking something that
doesn’t fit or is stained or torn, dead
stock and refashioning a wearable
product from it.
Upcycling can be done using either pre-consumer textile waste or
post-consumer textile waste or Industrial textile waste or a combination of the three.
post-consumer textile waste results from the finished product
reaching the end of its useful life
for the consumer (such as a T-shirt
that doesn’t fit anymore).
Pre-consumer textile waste is a
waste material before it reaches
to consumer (such as fabric and
garment samples, overstock, fabric
from the end of rolls ) oris a material that was discarded before it
was ready for consumer use (such
as defective printing, dying & finishing of fabrics) or is produced while
items are being manufactured
(such as the pieces of fabric leftover after cutting out a pattern).
Pre-consumer waste is the reintroduction of manufacturing
scrap back into the manufacturing process. Pre-consumer waste
is commonly used in manufacturing industries, and is often not considered recycling in the traditional
sense. This waste is generally clean
waste.
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Industrial textile waste is generated
from commercial and industrial
textile applications including commercial waste such as carpets and
curtains. This waste is generally
“dirty waste”. A substantial proportion of these end-of-life goods are
incinerated or dumped to landfills.

of perfectly usable, pre-consumer
textiles every single week.

This waste can be from over
ordering,brands order 3-10% more
than necessary, some luxury
brands destroy their overstock to
protect their brand. Faulty fabric
caused by rinting/weaving errors
or the wrong colouring. Hundreds
of thousands of tonnes of fabric are
wasted at the design and production stage before clothing reaches
the customer.

Upcycling is the process of converting waste materials or useless products into new materials
or products of better quality or a
higher environmental value.

Today however, due to fast fashion
and
throwaway
culture
there is an abundant in textile
waste.“Manufacturers and designers in the mainstream fashion industry discard on average 15
percent of materials end route to
production.” – EcoFashionTalk.com
One Man’s Trash is Another Man’s
Treasure

How is upcycling different from
recycling?
“If recycling is about repurposing,
upcycling is about re-valuing and
creating a new price-tag for the
same piece.In other words, the process of upcycling adds value to the
materials and the other decreases
its value.
Upcycling is to say that recycling is
great, but it requires energy and resources to gather, sort and process
the waste only to make something
less out of it. Hence, upcycling is an
even greener way of recycling, and
better environmentally.

How does upcycling save water
and air?
The problem: There is a continued growth of solid waste and in
the overuse of Earth’s resources,
particularly water. In textile waste
alone, the average apparel factory discards about 60,000 pounds

The solution: Upcycling excess and
reducing the amount of waste.
Is Upcycling textile waste the next
frontier of environmentally responsible clothing and accessories?

It’s tough to say if upcycling textile
waste will be the next frontier. It’s
definitely a necessary step in closing the loop on textile manufacturing. Human beings are the only
species on the planet capable of
creating excess, and the amount
of excess we create was magnified
by the rise of the industrial revolution. What we need to do now as
a society is get that excess under
control and eliminate it whenever
possible.
So, finding ways to re-use or use
up the resources already created
is the most important way to create an endless supply of materials
without further depleting natural
resources. The two most popular
fabrics in the world, polyester and
cotton, are already putting a strain
on the environment, and this situation will only get worse. The average apparel factory throws away
60,000 pounds of usable, pre-consumer excesses EVERY week. That’s
brand-new thread, fabric, buttons,
etc. that is simply leftover after a
product is made.
So, if it takes turning all of this excess material into cool, hip and
fashionable products to get people
to wake up to these facts, then yes,
textile waste truly is the next frontier in environmentally responsible
clothing and many other products!

Benefits of upcycling
Upcycling stops adding stuff to a
world that is already overwhelmed
with material things. It also reuses
materials that may otherwise end
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up in the landfill in creative and innovative ways - producing original
often one-of-a-kind items from
what many consider to be waste.
It is a way for companies and designers to be more efficient with
leftover materials such as upholstery scraps or vintage textiles and
to give new life to worn-out jeans
and tattered T-shirts.
The benefits of upcycling include
resource conservation, less carbon
footprints, saving energy, and saving landfill space. When you buy an
upcycled product made from discarded materials, you are directly
offsetting the water and energy
needed to make new materials
from scratch to produce the same
product. And in the process, you
are helping to conserve resources.
“It’s a challenge to see what we
have, and what we can do with it.”
For designers, upcycling presents
an opportunity to practice creativity skills, but also to reduce impact
on the environment, simply by reusing their own or others’ waste.
Giving a second life to textiles can
result in one-of-a-kind items as
well as reproducible products.
Again, there are many different
ways to upcycle. Updating and
modernising old garments is one
take on it. This refers to readymade
garments that didn’t sell or are no
longer in use. Often, these discarded garments are in fine condition,
and simply need some aesthetic
adjustments to become interesting
and appealing again.
Another method is that of deconstructing and recombining waste
products, so that the parts are reused but in different ways. This can
be done by using old garments, but
also leftover swatches, production
off-cuts and end-of-roll textiles.
So, it is up to the designer to find the
potential and beauty that lies in old
textiles, and to decide on what they
should become.
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Pre-consumer textile waste is
made up of manufacturing waste
that has not reached the consumer.
y Textile swatches are leftover
textile sample swatches from
the production process.
y Cut-and-sew waste is textile
scraps generated during garment manufacturing. It is often
considered waste and is discarded due to its uneven and
small formats.
y End-of-rolls are factory surplus
textiles that have been left over
from garment manufacturing.
y Sampling yardage is factory
surplus waste leftover from textile sample manufacturing.
y Clothing samples are part-finished or finished clothing samples from the design and production of clothing.
y Damaged textiles are unused
textiles that have been damaged for example with colour
or print defects, rendering them
unusable.
y Unsold clothing waste is clothing
(finished or unfinished) that has
not been sold.
y deadstock, to end-of-use discarded garments
y Brand-new thread, fabric, buttons, etc left at fashion and production house
The beauty of upcycling is that
each designer has a unique take
on it.

How to do it?

at your design process in a new
light, because when using the sustainable design techniques of upcycling and reconstruction, sourcing your textile waste will often be
the starting point of your entire design process.
When sourcing textile waste, look
for high quality textile waste to ensure that your new design will be
durable and last long in its new
wardrobe. Don’t be afraid of a hole
or rip. Instead, work around minor defects or let defects become
a design feature and remember
that mistakes can be beautiful too!
If you are looking for a particular
fabric but don’t find the colour you
want it in, you can reprint or re-dye
it to your preferred taste.
Last but not least, don’t forget to
clean the textile waste to make
sure that the final product is fresh
and new in the eyes and noses of
the consumer.
y Follow your own textile waste
stream
y Contact factories and textile
mills
y Visit trade fairs and showrooms
y Check your textile shop
y Go online
y Reach out to your network
y Raid wardrobes
y Go to secondhand stores and
markets
y Get in touch with recyclers
y Contact brands

Sourcing textile waste
can seem challenging when compared
to picking up a new
fabric from a supplier,
a trade fair or a store.
However,
sourcing
textile waste is a fun
and inspiring process
that will shape your final design and stretch
your creativity.
Don’t be afraid to look
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y Think outside the box

Who is doing it?
The world of upcycling has exploded in the past few years, and
there is a plethora of inspirational
design in this facet of eco-fashion.
Here are some inspiring examples
of designers who use different approaches to Pre- Consumer textile
waste upcycling.

Bunko Junko
Bhavini Parikh. Single-handedly,
with her venture, she is preventing
thousands of kgs of fabric waste
from reaching the landfills! This is
not through recycling of the fabric
or re-using in the manufacturing
process. What Bhavini is doing is repurposing the fabric to create her
own fashion brand – Bunko Junko.
Bunko Junko diverts the scrap generated in textile manufacturing
units away from landfills and into
it’s design space. Bhavini herself
is creative designer and her team
of dedicated designers create
magic out of the textile scrap, literally transforming it from pieces of

in 2017-18, Bhavini and her team
have been upcycling the fabric for
the last 3 years and the customer
base is growing.

Chindi
Chindi started as a fun project
from Tanushri Shukla’s love for knitting. Along with a friend who loved
to crochet, the duo started making small things and gifting them
to friends. All the raw material was
waste that was generated at Tanushri’s family-run wholesale garment manufacturing unit. There
are tons of waste fabric that the
tailors call ‘chindi’ that are generated every day and, currently, most
of this leftover fabric is tossed into
garbage.
The response Tanushri got to their
tiny gifts was overwhelming and
it organically grew into an organization. Chindi started working with
women from Mankhud slum in
Mumbai in 2015 and has developed
itself into a design firm that hand-

crafts and upcycles knitted products. Tanushri also believes that
the best-case scenario for Chindi
would be that it becomes redundant and all organizations upcycle
their own waste.

Goonj

unrelated fabric to a fashion statement. Although formally registered
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terials to provide clothes, sanitary
and many other basic amenities
to people living in poorer communities across the country. Goonj’s
300+ volunteers includes mass
participation of housewives, professionals, students, corporates,

Goonj is a well-known non-governmental organisation based in
Delhi. Founded in 1998 by Ashoka
Fellow Anshu Gupta, the Goonj project collects unused clothing from
all over India to reprocess the ma-

who help in sending over 20,000kgs
of recycled waste materials every
month! A vast network of 100 grassroots agencies across India also
help Goonj reach parts of 20 states
of India.

Doodlage
If you thought upcycling would result in monotonous, shabby pieces,
then you need to only look at Doodlage. With sustainability and innovation at its heart, Kriti Tula’s label
boasts edgy patchwork jackets,
delicate shrugs and exquisite shirts.
Tula, who launched Doodlage in
2012, was first drawn to the idea
of sustainability during her internship, where she came across large
mounds of rejected fabric pieces;
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Other Brands

she took on the challenge of putting
them to better use than to discard
them. Over the years she has worked
with a number of fabric manufacturers from all over India, using their
leftover pieces to create something
new and meaningful, thereby making
Doodlage one of the most interesting
sustainable fashion brands in India.

Other Brands
References :

Black Hack

https://www.magzter.com/article/
Business/Textile-Value-Chain/ZEROWASTE-PATTERN-CUTTING-ELIMINATING-PRE-CONSUMER-FABRIC-WASTEIN-THE-PATTERN-CUTTING-ROOM
https://www.fibre2fashion.com/industry-article/7279/recycling-andupcycling-in-the-apparel-industry
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https://goexplorer.org/fashion-frompre-consumer-waste/
https://www.fashionrevolution.org/
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Mahala Tonle
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TEXTILE RECYCLING
HARSHI SONI
Management trainee – TVC

Agency estimates that the average person throws away 81 pounds
of clothing per year.
That adds up to 8 Billion pounds of
unnecessary waste added to our
landfills.
The 15% of textiles that are recycled has the environmental impact
equivalent to removing 590,000
cars from the road every year.

T

extile recycling is the process
by which old clothing and other
textiles are recovered for reuse or
material recovery. It is the basis for
the textile recycling industry.

Now, Why should we do textile
recycling?
To Reduce environmental pollution
– Textiles that are thrown in the bin
are sent to landfill sites. Here, they
can produce toxins which pollute
the water we drink and the air we
breathe. Save resources -Recycling wearable clothes lowers the
amount of resources that go into
making new ones.

And Here I have some Facts
regarding it:
A Textile is any item made from
cloth or any artificial Fabric. Worn,
Torn or stained textile item can be
recycled .
Approximately 95% of textile products and shoes are recyclable.
The EPA; Environmental Protection
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Recycling Clothing and textiles decreases the use of natural resources, such as water used in growing
crops and petroleum used in creating new clothing and textiles.
It decreases the need for chemicals used in manufacturing textiles
and the pollution caused by the
manufacturing process

Textile Manufacturing facts
Growing enough cotton to produce
a single t-shirt requires 2,700 litres
of water.
The polyester production industry
releases 1.5 trillion pounds of greenhouse gasses every year, which is
equivalent to the annual emissions
of 185 coal-fired power plants.
The textile manufacturing industry
produces 20% of global waste water and accounts for 10% of global
carbon emissions, which is more
than all international flights and
maritime shipping combined.
While cotton only takes up 3% of
arable land, it accounts for 24% of
insecticide and 11% of pesticide use.

Approximately 15% of fabric intended for the manufacture of
clothing ends up as waste on the
cutting room floor.
According to the most recent U.S.
Department of Agriculture data,
the U.S. imports 19.7 billion pounds
of textiles and apparel every year,
while exporting only 3.5 billion
pounds.
Based on those numbers, the U.S.
amasses 16.2 billion additional
pounds of textiles and apparel
every year by way of imports, or
49.5 pounds for every single person
in the country.
Guide To Textile Recycle
Most home recycling bins, provided by your local council, accept
old clothes and textiles. Recycling
banks may also accept old clothes.
Donate old clothes to charity shops
or take them to a jumble sale.
Only donate clothes that are still
usable.
Old clothes can be used to make
other textile items, such as cushion
covers or cleaning clothes.
When donating shoes, make sure
they are tied together so they don’t
separate.

There are some specific Textile
recycled which we are familiar
with and the list is as under:
– Stuffed toys and pillows become
car seat stuffing and automobile insulation.
– Tshirts, sheets, towels, and clothing became wiping clothes.
–Denim becomes home insulation.
–Shoe soles become paving material.
–Sweaters and coats become
carpet paddling.
– Curtains and drapes become
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stuffing for pillows, sleeping
beds and animal insulation.
–Wool sweaters and materials become baseball and softball filling.
– Velvet material become jewelry
box lining.
–Leftover fabric scraps become
paper money.
As I Mentioned the benefits of doing Recycling of textiles; Here are
the reasons why people do it.
There are many compelling reasons for the recycling of waste from
textile products and processes. The
resources on this planet are ultimately finite. The two key fibers in
the textile industry are cotton and

polyester which represent over 85%
of global fiber production. Cotton
relies on a finite land mass for agriculture and competes with food
production. Polyester relies on finite
sources of oil (petroleum based)
and its extraction is damaging to
the environment.
In 2014 the global production of
polyester filaments and cotton
fiber was approximately 65 million
tonnes this number is estimated
to grow in upcoming years with
growing population demand and
increasingly unstable climate we
are facing global textile resource
scarcity but also the hazardous
environmental impact of textile
fiber production. Therefore effec-

tive resources management in the
industry is now becoming high-priority. Environmental issues are also
associated with sector – include
high energy and water usage and
use of toxic chemicals.
Synthetic fibers products will not
decompose in the landfills. Taking
100’s of years to decompose such
waste discarded in landfill has no
resale value and it pollute the atmosphere, if not degraded they
get accumulated and spread infectious diseases and foul smell.
Woollen garments do decompose
but they also produce methane
gas which contributes to the global
warming

LEGAL CONCERNS OF UPCYCLING
RUTUJA SHINDE
Intern at TVC

U

pcycling is a term given to adding value to recycled products
through transformation of the original or the creation of something
new by using parts of pre-existing
products. Upcycling is a new trend
promoted by those interested in
a more sustainable lifestyle. With
increasing consciousness of the
consequences of waste and obsolescence on our environment, upcycling has been embraced in the
fashion industry.

Disclaimer
All of the information you will read
in this article came from resources
researched on the internet.
I believe my findings to be true, but
I cannot guarantee their accuracy.
One should always do their own
legal research and consult an at-
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pact.

torney
before
making
decisions that could
have a legal im-

Here are few legal things one must
keep in mind when it comes to upcycling.

Made of clippings of unknown
fiber content
100% unknown fibers — rags
All undetermined fibers — textile
by-products
100% miscellaneous pieces of undetermined fiber content

Accurate Labeling of Fiber Content

Secondhand materials — fiber content unknown

When combining several materials
together (particularly materials not
typically used for clothing), or using
vintage fabrics, it can be difficult to
accurately label the fiber content
of the clothing.

25% Unknown fiber content

The Federal has created an exception to labeling, if someone truly
cannot determine the type of fiber,
then they are allowed to label to
the content as unknown. These are
examples from the FTC of allowed
labeling disclosures for garments
with unknown fibers.

25% Unknown Reclaimed Fibers
40% Unknown fibers — scraps
This exception should only be used
if it is truly impractical (from an industry standard perspective) to
determine the type of fiber.
For designers who are just getting
started, doing “burn tests” of fabric
swatches are an inexpensive and
useful way to determine the type of
fiber within the fabric.

Adding New Branding Label to an
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Altered Garment
As mentioned before, it’s legal to
upcycle just about anything for
your own personal use. If one owns
the item, then they can do anything
they please to do with it.
This mentality protects a person
and their property from Copyright
and Trademark owners from coming after them and what they own.
However, one might get in trouble
when they start to sell items they
upcycled for profit. The main question is, is the product your’s or another brand’s?
For eg. One of your Nike Sweatshirt
is pretty much in good condition
except that there is a small stain
on it so you tie- dye that sweatshirt
that still has the logo on it and later
try to sell it online with still the logo
intact.
At first thought, you may think it’s
best you say it’s Nike’s since they
own the logo. But that’s actually not
the case.
Once you alter a product you own
(through upcycling or otherwise)
the product has changed, which
makes it YOUR product, not the
original brand’s. You just made it
with the materials that were available to you.

You can imagine how confusing it
would be if you upcycled a product with materials from two brands
and tried to credit them both.
The long and the short of it is, if
someone upcycle a product and
then sell it, then they must claim
the product as their own creation.
In fact, before selling the product,
any tags that say it belongs to another brand must be removed.

Using the Term “Alter” Instead of
“Upcycle”
This is kind of a big deal, and it’s
necessary to use this term when
listing the product online or in a
store. The term “upcycle” is technically not a legal term, which means
that if someone gets in a trouble
and say, “it’s a product I upcycled,”
it probably doesn’t mean anything.
Instead, the term to use, especially
when selling online is “altered.” One
can also use “upcycled,” if they
want, but also have to make it clear
that the item is altered from the
original state it began in.
In other words, by law, one is not
upcycling things, they are altering
them. And if one can clearly state
that they have altered the product
in question, then are safe from any
copyright or trademark infringements.

The Goal is to Eliminate Confusion
The reason behind all this legal
stuff is really just to eliminate confusion. Brands, both those whose
trademarks is used and the brand
who made the end product, want
to maintain brand integrity.
It’s important that Nike makes Nike
products so people know they can
get a certain kind of quality and
style when they see the swoosh. In
the same way if people are purchasing products from someone
who has altered them then they
must know because that’s how one
can establish a brand for themselves.
By confusing who made what product, it dilutes both brands. People
aren’t sure what they can expect
from Nike, and the one who altered
don’t get the recognition for creating the product.
That’s why the laws surrounding
this sort of issue are designed to
make things as clear as possible
to the customer. Removing the
tags, claiming the product as their
own, and giving other credit where
it is due is important . All of that so
the customer knows exactly what
they’re getting.

Reference

UPCYCLING WITH A CAUSE: A SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
VASAVI MEHTA
Intern at TVC
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Upcycling represents a variety of processes by which “old”
products get to be modified
and get a second life as they’re
turned into a “new” product. So,
by mixing and aggregating
used materials, components,
and items, the end product
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holds more value than the origiUpcyclediy.com
nal whilst increasing its longevity,
therefore leading to a reduction in
waste and pollution. Upcycling is
about re-adapting or re-purposing
materials or items in a creative way
with the intention of expanding the
life span of a product.
To manufacture or make a new
product, it takes a lot of time, energy for extraction, new raw materials, chemicals, water, etc. The case
with upcycling is however very different from the former as there are
no new substances, chemicals, or
a huge amount of water that is involved. Instead, this process of recreating a product into something
new and more useful leads to a reduction in carbon emissions.
Upcycling stops adding stuff to a
world that is already overwhelmed
with material things. It also reuses
materials that may otherwise end
up in the landfill in creative and innovative ways- producing original
often one of a kind items from what
many consider to be waste. It is a
way for companies and designers to be more efficient with leftover materials such as upholstery
scraps or vintage textiles and to
give new life to worn-out jeans and
tattered T-shirts.

Whether
you’re upcycling things
Lawontherunway.com
yourself or buying products from
designers, it’s always nice to know
that you have something that is
completely unique. It makes you a
more environmentally conscious
person too.

SAKHI PAWAR AND
JOSHI, SAKHI, PUNE

MADHURI

Rajashree spent a number of years
working as a house help in Pune to
provide meals for her family. It all
changed for her when a doctor
who examined the condition of her
blistered hands and asked her to
completely stop working as a maid.
That is when her former employer,
SanjeevaniPawar intervened.

Personal benefits of Upcycling

1. Doing your bit for Mother Nature
Nothing beats that warm and fuzzy
feeling you get inside when you’ve
done something great for the planet. Also, there’s a sense of love when
you make something with your own
hands because you value the time
and effort that you’ve put into it.

2. Crafty repair skills
Repairing an item and giving it a
new life is a great skill and a wonderful feeling. Also, you don’t have
to throw your most loved possessions. Just a little bit of creativity and efforts will give you a new
product.

3. One-of-a-kind items
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Rajashree is associated with Sakhi,
a Self-Help Group in Pune started
by SanjeevaniPawar and her friend
Madhuri Joshi in 2015. Rajashree
worked as a house help at Pawar’s
house. “Our initial plan was to only
help Rajashree but as people started appreciating the products she
stitched, we expanded the movement and roped in 2-3 other women from poverty-stricken households. We helped them till they
found customers,” Pawar, a biology
professor, told a portal.

Rajashree
had spent a number of
Artslaw.com
years as a house help, but now, she
runs a business wherein she upcycles old, torn, and rejected clothes
and converts them into utilitarian
items like bags, quilts, purses, doormats, and folders. At the moment,
her monthly income is around Rs
5,000. Rajashree does not forget to
count her blessings at each turn of
a new day. She has more time to
spend with her family and take care
of herself. Her hands, which used to
be blistered or raw from scrubbing
floors and utensils, are now always
busy creating something beautiful.
Rajashree is one of the 16 women
whose lives have changed through
‘Sakhi’.
Pawar’s initiative is also helping
women who are nearing retirement age and find it difficult to look
for a job owing to illiteracy. “It is a
struggle for old domestic workers
to carry out physical work or find
another job because of illiteracy.
Keeping that in mind, we provided training so that in future if they
want to stitch they can do so. In
Sakhi, some have taken up stitching on a full-time basis and others
as part-time,” she added.
Customers can send in items that
they no longer use and can receive
brand new utility items. All of this
when they are only paying sewing
charges. Customers from across
the city donate waste clothes to
these women and in return get
brand new items made from them.
The best part for customers is that
they only have to pay for sewing
charges.
So far, these women have made
over 10,000 godhdis (quilts) and innumerable products, “Honestly, we
have lost the count of the number
of clothes we have upcycled,” quips
Pawar.

Reviving Old Traditions
Like every other Indian household, Pawar’s family also followed
the practice of reusing household
items until they exhausted its util-
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ity limit. In fact, Pawar’s mother was
quite popular in her social circle for
stitching godhdis from her old sarees and other clothes.
Pawar couldn’t imagine that her
old school methods would one day
not only be an extra source of income for women but also benefit
the environment. She believes that
we live in a fast-paced world where
people discard their clothes very
frequently, either because they get
bored with it or it goes out of fashion. Fast consumerism has led to
the constant deterioration of our
Mother Earth and the sustainable
practice of upcycling could help to
mitigate it.
Pawar trains women in basic
stitching, knitting, and designing

the products to make them look
more attractive. Pawar’s initiative is
also helping women who are nearing their retirement age. At Sakhi,
they believe that it is a struggle for
old domestic workers to carry out
physical work or find another job
because of illiteracy. Keeping that
in mind, Pawar provided training so
that in future if the women want to
stitch, they can. Some women have
taken up stitching on a full-time
basis and others as part-time.
Joshi and Pawar are also educating women about financial management so that their hard-earned
money is judiciously used.
Initiatives such as these could be
replicated among poorer communities, especially those where the

literacy rate is very low. Education
being criteria in the majority of the
jobs, such upskilling initiatives scan
financially uplift women.

References
https://www.thebetterindia.
com/220074/pune-woman-donate-old-clothes-get-upcycledbags-double-income-indiagop94/
https://www.futurelearn.com/
courses/upcycling-for-changefrom-green-ideas-to-startupbusinesses/0/steps/67684
https://www.triplepundit.com/story/2014/upcycling-new-wave-sustainable-fashion/58691
https://youmatter.world/en/definition/upcycling/

WHY IS UPCYCLING THE FUTURE OF FASHION
AFTER COVID-19
ANUSHKA DWIVEDI
Intern at TVC

G

iven the extending period of
lockdown, every day our Instagram feeds are bombarded with
ads featuring designers’ experts

from the industry sharing the take
on the trends post COVID-19. Cov-
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id-19 has thought us the paramount
importance of upcycling and sustainability. The textile industry is one
of the biggest polluting industries
so the designers have some of the
key commandments to navigate
the post-pandemic world with
caution and responsibility.
The pandemic has unprecedented economic and social damage
globally. Retail and manufacturing
industries are among the worst-hit
companies that have gone bankrupt and the stores are shutting
down. In such a scenario fashion
is the last thing on people’s minds
right now. Most young brands will
be shutting down as the trickle-

down effect of consumers not
spending money due to layoffs
and pay cuts. Orders have been
kept on hold. Keeping the situation
in mind it is inevitable that fashion
labels and brands will need to implement markdowns during this
period of uncertainty in order to
encourage enough purchases and
keep afloat. Apart from the decline
in sales great challenges are being faced by designers and brands
that not only have the issue of piling up stocks but also unutilized
workforce.
With physical stores closed and
online delivery is delayed consumers are adapting by living with
fewer retailers now should focus
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on the concept of minimalism and
buy less buy better. The demand
for loungewear has continued to
rise as working from home has become a new norm. Wellbeing and
self-care will take shape in the
form of natural and organic products from fresh produce to clothing

nent accessory.
The consumers can upcycle or restore their clothing keeping it relevant to current trends. This pandemic has allowed us to reset the
values of our belongings learning
to become more mindful invest investing in meaningful and sustainable products.
The prime minister of India has
come up with the term “vocal for
local” which means to promote
locally made products. Fashion
choices and crafts that are available locally and to preserve our
heritage craft traditions.

clean and nontoxic materials and
fibers will drive demand as health
continues to be a top priority. When
the current crisis gets over retailers would need to take the opportunity to promote holidaying
locally to avoid carbon emissions
or overcrowding. Retailers need to
implement processes with a more
positive environmental impact
and ways to educate consumers
to best care for products. Look for
the natural and biodegradable table fabrics which are made from a
sustainable form of clothing and
which requires 80% less carbon dioxide emissions. The face mask has
gained monument during this pandemic the idea of the non-medical
mask has risen and up as a perma-

Post COVID-19, draping with the
best use of colors and shapes
would become more popular, we
can learn and explore more about
drapes which are referenced from
India and that can give birth to
something unexpected and unified
in its diversity.
To make the fashion industry more
ecologically sustainable is a term
that has been ongoing for a while
and with the COVID-19 the demand
for the industry to sustainability as a
whole has accelerated. After COVID-19 sustainability might evolve as
the central element in the fashion
industry. We cannot continue unfair
practices in the industry or else the
damage would be irreversible.
Sustainability has meant to provide
livelihood sustaining and celebrating handmade crafts it has always
been the core element. It’s time for
the brands to commit a responsible resource and build a fashion

ecosystem that is solely based on
responsibility, sustainability, and respect. Change is the only way for
us to sustain and survive post the
pandemic.
It is difficult to predict the consumer behavior even after the restrictions of the current pandemic are
lifted but many brands or designers believe the focus will be on simpler aesthetics full stop the fashion
industry has never been affected
in such a definitive way around
the world we have had a recession
in different countries at different
times but never the whole world
shut down together. It is too early to

visualize what the future holds the
pandemic has been a setback bye
more than one or two decades. It is
difficult to predict what will happen
when lockdown would be lifted will
consumers buy because they have
been deprived of shopping for so
long or will the consumer behavior
change since the scar of the virus
will prevail for some time.

We can sit back,do nothing, and watch our planet be destroyed. Or we can take action,become

advocates,and start making lifestyle choices which
are kinder to people and the planet.
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DENIM - THE EPITOME OF LOVE IN FASHION.
SUKANYA KANDARKAR
Intern at TVC

The magic of denim jeans has
overpowered the global right from
the day it was invented. History
has seen its development through
many ages and periods. Sustainability and recycling is the buzz
word today, and all stake holders
in the apparel supply chain right
from manufacturers to consumers are working toward this cause.
This focus has called for research
and development all over the
world to undertake many issues
related to denim recycling to make
the best use of used materials for
new product development. Many
retailers take immense efforts to
showcase their involvement in
the closed-loop recycling initiative by encouraging consumers to
bring back old used garments for
new ones and converting these
garments for the manufacture
of raw materials or intermediate
substances. Manufacturing compostable jeans without the use of
nylon threads and rivets shows the
change in the manufacturing process, and new technologies are in
the pipeline to recycle fibers from
denim with unchanged quality. The
governmental support has also
been extended by means of many
programs on solid waste management, reduction of load to landfill
by reuse and recycling and laws
and regulations for environmental
protection. This chapter deals with
the importance of denim and its
impact on society, manufacturing
and landfill issues, the technologies involved in the reuse and re-
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cycling of denim, the appraisal of
work done by many organizations
around the globe to recycle denim
for regenerated textiles and reclaimed products along with the
roadmap for denim recycling in
terms of sustainability. Denim, one
of the most widely used material
in the world, has significant impact
on environment in manufacturing
and waste management stage.
Denim recycling has opened vast
opportunities for savings in the use
of raw materials, energy and water
consumption, chemicals and auxiliaries and waste water treatment.
Reprocessed fibers from denim
waste have the coloration from
the raw material used, and hence,
dyeing and finishing processes
can be eliminated to a great extent. Many leading retailers like H &
M, Adidas and Nike showcase and
market their products with the percentage of recycled material in the
product profile; their statistical reports reveal the quantity of clothes
they have collected from their
shoppers and the amount they
contribute to international charity from their proceeds. Raising the
awareness of the consumer’s contribution toward sustainability and
environment safety has paved the
increase in recycling of not only
denim but also many other materials that are used today. The focus
should move toward manufacturing products without waste, and if
waste occurs, it should be recycled
to lead to a zero waste economy.
A growing population, rising stand-

ards of living and quickly changing
fashions send mountains of clothing waste to the world’s landfills
each year. Although processes for
textile recycling exist, they tend to
be inefficient and expensive. Now,
researchers have reported in ACS
Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering an efficient, low-cost method
that can convert waste denim into
viscose-type fibers that are either
white or the original color of the
garment.
Cotton-based clothing, such as
denim, makes up a large proportion of textile waste. Meanwhile,
farming cotton consumes land
and resources. Efficiently converting waste denim into reusable cotton fibers could help address both
of these problems. Previously, researchers have used ionic liquids
–– salts that are liquid, not solid
–– to dissolve cotton textiles into
their cellulose building blocks. The
cellulose was then spun into new
viscose-type fibers that could be
woven into textiles. However, ionic
liquids are expensive and difficult
to work with because of their high
viscosity. Nolene Byrne and colleagues wanted to find a way to
reduce the amount of ionic liquid
solvent required to recycle denim
into regenerated cellulose fibers.
The researchers ground three textile samples (blue denim fabric, red
denim pants and a mixed-color Tshirt) into powders. Then, they dissolved the powders in a 1:4 mixture
of the ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Using a high
concentration of DMSO as a cosolvent allowed the researchers
to use much less ionic liquid than
other methods. In addition, DMSO
reduced the viscosity of the ionic
liquid solution, making it easier to
spin the cellulose into new fibers.
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Because DMSO is much cheaper
than the ionic liquid, the new process reduced the cost of solvent
by 77%. When they pre-treated the
textile powders with a sodium hydroxide solution, the researchers
could produce white viscose-like
fibers. Without this step, the fibers
retained the color of the original
item, which conserves water and
energy that would otherwise be required for textile dyIncrease in population has driven the demand for
consumer goods, which ultimately
results in more quantities of landfills. This is not only depleting the
available natural resources, but is
also deteriorating the environment.
Recycling and reusing products is
the need of the hour. Denim apparels have become an inevitable part
of every individuals wardrobe. Old
and used denims can be creatively
recycled into unimaginable, creative, and useful products.
Recycled denims are adorable for
a number of reasons. It is basically
made from post industrial denim
fabrics, which is scrap. Furthermore
the energy spent in recycling old
materials is lesser comparatively
over the energy spent in converting
raw materials into products.
Recycled denims are a great and
creative way to dress up while going ones contribution to the environment as well. Recycled products
have the lowest carbon footprint.
So its time to recycle, reuse, and reduce carbon footprints.
Denim is study cotton warp faced
textile in which the weft passes under loom or warp threads. These
will weave produces a diagonal
ribbing that distinguishes it from
Cotton duck. The most common
denim is indigo denim in which
threads are dyed while the weft
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thread is left white. As are the result
of the warp faced twill weaving one
side of the textile is dominated by
the blue warp threads and other
side is dominated by the White weft
threads. This causes blue jeans to
be white on the inside. The indigo
dyeing process, in which the core
of warp threads remains white,
creates denims signature fading
characteristics.

enlarge from wear, they’ll never be
able to go back to the true size they
were before. An indigo dye is often
used to dye these jeans, however,
100% cotton blends are very easy
to dye. 100% cotton denim quickly
went out of style with the introduction of stretch denim but is now
slowly making its way back in style
with the introduction of fashionable
“mom jeans” and “dad jeans.”

Why the material of your jeans
matter ?

98/2 Stretch Blends

There’s a type of fabric that’s taking over what jeans are made of –
stretch denim. This denim cotton includes a small amount of elastane,
about one to three percent, into the
fabric, which makes it the closest
blend to pure denim. If you’ve ever
heard of Spandex or Lycra, you’ve
felt this stretchy, synthetic fiber. It
is what gives jeans more flexibility.
Stretch jeans are popular because
they present more “give” with body
movements. Any woman would
look great in stretch jeans.

New Prime Twill
Twill fabrics are woven differently
than regular denim. Twill is made
by using a specific weave called diagonal ribbing. Twill denim is lighter
in weight, but more durable and
resists wear longer than a regular
weaved fabric. Our new prime twill
denim is made with 55% rayon, 24%
cotton, 18% polyester and 3% spandex. These pants are a little extra
stretchy and super comfortable,
and have a superior premium feel
to them.

100% Cotton Denim
This type of fabric will always stretch
out regardless of what you do even
though there is not any stretch in
the fabric. When the cotton threads

A 98% cotton and 2% elastane pair
of jeans stretch out, but not as
dramatically as 100% cotton fabric.
These jeans are likely to get baggier over time and not bounce back
because they have some stretch in
them that causes them to not have
much recovery. These jeans tend
to be a crowd favorite due to their
genuine 100% cotton appearance,
but stretch and comfortable feel
when wearing them.

Super Stretch
This fabric is extremely popular due
to the comfort and flexibility. You
have to be careful to get these in
your size so they don’t lose their
shape once they’ve expanded. Super stretch started the trend for
jeggings back in the mid-2000s
and have stayed around in casualwear and athleisure wear, but
do not frequently professional or
evening wear.
So guys, love your friend denim !!
Don’t throw them away because
old is gold so you preserve it and
don’t lose the best. This universally
loved fabric denim is your friend
every time you are confused about
what to go with for the day!! So the
epitome of love given to the fabric
should be always preserved and
upcycled in the beautiful way possible!
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UPCYCLING BRANDS
consumption habits.”

BHAVIKA GULRAJANI
Trainee- Bussiness Developer

A

kanksha Kaila Akashi of Refash,
a platform for upcycled brands,
shares the ethos behind creating
contemporary fashion from textile
waste.

Last month, the Swedish Fashion Council announced that they
are cancelling Stockholm Fashion Week, which was due to begin
in the last week of August. As the
fashion industry is moving forward
together to achieve future sustainable goals, the Swedish council believes that the traditional
fashion week format ‘faces major
challenges to meet the demands
for sustainability, innovation, relevance and timing’. There are a lot of
lessons that one can take from this
bold move, which comes a month
in advance of a homegrown fashion week that also focuses extensively on sustainability. It is inspiring to see an international council
being concerned about the lasting
effects of the fashion industry on
the environment. Closer to home,
there a few champions of change
who don’t believe in contributing to
the cluttered clothing industry, and
want to highlight the importance of
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recreating from products that are
already in the system.

When 29-year-old Akanksha Kaila
Akashi stumbled upon the process
of upcycling at a workshop, she realised how easy it was to re-love
discarded garments and the concept of Refash was born. Akashi
recalls, “After researching about
the brands and designers who are
creating upcycled products, I realised that there already numerous
brands who are creating products out of waste. What the upcycling industry lacked was a singular platform that brings all of them
together and gives it the momentum of a movement.” A multi-brand
retail concept that sells both online through its website and offline
through pop-up events, Refash
aims to be the singular destination where one can get all information related to upcycling – right
from what the term means and the
events centered on upcycling to
brands that create such products
and DIY videos to practice this at
home. “It is not just a brand, it is a
movement – a movement that encourages people to change their

There is a lot of online and onground research that helps them
identify brands that have been
dabbling in this space. “There are
some labels that are almost 20
years old creating products out of
waste and have never even used
the term upcycling for it. Our first
interaction with each brand helps
us understand their story, their process, their products and who is behind it all. This step is crucial to understand a brand’s value system,
which in turn, helps us to collaborate with them in different ways
and reach a larger audience.” As a
consumer, however, it is a bit conflicting to invest in product that has
been made out waste products – a
concern that is a major challenge
for this platform as well. “It is because of the perceived value of the
product. Although the products are
made with pre-loved, discarded
materials, the process – right from
the collection, segregation, cleaning, washing, designing and manufacturing – is so different from a
conventional brand that it cannot

be standardized, like in the case of
a fast fashion brand. Hence, the final product becomes expensive.
Once the consumer understands
the process behind the pieces, they
are more convinced about buying
them.” Here are a few off-beat Indian labels that practice the art of
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up cycling.

Pomogrenade

cent handstitched products use
the smallest remnants from their
atelier to the leftovers from stores
and manufacturing units to leave
no waste behind.

ru, The Second Life creates stationery, gifting and utility products that
are made from discarded materials such as old newspapers, discarded tyre tubes, discarded paper margins from printing presses,
film and political posters, paper
boards, waste coffee grounds and
recycled felt.

Patch over Patch

A Bengaluru-based ethical fashion brand that focuses on creating
garments for all body types. And it
shows as well. Just go to their website, and you see women and men
on the streets – girls like you and me
– wearing their clothes and accessories. Check out their line of upcycled kimonos made from patching
together surplus fabric from Ants
Crafts – a public charitable trust.

RaasLeela

A Gujarat-based label that works
with an all-women artisans team
and uses kora cotton to create
breathable, comfortable and timeless clothing. They aim to build on
the concept of the Indian capsule
wardrobe. Celebrating irregularities and imperfections, their 100 per
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Swavlambi
Project Swavlambi is a non-profit organisation that works with
women of local communities in
Vadodra, Gujarat. They create
multifunctional bags and accessories out of fabric waste, as well
as empower women by providing
soft skills training such as speaking
English, health and hygiene guidance and financial management
knowledge.

A sustainable fashion brand based
out of Surat that uses post-production waste to create upcycled
clothing for women through different patchwork techniques.

The Second Life

Real State is a sustainable jewellery
brand that uses discarded marble
to create one-of-a-kind, artisanal jewellery pieces by combining
them with precious metals such as
silver.

A product development project
started by Studio ABCD in Bengalu-

Real State
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THE URGENCY TO UPCYCLE TEXTILES WASTE
materials en route to production.
The majority of it ending up in landfills.
Production of textile conventionally
creates a negative environmental
impact by consuming non-renewable resources.
Textile waste is a material that is
deemed unusable for its original
purpose by the owner during clothing production.

BHAVINI PARIKH
FOUNDER
BUNKOJUNKO

Today, more and
more of us live in city
and suburban areas,
we spend most of our
time indoors, we have
lost that powerful
connection between
us and the real world,
planet earth.
What is your opinion on today’s
fashion world and upcycled
fashion importance?
Textile is one of the industries that
exercise maximum pollution to
Mother Nature, in just 20 yrs our
taste for fast fashion has doubled
our textile waste. : As a whole, the
fast fashion of the fashion industry
is polluting the planet at a continuous rate
Criticisms of Fast fashion leave a
pollution footprint, with each step
of the clothing life cycle generating
potential environmental and occupational hazards and creating a
negative environmental impact.
Manufacturers and designers in
the mainstream fashion industry
discard on average 15 percent of
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Upcycling is no longer about finding the cheapest possible way to
come up with some kind of mess/
scrap, instead, the focus is on
achieving the best possible end
result from that scrap. Upcycling is
greener than recycling.
An increasing amount of waste
is generated every year from the
production and use of textiles. For
an economic and environmental
reason, it is becoming increasingly
necessary to recycle as much as
possible
Rethinking these discards, changing how we think about waste, and
what we do with it.
Everyday many types of research
are being done to innovate new
products and technologies but
not many foci on the reclaim or a
better alternative of used up and
waste textiles that are either incinerated (burnt) or discarded in the
landfills.

How upcycling fashion helps the
Indian economy?
Upcycling textile waste plays a major role in the sustainability criteria
of economic, environmental, and
social dimensions. When companies rejected cuttings are dumped
in landfills, they decompose and
release greenhouse gases contributing to global warming in the
landfill, they may release toxic sub-

stances in groundwater and surrounding soil.
Buying upcycled products conserve water and air and contributes to the change needed to close
the loop on waste and also reducing the landfills thus helping in environmental conservation. It also
helps in creating employment thus
increasing the socio-economic
productivity of youth and women’s
community and improves their
lively hoods through sustainable
income-generating activities.
Upcycling is ushering in an entirely
new wave of entrepreneurial innovation. The textile upcycling industry has great potential to expand,

Does fashion week and model
accept fashion upcycling ?! If Yes
please explain.
Yes. Upcycling adds value by
transforming or reinventing an
otherwise-disposable item into
something of higher quality. It’s the
ultimate in reuse--and a whole
new industry sector is shaping up
around it. upcycled apparel can be
a part of this revolution -- helping
people aware and make meaningful choices with their clothing while
appreciating the history of the industry.
Through which wastage is being
decreased and to motivate people
to opt for waste-free products. We
use the materials that would otherwise be a waste. We also wish to
challenge the whole perception of
waste
One thing is certain, whether good
or bad, people will always look for
clothes to wear; the opportunity for
the clothing line to sell their product is massive and we hope to leverage these opportunities. The environmental benefits of UPCYCLING
are mammoth, aside minimizing
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the volume of discarded materials and waste being sent to landfill
each year, it also reduces the need
for production using new or raw
materials which means a reduction in air pollution, water pollution,
greenhouse gas emissions.

How does working with up-cycled materials influence the design process?
The art of upcycling is reconstructing items and creating unique valuable items.the choice of materials
has a large impact on upcycled
designs. Design requires patience
and an open mind: one can not
be too specific, large quantities.
Time should be spent on seeking
out textiles that are in line with the
aesthetics of the brand, and that is
of high quality. The chosen fabrics
should also hang well together, to
strengthen the design and render
it more durable. When using similar fabrics for one same piece, the
caring process becomes easier
during the use phase. It can be a
challenge to find materials and
textiles that match together and
fit with the designer’s expectations.
Designing garments based on the
available fabrics rather than the
other way around is sometimes the
best way to optimize the use of the
fabrics found. Every piece of discarded textiles is different, and that
is both the pro and the con with upcycling.

How do you try to live more sustainably in your personal life?
quality over quantity, reuse, upcycle support women empowerment.

Is upcycling not just prolonging the fact that the material or
object will eventually end up in
landfills?
Yes and no!
Yes, it is diverting it from landfill, but
no, it doesn’t necessarily have to
end up in landfill eventually. Things
can be upcycled time and time
again. But if it does end up there
years down the road - let me ex-
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plain why upcycling & prolonging
its lifespan has still made a positive impact... Most things that have
been made and manufactured are
still in existence somewhere - or
have left an imprint on the environment somehow. Not everything is
recyclable and not everything biodegrades. We know that recycling
isn’t always the most environmentally friendly option and we know
the process of something biodegrading can give off greenhouse
gases which contribute to climate
change and pollution. As does incineration. And just like our emotions - it’s not the answer to bury
them either. Sooner or later they
are going to have an impact! We
put a lot of energy, money, labor,
and resources into disposing of,
exporting, and recycling ‘end of life’
materials - which doesn’t favor the
environment OR the economy. And
even worse - many of these still
have life left that they could give!
THAT is a waste.

We also know now, that the way
we have been operating is seriously impacting our planet and
is unsustainable.
So the thing is if everything that’s
in existence has to go somewhere
- doesn’t it make more sense to reuse and upcycle it so that we don’t
create MORE things that ALSO have
to go somewhere?
I can’t help but think of the old age
advice of ‘make the most of what
you have’ Because by making the
absolute maximum out of what we
already have - we need less.
The most sustainable product is
the one that we already have.
By challenging our thinking and
looking at this ‘waste’ as a resource
for something new instead - then
we see it for the value it is.
By keeping the material rather than
exporting it - and by offering it for
reuse and upcycling instead - then
we open up economic opportunity
to keep that value in the country to increase that value - as well as

to create jobs & businesses & new
products - in a circular economy.
By using what we already have, we
reduce new things being made, recycled, and disposed of. It makes
more sense and is kinder to the environment.
so, while some items will still end up
being recycled or landfilled long after being upcycled - the fact that
they have been reused and upcycled to their maximum before
that has a deeper knock-on effect
- which positively impacts not only
the environment, but it also benefits our society and the economy
too.
Our relationship with the environment has changed so much over
the last few decades. Our ancestors lived by the seasons, they respected the land they lived on, they
were more aware of nature and
how to protect it. Today, more and
more of us live in city and suburban
areas, we spend most of our time
indoors, we have lost that powerful connection between us and
the real world, planet earth. We
have become a throw-away society, with no cares about the consequences. It just can’t go on; we
must begin to practice sustainable
living again. The world is constantly
evolving. Technology and innovation have enabled us to consume
and discard more than ever but recently we began to understand the
negative environmental impact.
we are currently a throwaway society but one that is at the forefront
of change.

WOULD YOU SAY THAT UPCYCLING
IS A NEW TERM? IN THE PAST, DID
YOU UPCYCLE EITHER INTENTIONALLY OR UNINTENTIONALLY?
NO
What is taught to us about refusing,
reducing, reusing, and upcycling, a
middle-class mother not only subconsciously follows but also teaches her children, if they just care to
observe? And these eco-friendly
habits come to moms as second
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nature.
Our company originally created
garments for other companies
commercially and there was a
huge amount of textile waste generated from it. We thought of creating something from the mounds
of fabric discarded due to minuscule variations in pattern design or
colors that could be put to better
use. Step by step through various
up-cycling projects and garments
done on a small scale, this hap-

pened and we turned upcycling in
a bold new statement..
sustainability is a need of the hour,
not only keeping in mind the losses
faced due to the pandemic crisis, but also the fact that Climate
Change is still a very real and apparent issue we are facing. Fashion
is an extremely powerful component of our daily lives, empowering
individuals every day to showcase
emotions and dialogues through
colors and patterns alike.

Slow fashion is a movement based
on the principle of sustainability,
where homegrown fashion houses
focus more on emotional, ethical,
and ecological qualities and prefer
them over uniformity and blandness. Slow fashion respects the
cultural diversity, the limited and
unlimited resources at our disposal,
and the ecological framework of
the world we live in.

RAYMOND STRONGLY STANDS BY THE ENVIRONMENTFRIENDLY METHODS OF PRODUCING QUALITY FABRICS
had a alliance with Reliance for the
recycling polyester Fiber for Raymond eco friendly textile fabrics
SUSTAINOUVA.TEXTILE VALUE CHAIN
had exclusive interview with Mr.
Harish Chatterjee, Vice President of
Raymond Ltd.

Reason for starting Sustainability
business:

Mr. Harish Chatterjee
Vice President
Raymond Ltd.

Sustainouva is a range of
sustainable products comprising of fabrics not only
made of sustainable raw
material but also with ecofriendly processes and sustainable packaging.

Pandemic may have changed
world economic scenariobut Indian Corporate remain stand in
their belief of Sustainability and Eco
friendly fabrics. Raymond recently
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The well-known economic problem
for our world is the problem of how
to make the best use of natural &
limited resources. This problem still
exists to continue but it is likely to
get even worse unless necessary
precautions are taken. A simple solution is to comply with the rules of
a sustainable planet. Sustainability is based on a simple and longrecognized factual premise: Everything that humans require for their
survival and well-being depends,
directly or indirectly, on the natural
environment.
Sustainability has arrived in the textile and apparel industry. It is about
more than the use of organic products like Wool, Recycled Polyester,
Cotton and better working conditions. The consumption of water,
energy and chemicals poses challenges for textile companies at
every stage of the value chain.

Reason for the alliance with Reliance
Raymond has been focusing on
development of new products with
sustainable and wellness feature.
Innovation in Fiber developments
by Reliance are in line with our
product requirements.

Problems faced at the decision
of collaboration
We discussed about great potential in promoting sustainable products.Delivering right value proposition to the consumer. And we didn’t
face any problemin collaboration.
Challenges in this category of business is Need for increased consumer awareness about sustainable products & processes.

SUSTAINOUVA ( ECOVERA) unique
eco friendly fabrics
Sustainouva (previously ECOVERA)
is a range of innovative products
developed using sustainable raw
material and eco-friendly processes. Our aim is to deliver right
fashion as per consumer perspective without harming environment.
Our range consists of products using Organic wool, Organic Cotton,
Modal, and Tencel Burnt Bamboo,
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KG DENIM FORAYS INTO MEDICAL TEXTILE ;
PLANS TO WORK ON FUNCTIONAL FABRICS,
media for the growth of bacteria,
fungi, and viruses under humidity
and warmth and surface contamination is a major cause for transmission of infectious diseases. BioRefresh products can be used in
hospitals, schools, canteen and the
food packaging industry. The company is in the process of patenting
both the technology and the trademark.

B Sriramulu,

Managing Director

Apart from health care, KG
Denim is planning to cater
for the hospitality industry, travel and institutional
needs with the focussing
domestic market, European
Union, and the USA.

C

oimbatore: KG Denim introduces a new line of Anti Microbial,
Anti Viral Products under BioRefresh
Technology, a complete in-house
development. The key feature of BioRefresh products is the Antimicrobial and Antiviral power is renewed
with every bleach wash, during normal laundry processes.
A press release from the organization quotes surface contamination
by micro-organisms are the major
cause of infectious diseases. Under
select conditions, Textiles are good
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Other than preventing the materials, Biocidal is able to kill and eliminate the growth of microorganisms,
can, therefore, protect wearers of
the textiles from biological attacks.
The fabric has been tested to perform for 80 washes. The Chlorine
on the surface of the fabric is not
harmful and will pass Skin sensitivity tests. Chlorine has the ability to
quickly eliminate many common
kinds of bacteria and viruses. The
effect on the fabric lasts up to two
weeks.
These products are meant for general hospital use, to provide health
care workers protection. Hospital
curtains, Sheets, Towels are also being developed, will be offered to the
market. Other uses are in the food
industry where interaction with
meat and chicken exposes people
to risk. Also a version of this product
is being developed for use by Hospitality workers. KG Denim is proud
to develop this pioneering technology in India, entirely through in
house R&D. In addition to selling the
fabric in the general market, Trigger
will offer finished garments to the
Health Care sector.
Speaking exclusively to Textile Value
Chain, B Sriramulu, Managing Direc-

tor, KG Denim Limited, says the key
reasons KG Denim entering a new
line of business are the availability
of the resources, capability & capacity to handle these products.
Apart from health care, KG Denim is
planning to cater for the hospitality industry, travel and institutional
needs with the focussing domestic
market, European Union, and the
USA.
Asked the fact that medical textiles
are a new ball game for the company and their plans to bring uniqueness and carry the legacy, Sriramulu
said, “ We are focussing on products
based on rechargeable chemistry
is unique to the market. And in fact, I
can call it a first-of-its-kind from India. Even though as the whole range
and ideas conceived during the last
3 months period, we could not do a
detailed market study. However, as
these fabrics are more protective
by nature, consumption to increase
steadily.”, he said.
Adding that the organization is
planning to invest in R&D, he concluded “We are continuously working on next developments in Functional Fabrics & Garments area and
expect to have the new range introduced soon”
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“A NEW NORMAL START FROM WHERE
WE ARE”
R

SHUBRA VERMA

Assistant junior designer
Recycling is taking a
zero waste approach
to design and finding
smart applications for
each material - creating
systems that regenerate communities and
the environment.

BIO
Craftsmanship lies at the heart of
11.11 / eleven eleven. Renowned for its
use of indigenous cotton and 100%
natural dyes, the label uses heritage techniques such as hand loom
weaving, hand painting, miniature
tie dyeing and quilting. The label
maintain’s it’s unique handmade
vision by departing from mainstream manufacturing, producing
small-batch slow-made clothing in collaboration with groups of
artisans located all across India.
Each season the brand dissolves
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distinctions between
geographic and gender boundaries - the
looks are safe for the
skin and transitions
seamlessly between
cultures from day to
evening wear. Expect
to see relaxed silhouettes with a sartorial
touch that echo the
brand’s ‘seed to stitch’
philosophy. The brand
was founded in 2009
and is led by Mia Morikawa and ShaniHimanshu.

Company history:
Inspiration to start upcycling business For over 10 years now season after
season our processes are repeated and refined. When scrap material accumulates - the natural step
is to figure out an application for
it. The inspiration comes from the
process itself and the desire to
give value to each and every resource down to the last thread.

Upcycling in their words
Our dyeing partner transforms
natural materials into wearable
colour - they have been committed to the preservation of this indigenous knowledge for more than
20 years. Like us they operate on a
zero waste philosophy - all the byproducts are turned into nitrogen
rich fertilizer and the water is used
for local crops.Recycling is taking

a zero waste approach to design
and finding smart applications for
each material - creating systems
that regenerate communities and
the environment.

Importance of upcycling fashion
It’s important to continuously take
stock of what resources are available to us and apply design thinking to find solutions for social and
environmental problems. As it
stands we are suffering from overconsumption and over production
- upcycling and creating from materials that already exists is a remedy to the problem of waste.

Process impolyed(sop)
The smallest leftover scraps of
fabric from our workshop are converted into archival paper, which is
used as packaging material and
hang tags. This paper is made via
a hand made process turning the
scraps into pulp by mixing water
and then pressing the pulp into
sheets of paper.
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CLOTHING FROM SEACELL FIBRES
DR. N.N.MAHAPATRA
BUSINESS HEAD (DYES)

SHREE PUSHKAR CHEMICALS & FERTILISERS LTD.

C

urrently, the fibers for most
textiles either grow from the
ground or come from an animal.
The search for new materials is
constantly expanding, the latest location being…in the ocean?
Though it sounds like something
out of The Little Mermaid, the future
of textiles could quite possibly be
washed up on the beach.
SeaCell is an eco-friendly fabric
made from seaweed. Developed
by NanonicInc, a small percentage
of the plant is mixed with cellulose,
putting it in the same family as
lyocell. The type of seaweed used,
known as brown algae, is certified
organic.
One of the biggest benefits of SeaCell is that it naturally contains
ayurvedic properties that are beneficial to the skin- containing calcium and vitamin e, as well as having anti-inflammatory properties.
This makes the textile particularly
appealing for application where
the hand of the fabric is important
such as with children’s clothing and
active wear.
Though the use of SeaCell is not
currently very widespread, there
have been a handful of designers
who have experimented with it.
Christine Zillich has created an entire line using the material.
However, perhaps the most notable buzz surrounding the use of
SeaCell involves athletic apparel
company Lululemon. They released
a line supposedly containing Sea-
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Cell, and advertised the health
benefits the ingredient provides.
However, accordingly to the New
York Times, a lab test revealed that
the garments were completely devoid of the plant. Considering that
high quality materials have garnered the company a loyal following, it is an unfortunate blunder.
It also reveals an important lesson
to the industry: eco-friendly practices are more important to the
customer than ever.
Consumers are paying attention
to small details (such as fiber content) and designers must be aware
of this fact. Though unusual, the future of fashion is moving toward a
place where it might just be worth
a try to experiment with some seaweed.Seaweed ,the most original
and simplest species, has been
existed for 35 billion years no matter how harsh the environment it is.
It just like the forest which protect
the ocean, providing oxygen, and
also being food for many species.
Meanwhile, It will extremely improve our life with healthy if we can
use seaweed as well as any ways
of day life, even protect the earth
friendly and harmlessall life comes
from with the power of the sea.
hippocrates knew this more than
2000 years ago. theseacell - idea
is based on this knowledge and if
is quite simple.the natural and pure
nutrients of the sea are good for
our skin.
This is where the SeaCell™ innovation comes into play: The health-

promoting properties of the maritime natural substance are being
used by producing a unique fiber
that combines cellulose with seaweed. The exceptional about SeaCell™ is how the seaweed has been
permanently incorporated into the
fiber, locking the effects of the marine substances into the fiber for
good.

PRODUCTION OF SEACELL FIBRE ;
SeaCell is produced by smartfiber
AG. The seaweed for SeaCell is harvested from the sparsely populated fjords of Iceland in locations
where there is no waste and no
pollution from ship traffic.The idea
behind SeaCell™ is actually quite
simple: natural, pure and effective active ingredients from the
sea should give us and our skin a
treat. Ecological, environmentally
aware and hence up to date, SeaCell™ brings the positive achievements of nature back to men. On
this basis, the idea of using natural
substances to develop the SeaCell™ fiber, which is beneficial, skin
protective and health-promoting,
evolved. It lays the groundwork for
products that modern people with
demands and quality awareness
expect. This is where the SeaCell™
innovation comes into play: The
health-promoting properties of the
maritime natural substance are
being used by producing a unique
fiber that combines cellulose with
seaweed. The exceptional about
SeaCell™ is how the seaweed has
been permanently incorporated
into the fiber, locking the effects
of the marine substances into the
fiber for good.
The SeaCell® fiber was ground
from natural seaweed become less
than micron granule, then add its
powder into wood-cellulose NMMO
solution benefit environmental protection. By way of Lyocell manufac-
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turing process, turn into what seaweed element and cellulose form
the SeaCell® fiber.
In response to the increasingly
harmful impacts of our environment, and after years of intensive
research, smartfiber AG has succeeded in developing SeaCell™LT,
a fiber made from renewable resources. The fiber is produced exclusively from sustainable raw
materials – wood and seaweed
– using methods that save both
energy and resources. The fiber
is carbon neutral and completely
biodegradable. Harvesting of the
seaweed is a gentle, selective and,
most importantly, sustainable process. It removes only the part of the
seaweed that is able to regenerate.
The seaweed is entirely untreated
and all its ecological value is retained.
A patented high-tech process that
guarantees long-lasting quality
SeaCell™LT is produced using the
Lyocell process, an innovative and
eco-friendly production method.
Production takes place in a closed
loop with no chemicals released
as waste. This meets the expectations of our industry both today
and in the future. It is one reason
why the European Union awarded
the procedure with the 2000 European Environmental Award in the
category “technology for sustainable development”. The high tech
fibers are produced exclusively
for smartfiber AG on modern fiber
production plants at Lenzing AG in
Austria. A highly specialized team
of engineers and scientists supervises the production process on
site. The patented process embeds
the seaweed firmly within a natural
cellulose fiber. As a result, the positive properties of the seaweed are
permanently preserved within the
fiber, even after multiple washing
cycles.The production of seacell
involves mixing crushed seaweed
with Lyocell – a fibre derived from
wood pulp. Seacell also shares Lyocell’s award-winning eco-friendly
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production method, which uses an
energy efficient closed-loop system to reuse water and chemicals.
While the final product contains just
4-5% seaweed, this organic process ensures the fibre maintains
algae’s beneficial mineral and vitamin properties.
PROPERTIES OF SEACELL FIBRE ;
SeaCell is a luxurious silky fiber
made from Seaweed and Eucalyptus fiber. SeaCell is a cellulose fiber
and is non-allergenic and very soft.
Seaweed has much advantages
include carbohydrate, amino acid,
fat, cellulose, abundant mineral
substance. Such as calcium, magnesium, sodium, and vitamin A, E,
C constituents, etc. They make a
good effect on improve skin’s looks
naturally. Lyocell possess characteristics of natural cellulose, high
strength, soft touch, and moisture
absorbing fast.
Seaweed has another feature is
amazing adsorbed ability for metal
ion. Because it contains phenolic compound possess the ability
that combines with heavy metal.
In manufacturing process of seaweed fiber, put silver ion into complete shaped cellulose fiber, forever
embedded sterilization metal in
fiber inside, this is SeaCell® Active.
After washed can’t lose efficacy of
antibiotic.
Active ingredients from sea to skin
The unique properties of seaweed
help to protect our skin against the
harmful environmental influences
which we are exposed to in our
daily lives. The seaweed is pure and
rich in essential substances such
as vitamins, trace elements, amino
acids and minerals. The substances
found in seaweed help to activate
cell regeneration, which in turn can
help to relieve skin diseases, reduce
inflammation and soothe itchiness. Its high level of antioxidants
protects the skin against harmful free radicals, which damage
our skin cells. The natural moisture
level of the skin enables an active

exchange of those beneficial substances between the fiber and the
skin, providing a noticeable sense
of wellbeing.

Properties of SeaCell® Pure:
1. Cellulose characteristic make feel
much soft nature.
2. SeaCell® fiber possess higher
strength and size stability, even if
washing operation number above
ten times can maintain inhere
touch sense and efficacy.
3. ear comfortably; suck sweat 50%
faster than cotton.
4.Mineral and vitamin in the SeaCell® fiber can slowly release at
wet environment, make skin possess health care effect.
5.Active compound can arouse cell
activation in seaweed fiber.
6. Seaweed fiber can protect your
skin avoid external environmental
hurt.
7.The process is environmental protection completely.
8. Adapted to be used for underwear, sportswear, bed sheet, decoration, and other fabric that contact skin.
Properties of SeaCell® Active:
1. SeaCell® Active possess all properties of original SeaCell® Pure fiber, and add 6900 mg/kg silver ion
in fiber, make the fiber hold forever
antibiotic characteristic.
2. SeaCell® Active possess antibiotic, resist mildew, and avoid eczema
that is first of all cellulose fiber on
market.
3. Seaweed fibers possess metalbonding element, let silver ion exist
in inside fiber, washing operation
will not affect the efficacy.
4.SeaCell® Active is effective in
cure, make become non-weaving
that be for a wound dressing, possess good ventilation and moisture-absorbing, can keep skin drying, avoid infection.
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SUSTAINABLE FIBRE
APPLICATION OF SEACELL FIBRE ;
Adapted to be used for underwear,
infant dress, cure fabric, and other
fabric that contact skin.
Added value for a wide range of
applications If you are looking for
an environmentally sound fiber
that offers maximum comfort together with benefits for both mind

and body, SeaCell™LT is the natural choice. The fiber is suitable for
a vast range of applications, from
sport and fashion clothing, underwear and loungewear to home textiles, and combines easily with any
other fiber. It adds a smooth, silky
feel to any fabric, together with
the comfort and care elements required from a generation with an

active, health-conscious lifestyle
such as
• Home textiles such as linens, pillows and blankets
• Sleepwear and underwear
• Sport clothing
• Leisure clothing
• Child and infant clothing

BVTEX 2020 A BOON FOR THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY
The COVID-19 outbreak is a human
tragedy and has a growing impact
on the global economy. The global
pandemic has forever changed
our behaviors as customers, employees, citizens and humans. Major issues faced by companies are
total restriction on domestic and
international travel, no customer
contact and either cancellation or
postponement of regular marketing activities and exhibitions. With
these emerging new experiences,
companies now have an opportunity to accelerate the pivot to
digital platforms and to reimagine
their digital strategies to capture
new opportunities and digital customers.
To provide a solution to this situation, Blkrsna Media Events Hospitality has organized a Virtual Exhibition
especially for the textile industry.
The Blkrsna Virtual Textile Exhibition - BVTEX 2020 is expected to
take place from 3 Sep 2020 to 6 Sep
2020.
Rajesh Padalkar, Principal Owner of
Blkrsna informed “This is a perfect
platform for every industry to get
in touch with their customers from
any part of the world. Even the visitors and potential buyers can be
from any time zone on the planet.
As no logistics are involved there
is a huge cost saving in participation in such virtual events. The 3D
immersive environment gives the
feel of actually attending a real ex-
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hibition. The Exhibitors can display
their 3D machine models, interact
with customers via text chat or with
one-to-one video calls. The visitors
on BVTEX 2020 a boon for the Textile
Industry
the other hand can be part of the
trade fair without having to book
flight tickets, visa, hotels and local
transportation.”
At BVTEX 2020 the Exhibitors can
display their posters, brochures
and videos, which can even be
downloaded by the visitors. There is
no restriction on who can man the
booth. Out of the 3 persons designated to be on the booth, the first
can be from Mumbai, the second
can be from Coimbatore and the
third can be a foreign Principal
from any other country. The Exhibitors can even plan and cater to the
demands of their customers from
other time zones in the world as BVTEX 2020 is on for all 24 hours a day.
BVTEX 2020 is also a good place for
the visitors to connect with other
visitors and network during the
show.
Blkrsna is also open to the idea of
Research Institutions tying up with
their textile Principals and participate jointly to establish new business avenues and opportunities.
The textile industry has already reacted positively to this event. Mr
Ashish Sharma, Vice-PresidentMarketing, Truetzschler India said
“We are already familiar with the

indsutrie 4.0 standards and BVTEX
2020 surely will take us a step further in the virtual world. It might not
be a surprise if all future exhibitions
are held virtually. We are looking
forward to participate in this unique
exhibition”
On the other hand, Mr K P Singh,
Director, TeraSpin exclaimed “All
other major exhibitions are either
cancelled or postponed. Therefore,
having a virtual exhibition is the
best way to stay in touch with our
customers”.
Rajesh Padalkar smilingly also informed that “All other events being
offered or planned are in the flat 2D
format, while BVTEX 2020 is the only
event at present offering the truly
3D virtual space at lesser costs. A
visitor can actually enter the stall
and move around having a closer
look at items displayed. For example, if an Exhibitor had displayed a
machine then the visitor can actually have a complete 360-degree
tour around the machine.”
Blkrsna wants BVTEX 2020 to be relevant to the textile industry and its
end-users. They are always exploring new means to reimagine and
to make its platform vital to all Exhibitors by offering an integrated
sourcing platform. Blkrsna believes
that all Exhibitors at BVTEX 2020 will
be able to have meaningful interaction with their customers on innovative ideas that offer the end
users a competitive advantage.
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Introduction
Clothing is a complex but fascinating part of an individual’s life
(Tuteja, S., Nigam, V., 2017). It plays
a vital role in the coordination of
human traits. Clothing plays an
important role not only for normal individuals but in the life of a
disabled individual too; as it helps
in the development and growth
of physically challenged person.
Clothing can hide physical defects
and give aesthetic pleasure to the
wearer through its special features
(Kishore, N., Rukhsana, Pandey, R.,
2010). Disabled people require both
genuine care and social sensitivity.
Most people with physical disabilities want clothing that is attractive
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in appearance, comfortable, functional and easy to manage, safe,
and easy to care for. If a disabled
person is able to manage to dress
himself, it may help him to gain
confidence and independence.
Most people with physical disabilities want clothing that is attractive
in appearance, comfortable, functional and easy to manage, safe,
and easy to care for (Brown, P. J.,
1993). It is important to understand
that differently abled people also
require clothing that is comfortable and essentially functional. If
physically impaired person wears
clothes that restricts movement or
causes discomfort, it can be frustrating for the wearer.
Clothing helps to minimize the appearance of disability, for that one
needs to select appropriate clothing (Rusk, H. A., and Taylor, E.J., 1953).
It is important for two reasons; one
being that functional clothing is designed and constructed according
to the physical handicap, reduces
dependence on others for dressing and undressing. The other being that socially accepted clothing,
reduces perceptional deviance
and promotes positive interaction
that encourages the social and
personal adjustment of the individual. Self-help garments not only
promote self-dressing but also
camouflages the deformity of the
handicap, improve ability to perform physical activities and allow

them to be self-sufficient. Clothing
has become more than protection
and adornment for disabled people; it satisfied deep psychological
needs by providing satisfying experiences (Clulow, E., 1974). Simplicity, sensitivity and an eye for detail
is probably key to aesthetic and
practical clothing for speciallyabled (Dr. Tavawalla B., 1994). Specially designed functional clothes
with self-help features may help
them to overcome clothing related problems. The quality of life for
disabled and elderly people can in
many cases be substantially improved by a better choice of good
looking and functional clothing and
other textile products (Meinander,
H., and Varheenmaa, M., 2002).
This study was undertaken to review the practical considerations
while designing for the specially
abled in general. As an experiment,
a garment was designed that was
suitable for a wheelchair bound
woman as per her taste and requirement.

Considerations
clothing

in

adaptive

Consideration of physical comfort and safety, convenience and
care, function and ease of dressing
and attractive appearance are all
equally important. On a practical
perspective of physical comfort,
for loose or adjustable waistlines;
elastic is the option as it allows for
expansion. But if it is too tight, it can
restrict blood circulation. Soft fabrics that do not irritate or rub the
skin such as natural fabrics that
breathe are a good choice. On a
perspective of safety, garments
that fit closely to the body; are
less likely to get caught in wheelchairs or other equipment, and are
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less likely to be a fire hazard near
candles, fireplaces, heaters and
stoves. Proper selection of garment lengths that prevent entanglement in wheelchairs, braces, or
other appliances. Flame resistant
fabrics are also useful for individuals who have limited mobility. On
a perspective of convenience and
care, nylon tricot and polyester
knits in undergarments are strong
and quick drying, but may wrinkle
in laundry at high temperatures.
Disposable incontinence products may save time, but often cost
more than reusable. On a perspective of function and ease of dressing, clothes with easy-to-manage
fasteners and closures such as velcros, zippers and magnetic buttons
are helpful as shown in fig. 1.
https://money.cnn.com/2017/10/18/
news/tommy-hilfiger-fashion-linepeople-with-disabilities/index.html

fig. 1. Velcros and magnetic buttons in
clothing

Similarly, ease or fullness in the
shoulder area give room for shoulder action when pushing wheelchairs or using braces. Larger armholes and sleeves and necklines to
get on and off for better function.
On a perspective of attractive appearance, printed fabrics have the
potential of camouflaging drooling
and other soiling stains. Cheerful
colors and patterns lift the spirits.
Strongly contrasting patterns and
bright colors emphasize the parts
of the body they cover; can be
used to accent best features. Silhouettes and trims to make different and beautiful patterns. Decorative trims are selected and applied
to enhance the aesthetic appeal
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but not essential to garment function and performance.
Allergy like Tetraplegia an excessive
perspiration problem, use of cotton, wool and cellulosic fibres may
be the answer. Problems caused
by impurities such as dye stuffs, finishing agents, dirt are they irritate
sensitive skin especially if the skin is
abraded. On the other hand, a totally unfinished material has poor
fabric handle properties and is uncomfortable to wear. Fibres that
are known to give allergic reactions are wool, raw silk, rubber and
nylon. Static charges and sparks
when undressing synthetic clothes
can indirectly and sometimes may
cause sudden, uncontrolled movements in a person which might
prove to be a risk.

Understanding individual needs
MBA (Mutually Beneficial Activities)
Foundation that aims at providing
a life with self-esteem and dignity
to differently abled individuals in Airoli, Navi Mumbai is an NGO working
for the integrated rehabilitation for
people with special abilities. MBA
Foundation was visited in order to
understand and identify the problems that may occur concerning
clothing and textiles for the physically challenged individuals. An interaction with the teachers helped
gain some ideas to provide them
with appropriate dress styles that
can be as comfortable as possible for their daily lives. An interview
with fashion and textile industry
advisor and consulting psychologist Ms. Geeta Castelino helped
gain valuable inputs. These helped
understand the commonly faced
problems with clothing. Physically
challenged people find knotting at
the waist a challenge. So elastic
at waist was preferred. They had
been trained to button and unbutton and deal with other fasteners
like zippers and velcro. Magnetic
buttons on the hands can be used
for easy dressing. Those who have
super sensitive skin were discouraged from wearing synthetic ma-

terials; only natural fibre fabrics are
suitable for them. Calipers should
be detached with shoes so that
they can wear anything they want
by removing shoes as seen in Fig. 2.

fig. 2. Detachable calipers

In managing incontinence, use of
diapers regularly was inevitable;
although it can on prolonged use,
irritate the skin. Polypropylene is a
fibre with unusual properties; it permits the passage of liquid through
the fabric without the fabric itself
becoming wet, and the skin is thus
kept dry. The fabric is permeable to
air; there is none of the stickiness
associated with protective garments made from plastic or rubber. People with physical disabilities
preferred loose clothes, such as
palazzo and trousers as they have
clips around legs.
Specially-abled people of all age
groups can find the process of
dressing and undressing a laborious task. The process of rehabilitation cannot be complete without making them independent
in dressing and undressing. Also,
clothing a disabled child is a major
problem faced by many parents
and care-givers. Meeting the clothing needs of disabled in choosing
suitable clothing, as well as making them independent to dress
and undress is either a frustration
or challenge for such parents. It is
very important to notice their facial expressions and judge them as
sometimes they cannot speak for
themselves. Observation is a must
in some cases.
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Designing for the specially abled

Need for social inclusion

The motive of the experiment was,
to become aware of their problems with clothing and to fulfill their
desire of wearing clothes of their
choice. The person selected for the
experiment was a woman having
a cerebral palsy disorder and was
wheelchair bound. The woman’s
ability of movements was found to
be feeble and she always needed
a care-taker’ help for dressing and
undressing. But it was observed
that she had a desire towards aesthetic garments such as beautiful silhouettes with vibrant colours
and trims. She was asked to select
a design by showing photos and
illustrations from the Internet. An
Indo-Western gown was designed
with modification in style and adaptation, as in Fig. 3. A traditional
Indian saree was chosen to be
up-scaled into a gown as desired.
Neckline of the gown was made
wider, with a zipper opening on the
back and elastic at the waist. This
was to make it comfortable for
the person and also easier for the
care-taker. Considering aesthetic
appearance, trims were given on
the neckline, fancy buttons on the
front, saree borders on sleeves and
at the bottoms in Fig. 4. This experiment gave an exciting opportunity
to design and develop a gown for
the specially abled. This was a satisfying experience.

Specially abled individuals’ needs
are even greater than others; because they need special designs
and adaptation for comfort and
convenience to increase their ability for becoming independent.
Garment must be functional with
comfort, fit and allow mobility. Aesthetically designed garments can
boost their self-esteem. Providing options through magazines or
catalogues, to know what colour
or patterns they desire can give
them a sense of inclusion. Brands
like Tommy Hilfiger, Marks & Spencer have an adaptive clothing line.
There are shopping facilities available for them in the market. But
many times they have to make
alterations for fit or comfort. Local shops, supermarkets or tailors
can customize as per their requirements.

fig. 3. & Fig. 4. Design of Adaptive clothing
– Designed by Sampada Surve
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Western countries have been conducting adaptive fashion shows
such as, New York Fashion Show,
highlighting fashion for people with
disabilities and Zappos Adaptive’s
Fashion Show. Adaptive fashion
shows have been held in India too.
Ad-Dress Now was an exclusive
and inclusive show of an adaptive
fashion organised by Pune based
by Ekansh Trust on 18th August, 2019.
The idea was to design clothes for
people with a disability to encourage independence. In the show,
models exuded confidence in their
specially designed clothes. A team
from Pune won the first prize for
unique QR code app with braille to
understand colour and pattern for
visually impaired people.
MBA foundation, Airoli also held a
fundraiser event and wheelchair
ramp show named STRIDE for raising awareness and to mark the
International Day of the Speciallyabled on 5th December, 2018 as
seen in fig. 5. Special Emphasis was
on inclusion of differently abled
people in this show. With young
achievers and their Children with
Different abilities showcased their

talent to promote the cause. India’s
leading designers showcased their
collection. This initiative was highly
appreciated by the audience and
the participants. Another Fundraising event that gained them dignity
was held on 5th May, 2019 by Le
Mark School of Art and Design, as
a social responsibility of creating
awareness about adaptive clothing.

fig. 5. Adaptive Fashion Show ‘ STRIDE’ at
MBA Foundation

Every human being has a right to
wear satisfactory clothes to look
good and to feel good. Specially
designed clothing encourages independence. Functional, comfort
with aesthetics, independence and
safety should be taken into consideration. Uncomfortable clothes can
take away the enthusiasm of living.
It can restrict a person’s activities
and put one at a disadvantage,
thus giving a feeling of dependency, inferiority complex and frustration.

Conclusion
The clothing needs of every differently abled individual requirement
changes from person to person.
The goal of designing apparel must
be to contribute to the independence of a person with disability.
While making garments, detail orientation and minor to major points
need to be considered like allowance for free movements, using
breathable fabric and fasteners
that are easily handled. A problem with ready-to-wear clothing
usually requires extensive alteration to improve fit. Accessibility and
clothing has to go hand in-hand.
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The specially abled individuals
need special designs and adaptation for comfort and convenience.
They must also be attractive in appearance, functional and easy to
manage, safe and easy to wear
and care. It should also help them
become independent. A person
should feel beautified with what
they are wearing. In turn it can also
contribute to an increase in confidence and self-esteem. Hence
functional and aesthetic has to go
together. Similarly, clothing should
be convenient to wear by themselves and provide the perception
of physical as well as mental comfort. There is a need to understand
their perspective of clothing as
representation of special clothing.
There is a need to sensitize the society about the problems specially
abled person could face. Fashion
industry also needs to be more attentive towards adaptive clothing.

NEWS
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PAY-OFF FROM ORGANIC COTTON ARE ENVIRONMENTALLY
WORTH EFFORT
Something
more than
a feelgood
story
is
needed to
entice cotton farmers
into
organic
production as the pay-off from organic cotton in terms of healthier
soils, communities and wildlife are
worth the effort from an environ-
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mental point of view, according to
Anita Chester, head-Sustainable
Raw Materials, Laudes Foundation
(earlier known as C&A Foundation).
“Organic cotton is a sustainable
choice, but still makes up a tiny
proportion of global cotton supply. India is the largest producer,
accounting for 56 per cent of the
world’s organic cotton; yet it represents just one per cent of India’s
total cotton production,” writes
Chester in an article in the hard

bound fifth edition of the Sustainability Compendium – ‘Going Circular’ brought out by Fibre2Fashion.
Farmers need sustained support to
make the transition and achieve
organic certification. “There must
be an economic incentive in the
form of genuine market demand;
brands and consumers alike need
to show greater willingness to pay
a fair price for a premium product,”
she adds in her article ‘Material
Matters’.
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A REVIEW ON WATERBORNE POLYURETHANE
based polyurethanes dispersion
for manufacture of adhesive has
excellent performance on heat
resistant, fast drying, endurance
bonding strength, easy to water
clean –up, excellent adhesion, flexible and atomization.

BRIJESH KR. BAJPAI
Ph.D. scholar,
UPTTI, Kanpur
Abstract

P

olyurethanes (PUs) are a special group of polymeric materials that are in many ways different from most of the other plastic
types. They can be incorporated
into many different items, such as
paints, liquid coatings, elastomers,
insulators, elastic fibers, foams, integral skins, etc. The invention of the
diisocyanate polyaddition technique by these researchers led to
the creation of the PU industry in
1937 by Otto Bayer in Germany, with
PU produced through the reaction
between diisocyanate and polyester diol PU structure is usually determined by hard and soft segments,
molecular weight, polydispersity,
and crosslinking ability.
Water based polyurethanes dispersions (PUDs) are one of the most
growing segment for the surface
coating industry due to their technological advances, that has made
them an effective substitutes for
the solvent based analogs. Water
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Specifically, PUs find wide application in coatings due to their specific
properties, such as their excellent
mechanical strength, toughness,
good abrasion, corrosion, good
adhesion, chemical resistance and
low-temperature flexibility. Soft film
will be formed and very suitable for
coating on the soft materials, have
cross linking reaction with ethylene
amine and polycarbodimide.

Introduction
Coatings and adhesives that make
use of water primarily as the solvent
are often referred to as waterborne
polyurethanes (WPUs). There are
several pieces of legislation that
place restrictions on the amount
of allowed volatile organic solvents
and other hazardous air pollutants
that may be released into the environment. Most commercial and
industrial applications are therefore dependent on polyurethane
dispersions (PUDs), or waterborne
polyurethane dispersions (WPUDs).
PUDs have the unique advantage
that the viscosity of the dispersion
is not dependent on the molecular
weight of the polymer. Therefore,
high solid-content WPUs (HSCWPUs) can be prepared by the drying

process only.
Waterborne polyurethane disper-

sions (PUD) are fully-reacted polyurethane systems produced as
small discrete particles, 0.1 to 3.0
micron, dispersed in water to provide a product that is both chemically and colloidally stable, which
only contains minor amounts of
solvents and thus emit very little
volatile organic compounds. Waterborne PUDs are based on aliphatic – IPDI or H12MDI – or aromatic
– MDI or TDI – isocyanates, modified
polyether and/or polyester polyols,
chain extenders, catalysts plus additives to modify the coalescence,
flow, thickness, coagulation and
defoaming properties.
Waterborne PUD is produced in
conventional stirred reactor fitted
with distillation equipment. The first
step in the manufacture of an anionically-stabilised PUD is to prepare
a prepolymer from isocyanate,
polyol (containing either carboxylate or sulpfonate side chains) and
chain extenders in a water-miscible solvent such as acetone.

Figure: Reaction of the polyol and
isosynate
The reaction product is an isocyanate-terminated polyurethane or
polyurea with pendent carboxylate
or sulpfonate groups. These groups
can be converted to salts by adding a tertiary amine compound,
which, as water is added to the
prepolymer/solvent solution, disperses the prepolymer in the water.
Figure: Amine catalyst reaction
mechanisms

Classification of water based
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PUDs
Based on the ionic charge that
a polymer molecule carries on
it, PUDs have been classified into
three categories viz. anionic, cationic and non-ionics.

Anionic PUDs
They are stable at alkaline pH values > 7. Usually commercial PUDs
are anionically stabilized, since
the dispersing agent is normally a
bishydroxy carbvoxylic acid.These
are PUDs in which part of the polyol
component is replaced by a monomer con¬taining pendant carboxylic acid or sulfonic acid groups.

Cationic PUDs
They are stable at acid pH (<7) and
are normally based upon alkylated or protonated tertiary amines.
These PU ionomers are prepared
in similar fashion but incorporate
monomers containing a tertiary
amine group. The ionic centers are
formed by protonation with strong
acids or by quaternization with
alkylating agents.

Non-Ionic PUDs
Non – Ionics have no polarity (nonionisable) and are stable over
a very wide pH range.These are
grades in which the ionic centres
are replaced with hydrophilic polyether units, either branching off or
terminating on the main PU chains.
Polyethylene oxide units (MW 200–
4000) are normally used as the dispersing sites.

Types of PUD Systems

1-K Polyurethane Dispersions
1K PUDs are difficult to synthesize
and formulate and also pose several application restrictions though
they may offer superior properties
as compared to 2K PUDs. These
special breed of PUDs have been
developed quite recently and have
not yet found much industrial significance due to their high manufacturing costs.

2K Polyurethane Dispersions
www.textilevaluechain.in
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Two component systems offer excellent finishes, very good hardness,
external appearance and chemical resistance. In this breed of PUDs,
hydroxyl functional polyurethane
resins which can be crosslinked
with HDI trimers or biurets are genereally used in prepolymerization
process.

Various Methods of Making Polyurethane Dispersions

1. Emulsifier-Containing Dispersions
2. Ionomer Dispersions
3. Non-Ionic Dispersion
Ingredients forWaterborne Polyurethane Dispersions
1. Isocyanates Crosslinkers
Aromatic isocyanates:
• Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI),
• Toluene diisocyanate (TDI) and
• 1,5-Naphthalenediisocyanate
(NDI)
Aliphatic isocyanates:
• Hexamethylene
diisocyanate
(HDI),
• Isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI)
and
• 4,4’-Diisocyanatodicyclohexylmethane (H12MDI)

Polyols Resins
Polyols may be largely grouped
into either polyether polyols or
polyester polyols. Polyether polyols are obtained from the reaction between an epoxide and an
active hydrogen-containing compound. The can also be prepared
from the ring-opening polymerization of epoxy monomers. The term
‘polyol’ describes compounds with
hydroxyl groups that react withisocyanates to produce polyurethane
polymers. Typically ‘polyols’ contain two toeight reactive hydroxyl
groups and have average molecular weights from 200 to 8000.
The two key classes of product are
polyethers and polyesters.

Other Additives
In addition to the basic materials

needed to make polyurethanes,
isocyanatesand polyols, a wide
range of other chemicals can
be added to modify and control
boththe polyurethane chemical reaction as well as the properties of
the final polymer.

Catalysts
The catalysts are used to speed
up the reaction between the isocyanate and polyols and to allow
reaction at a lower reaction temperature. Most often, catalysts are
used in the formulation of different kinds of PUs for selective purposes. Catalysis plays a vital role
in the preparation of urethane and
ureathane-ureapolymers, because
it not only affects the rates of the
chemical reactions responsiblefor
chain propagation, extension, and
cross-linking but also affects the
ultimateproperties of the resulting
polymers. Catalysts are employed
whose functions are notonly to
bring about faster rate of reaction but also to establish a proper
balancebetween the chain-propagation reaction (primarily the
hydroxyl-isocyanate reaction)and
the foaming reaction.

Neutralizing Agents
The neutralizing component consists of one or more bases which
serve forneutralizing some or all of
the carboxyl and/or sulfo groups.
For example, tertiaryamines, such
as N,N-Dimethylethanolamine, NMethyldiethanolamine,triethanola
mine, N,N-Dimethylisopropanolamine, N-Methyldiisopropanolamine,
triisopropanolamine, N-Methylmorpholine, N-Ethylmorpholine, triethylamine orammonia, or alkali metal
hydroxides, such as lithium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide,potassium
hydroxide or mixtures thereof, can
be used as suitable bases. Tertiaryamines and in particular triethylamine are preferably used.

Dimethylolpropionic Acid
Dimethyopropinonic acid is a main
raw material for manufacturing
watersolublepolyurethane; pres-
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ently, DMPA has been widely applied to the production ofemulsified coating agent for leather.
Besides, it can be applied to the
manufacturing ofpolyester dope,
photosynthetic substance, liquid crystal of new type, adhesive
andmagnetic recording materials
etc. Adding DMPA can improve the
stability,hydrophilic property, homogeneous property, and endurance property.

Chain Extenders
This is a low molecular weight
polyfunctional compounds, reactive withisocyanates and are
also known as curing agent. Chain
extenders are difunctionalglycols, diamines or hydroxyl amines
and are use in adhesives, flexible
foams,elastomers and RIM systems. The chain-extender reacts
with an isocyanate to form apolyurethane or polyurea segment in
the polyurethane polymer. Through
reactonswith excess isocyanate,
allophonates and biuret can be
formed, transforming thechainextender effectively into thermoreversible cross-linker.

properties. These are either liquids
with low volatility or solids. They decrease the attraction between polymer chains to make them more
flexible.

Pigments
Pigments are used to produce coloured PU materials, especially for
aesthetic purposes. A pigment is
a material that changes the color
of reflected or transmitted light as
the result of wavelength-selective
absorption.

Flame retardants
The term flame retardants subsume a diverse group of chemicals
which are added to manufacture
materials, such as plastics and
textiles, and surface finishes and
coatings to prevent or slow the
further development of ignition by
a variety of different physical and
chemical methods. They may be
added as a copolymer during the
polymerisation process, or later
added to the polymer at a moulding or extrusion process or (particularly for textiles) applied as a
topical finish.

Surfactants

Filler

Surfactants are often used to improve the properties of foam as
well as non-foam PU polymers.
They resemble block polymers of
polydimethylsiloxane–polyoxyalkylene, nonylphenol ethoxylates, silicone oils and some other organic
compounds. In applications that
involve foams, they are applied for
the emulsification of liquid components, the regulation of cell sizes
and for stabilization of cell structures to guide against collapse as
well as against voids at the sub
surface.

Filler are used to minimize cost and
to improve the material properties,
such as tensile strength, toughness, heat resistance, color, clarity
and stiffness. Filler materials are
particles added to resin or binders
(plastics, composites, concrete)
that can improve specific properties, make the product cheaper, or
a mixture of both.

Plasticisers
Plasticisers are used to reduce
material hardness. Plasticisers or
dispersants are additives that decrease the plasticity or decrease
the viscosity of a material. These
are the substances which are added in order to alter their physical
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PU Thickener
Thickeners are included in coating
formulations to bring about certain specific required rheological
properties. A coating’s rheology
influences the properties of the
coating during manufacture, storage and application. Present time
a new class of thickeners, known
as the associative thickeners, used
in coatings and, in the meantime,
found a variety of applications.

The most popular associative
thickeners in waterborne coatings are the HEUR thickeners, also
known as PUR (polyurethane) associative thickeners. PUR associative
thickeners are a group of synthetic
thickeners characterized by a relative low molecular mass (about
10,000–50,000). They permit the formulation of waterborne coatings,
with rheological properties virtually identical to those of alkyd resin
coatings.
Application of Waterborne Polyurethane
• Surgical
garment,
hospital
drapes, wound dressing and filtration.
• Fire smoke curtains in ships,
Cargo wraps
• Special Military, Police Jackets.
• Outerwear for Winter Sports
• Golf Suite, Hats, Gloves.
• Inflatable Tents.
• Sleeping Bags cover.
• Sport footwear linings
• Wood Coating
• Water Proof Paint
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tions in technical textiles such as
various medical product, electrical
instruments, and food ingredients.
Up until now, biomedical devices
have gained importance attention
due to the increase in medical engineering products for the wound
care, regeneration of organs, the
diagnosis of diseases and drug
transportation. Hence bacterial
cellulose has potential applications across several protected areas and permits the development of
innovative material. hence overall
information about bacterial cellulose synthesis and its applications
in medical textile for the various
protected areas has been presented here. The latest use of BC in the
medical textile field is thoroughly
discussed with its application in
both a pure and composite form.
Keywords: bacterial cellulose, acetobacterxylinum, gluconacetobacter xylinum,
nano-cellulose, wound dressing material.
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Introduction
Although the plant is the major
contributor of cellulose, various
bacteria are able to produce cellulose in a few days as an alternative source. Bacterial cellulose (BC)
was produced first by brown (1988)
who identified the growth of unbranched pellicle with chemically
equivalent structure as plant cellulose. BC structure has only glucose
monomer; it exhibits numerous
great properties such as unique
nanostructure [1]. Bacterial cellulose
mainly produced by Acetobacterxylinum. because of its high yield
BC production and unique physical and mechanical property, such
as high mechanical strength, high
crystallinity, high water holding capacity, biodegradable and nanostructure biocompatible polymer
[2].Several studies have shown that
bacterial cellulose is produced in
the form of a pellicle of the desired
size and shape on the surface of a
culture medium in a static condition, or in the form of gel-like pulp in
dynamic condition [3]. The production of bacterial cellulose is receiving great attention for further improvements because of its unique
property and wide range application. Therefore researchers have
tried to increase the yield of bacterial cellulose from Acetobacterxylinum by using various biochemicals
and natural sources [4]. Plant cellulose and bacterial cellulose have
the same chemical structure, but
different physical and chemical
property. Both plant and bacterial
cellulose is a linear polymer of dglucose units linked by β (1→4)-glycoside bonds [5]. Bacterial cellulose
(BC) is an environmentally-friendly
polymeric material, therefore bacterial cellulose is now receiving
more attention in human society. in
bacterial cellulose chemical structure, the linear glucan chains form
highly regular intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds. In the biochemical pathway for synthesis of
bacterial cellulose, polymerization
and crystallization occur together
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to include both characteristics. in
observation of these Nanofibrils in
microscope shown cross-sectional
dimensions in the nm range, which
can then aggregate to form microfibrils with a width of 50- 80 nm,
and a thickness of 3-8 nm[6]. Several studies show that bacterial
cellulose (BC) synthesized in abundance by acetobacterxylinum
and have vast potential as a novel
wound healing system because
the high mechanical strength and
remarkable physical properties result from the unique nanostructure
of the never-dried bc membrane.
Bacterial cellulose pellicle (BCP)
with AgNp showed significant antibacterial activities of 100% and
99.2% against E.coli and S. Aureus,
respectively [7]. Thus BC has wide
range applications in various areas such as the textile industry, the
paper industry, and the biomedical
field as tissue engineering materials due to their interesting property
like as good biocompatibility, mechanical properties similar to those
of hard and soft tissue and more
easy fabrication into a variety of
shapes with adjustable interconnecting porosity [8]. The BC pellicle
holds 99% water, and this allows
room for cell ingrowth and proliferation. If BC is to mimic the collagen
fibril network in a blood vessel, it
must have a higher strain at break.
These changes can be achieved by
making the pellicle thicker or dense
therefore the potential of bacterial
cellulose to function as a scaffold
for tissue engineered blood vessels in vitro [9]. Bacterial cellulose
is a versatile biomaterial that has
the possibility to be modified to
receive the desired properties of
a scaffold to be used in different
tissue engineering applications.
One possibility is to modify the BC
during the culture time. By varying
the culture conditions, BC with different densities in the network of
fibrils can be produced [10].BC consists of microfibrils, which are free
of lignin and hemicellulose and
no need any chemical treatment
for purification like plant cellulose.

These microfibrils are arranged in
a 3d web-shaped structure, providing a porous geometry for high
water holding capacity and high
mechanical strength. compared to
plant cellulose, bacterial cellulose
has considerably higher Crystallinity (80–90%),90% water absorption capacity, and degree of polymerization (up to 8000) [11]. These
interesting characteristic properties, along with its biocompatibility,
make it an attractive candidate for
a broad range of applications in
various fields, particularly those associated with biomedical and biotechnology applications [12-13].

Material and Method
Organism
Acetobacterxylinum was obtained
from the national collection of industrial microorganisms, Pune, India. The culture was maintained
on a given medium by NCIM Pune.
Agar slants were preserved at 4°c
until further sub-culturing.

Preparation of inoculum
The medium for growth and cellulose production consisted of (g/l):
sucrose 50, yeast extract 5.0, ammonium sulphate 5.0,monobasic potassium phosphate 3.0, and
magnesium sulphate 0.05 [14]. The
pH of the medium was adjusted to
5.0 using 1.0 m HCl. The liquid medium (500 ml) in 1-1 conical flask
was utilized to grow the initial inoculum for further use. The culture
was allowed to grow for a period
of 2 weeks at 30°c in a bod incubator. To inoculate every fresh batch
of medium, 25 ml of culture was
transferred to a volume of 500 ml
of standard medium.

Effect of carbon and nitrogen
sources on cellulose production
Different carbon and nitrogen
sources were used to test their effect on cellulose production. the
carbon sources selected for their
suitability were sorbitol/ glucose/
galactose/lactose/acetic
acid/
mannitol/maltose/starch or su-
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crose at a concentration of 50.0 g/l
along with 5.0 g/l ammonium sulphate, 5.0 g/l yeast extract, and 0.05
g/l magnesium sulfate. The effect
of mannitol and sucrose concentration over the range 70±10 g/l was
studied. Furthermore, the following nitrogen sources were used by
choosing each of the above carbon sources: casein hydrolysate/
ammonium sulphate/glycine/soybean meal/peptone or sodium glutamate at a concentration of 5.0 g/l
instead of the ammonium sulphate
of the standard medium.

analysis (DMA)[15-18].

Treatment of cellulose pellicle
The pellicle obtained after 2 weeks
of incubation was boiled in 2.0%
NaOH solution for 30 min and thoroughly washed with distilled water.
Drying was carried out with filter
papers and at 60°c in the oven for
a period of 6 h. The dry weight of
the membrane was measured.

Prepared chitosan based hydrogel solu�on of
diﬀerent concentra�on is prepared by
dissolving .6%, 2%, 4% chitosan in 1% and 2%
of citric acid mono-hydrate.

Figure 2 - Formation of cross-linking
between Natural polymer (chitosan) and
Bio-Polymer (BC).

Application in Medical Textiles
Bacterial cellulose is a biopolymer
with very interesting properties
such as high water holding ability,
high crystallinity, high purity, high
efficiency of antimicrobial activity to plants cellulose. Because
of these properties, We have developed BC based antimicrobial
bandage.

Produced bacterial cellulose immersed in
chitosan hydrogel solu�on and incubated at room
temperature for 12 hour at 150 rpm. Prepared
BC-Ch is dried in oven at 65°C.
Natural polymer chitosan
Figure 1-Flow chart of BC-Ch Preparation:

Observation Techniques- BC production by Acetobacter species.
The optimal additive was chosen
based on the amount of BC produced. The produced BC was analyzed by using X-ray diffraction
(XRD), field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Fouriertransform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), Analysis of Sugars and Inhibitors and dynamic mechanical
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Figure 3 -BC based Antimicrobial Bandage

After review the several reviews of
several research papers, I have observed that BC has a wide range of
biomedical applications because
of its very interesting properties. BC
is an excellent wound dressing device, eliminating exudates, avoiding
infections and reducing local pain.
Several studies show that wound
dressing material is basically used
for avoiding infection, which is
caused by high bacterial levels. So
a new strategy is used for develop-

ing BC-Ch Based wound dressing
with high antimicrobial efficiency.
Chitosan-based
Bio-Polymer (BC)
Bacterial cellulose
has high antimicrobial Efficiency
to Chitosan-based
plant cellulose and
low irritation when
wrap on burn area
or cut mark of the
body [19-20]. So we
can develop a new
product (antimicrobial bandage)
which will be used
in a small injured
area of a human’s
body. The crystallinity of bacterial cellulose makes more durable
in the face of chemical reactions
and the mechanical pressure one
might find in the body. The wound
dressing has been on the market
for more than a year and already
has been used on thousands of
patients. When the bacteria are
grown properly, the cellulose has
the unique ability to moisten dry
areas, while at the same time absorbing unwanted fluids leaking
from the wound. This helps create
an optimal environment for wound
healing.
The
dressing’s
capability
to
manage moisture promotes
the recovery of
normally difficult-to-heal ulcers and reduces
pain.

Conclusions
Modified Chitosan-based bacterial
cellulose has good Antimicrobial
activity efficiency against E.coli and
S.aureus to the modified Chitosanbased plant cellulose. Several studies show that bacterial cellulose
has very interesting properties;
Hence Bacterial cellulose has potential applications in the biomedical field across several Protective areas like as wound dressing,
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drug delivery, artificial skin vascular
prosthesis and tissue engineering
scaffold [21]. Other cellulosic material production process creates
a great amount of pollution like as
the paper and cellulose industry
that’s why the new technology is
investigated by the researcher for
producing
environment-friendly
cellulose. Bacterial cellulose has
potential application in tissue engineering because it’s in situ moldability, good biocompatibility, high
water holding capacity, and high
resistance to in-plane tensile deformation and Inherent limitations
are its resistance to biodegradation, low resistance to perpendicular compressive deformation, and
low porosity. The highlighted studies demonstrate successful strategies to exploit the in situ moldability, overcome the resistance to
biodegradation, improve mechanical properties, increase porosity,
and impart bioactivity, paving the
way toward BC-based scaffolds
with improved functionality and
tipping the balance of merits and
limitations in [22]. Our results have
shown that wounds are very well
isolated from the outside environment by application of the MC
membranes. Due to its unique 3D
nanostructure, the MC membrane
can virtually replicate the wound
surface at the Nanoscale level
and create optimal moist conditions for wound healing and skin
regeneration. During the clinical
trials, MC dressings were very well
tolerated by patients, significantly
reducing pain during treatment
and allowing for painless removal
of the dressing from the wound. In
shallow wounds, MC dressing promoted the growth of the epidermis
and in deep wounds shortened the
period of scab demarcation. In our
opinion, treatment with MC dressings should be continued until an
entirely new epidermis appears;
otherwise, second necrosis can
take place. The MC dressing needs
to be changed every day or rewetted to maintain the desired moist
environment. Drying of the dress-
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ing on the wound causes the effect of squeezing (pressing). The
results to date suggest that MC
dressing might be effective in reducing scar formation. In our opinion, cellulose dressings should be
applied to fresh wounds immediately after burn injury. Considering
this and the capability to produce
MC dressing of different sizes and
shapes, we think that, in addition
to hospitals and ambulatories, MC
should be widely used in all emergency responding units such as
police, emergency, firemen, army,
etc. The unique features of the MC
have been demonstrated to be effective in the burn wound healing
response [23]. The research on BC
itself as well as its derivatives are
directed to special applications
in the field of biomaterials. At present, our efforts are concentrated
on possibilities for the utilization of
chemically unmodified BC. Among
other uses, cellulose produced by

strength, high purity, not easily burn
and environment-friendly to the
plant cellulose. So it can be used
as liner fabric in place of cotton
fabric in firefighter suit and other
armor fabric. Bacterial cellulose
can be used for commercialization purpose but the main drawback of bacterial cellulose is yield
(g/l). So many researchers are trying to improve the yield of bacterial
cellulose. Now the highest yield of
bacterial cellulose is 15 g/l by 1.4% of
ethanol in culture media. There are
three advantages of bacterial cellulose over the plant cellulose, first
minimum time to produce, high
crystallinity of BC and its 3 D porous
structure with 69-90% water holding capacity. Plant cellulose and
bacterial cellulose have the same
chemical structure, but different
physical and chemical property.
Bacterial cellulose has several advantages over the plant cellulose
that’s given below.

Acetobacterxylinum is applicable
in some medical areas, for instance
as a temporary skin substitute in
the treatment of skin wounds, as a
surgical wipe, treatment pad, burn
bandage or tissue/organ drape[24].

Figure 4 line diagram of advantages of
bacterial cellulose.

Future perspective
I have observed after review several research papers that BC has
wide range application in protective textile. Bacterial cellulose has a
higher water holding ability, higher
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Q&A session in Progress with all the panelist
The webinar titled Safety First: Use of Use of Personal
Protective Clothing in Fight Against Pandemicwas held
on 1st June, 2020. This was part of webinar series on
‘You, Me and Covid 19 – Let’s Tackle it Together’ was held
between 26th May, 2020 to 4th June, 2020 organised
by IQAC committee of Sir VithaldasThackersey college
of Home Science (Autonomous), SNDT Women’s University. A panel of 6 speakers shared their expertise on
Protective Clothing.
The first panellist was Dr. Armaiti Shukla, Associate Professor and Head of Department Textile and Apparel
Designing at Sir VithaldasThackersey college of Home
Science. She initiated the series of webinar with a focus of outreach to the community at large. She has 32
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years of teaching experience both at the undergraduate and post-graduate level. She spoke about “Journey of personal protective clothing in fight against
pandemic over the decades”. Dr. Armaiti Shukla first
spoke about the two theories of how disease was
spread and contracted which are – The four humors
theory by Hippocrates and The Miasma theory. She
gave a brief on what is personal protective clothing.
She also explained about the protective gears and
clothing people used back in the days i.e. During Bubonic plague (1656), The Pneumonic plague (1910-11),
The Flu Pandemic (1918), etc. She discussed about evolution towards N 95 mask and contribution of Sara Little Turnbull in the development of it. Her talk covered
William Stewart Halsted who was responsible for origination of Rubber gloves, its evolution and difference
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Mrs. Anju Tulshyan Presenting on the Topic :Covid&
Consumer Post Lock Down

between Latex and Nitrile gloves.
She concluded by saying, “The textile and garment industry has been
with us through all the pandemics
and crisis that we have faced and
holds our hand in this pandemic
also.”
The second speaker on the panel,
Dr. Hemant Bhansali who is a Ph.D
in Laparoscopic surgery, Director
of Ethical Institute of Surgical Education. He is associated as an Advisor with IIT Mumbai in the BETIC
program for innovation and instrumentation and has dedicated
his 39 years of professional life to
research, development and commerce in the healthcare industry.
He spoke about, “Surgical and medical aspect of wearing personal
protective clothing”. He gave a brief
explanation on what is a virus be-

fore proceeding with the
need of protective gowns.
He explained
about various
criteria in the
selection
of
materials and
ideal properties that they
possess.
Dr.
Hemant mentioned
that
wet penetration test is a more reliable means of differentiating between barrier materials than dry
testing including air permeability
or filtration evaluation. He provided
detailed information on the barrier resistance and factors affecting it. Later he also explained about
the problems involved in the use
of cotton, linen, and old method
of sterilization. He said, “The Standard Test Methods for resistance of
materials, surgical drapes must be
considered asseperate items of
protecting clothing; which is an issue itself.” He also addressed few
new questions like, “How vital is the
need for both gown and drape?”
and some important questions like,
“Are surgical drapes and gowns effective in today’s Covid 19 Era?”. To
answer this, he said it will only prevent viruses in the droplets of mucous or fluid and not in the dry air.
The third panelist was Mr. Gaurav
Parmar who is a manufacturer of
PPE. He is the Director of Orgro fibre
LLP, Vadodara. He is also the Trustee
of Deep Charitable Trust and Siddhant Seva Trust at Vadodara. He
has worked with many renowned
institutes like OXFAM, SAP India and
others and has 11 years of experience in managing various social
projects. Mr. Parmar is the Director
and Founder member of Foundation for Social and Health Development. He also owns a patent
for fabric made from agro waste.
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He spoke about, “Use of personal
protective clothing in fight against
this pandemic”. He started by giving a brief information on what is
personal protective equipment. He
also mentioned that before buying
a surgical mask one must check if
it is 3 layered which provided minimum 80% protection. He also stated that the Hazmat PPE suit is best
for protection against this pandemic. He also gave some advice
on types on face cover available in
the market and the materials used
for the manufacturing of masks
and cover–all. He also mentioned
about precautionary measures to
keep in mind while manufacturing
PPE. Like selection of good quality
zip, good quality nylon thread, high
adhesive hot or cold sealing tape
to cover seams, etc. Mr. Parmar
spoke about authentication from
Testing Agencies. Most importantly
he spoke about identification of
quality of PPE and manufacturing
cost involved in production of PPE
The next panellist was Dr. Mrinal R.
Choudhari shared her views on
Quality parameters for personal
protection clothing and equipment.
Dr.Choudhari is the Joint Director
of WRA (Wool Research Association). She holds a Ph.D in Chemical Technology-Textile Chemistry
from ICT. She has 16 years of work
experience in research including
8 years with Rossari Biotech. She
started her discussion by giving
brief information about ‘Protective
Textiles’as a part of Technical Textiles and further spoke about Medical protective textiles and their
classification. She spoke about
market share of protective textiles,
clothing and their manufacturing
process in detail. “Non-woven are
important material used in protective textile equipment”, she further
said. Later she continued by talking
about chemical finishing like plasma treatment that can provide a
good barrier against blood, water
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and even microbes. This makes it
a better finish for surgical gowns.
Further, she stated that fabrics
can be treated with antimicrobial
and fluorochemicals to be used for
functional surgical gowns. She fur-

ther spoke about protective textiles
made from woven fabric which are
reusable. She then gave a gist on
masks and uses. She then shared
about tests and equipment used to
measure parameters of protective
textile like Moisture Measurement
Tester, Water vapour transmission
rate tester, Sweating guarded hotplate, and many more.
The fifth panellist was Mrs. Vidya
Thakur who shared her expertise
on, “Use, Reuse and Disposal of personal protective gears”. Mrs. Thakur
is Deputy Controller of Examinations and Assistant Professor for 22
years at Sir VithaldasThackersey
College of Home Science. Although
Costumes, Art and Craft are her
speciality, she is passionate about
Environment concerns. She spoke
about how improperly disposed
masks are a threat to everybody
and especially sanitization workers. She gave examples of some
of the malpractices in disposal
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which are due to the lack awareness and sheer negligence of citizens. She further spoke about important precautions for handmade
masks. They are: 1. Never reuse a
mask without cleaning it, 2. Cloth
mask should be
washed properly
and frequently
and left to hang
and air dry, 3.
Do not leave
face masks on
any surface as
it will be source
of
infection.
She then spoke
about storage
of homemade
or stitched mask.
She cautioned
on the disposal
of
disposable
mask used by
non-infected
person. She further shared WHO, Health Ministry
and BMC guidelines on the disposal of used masks. Mrs. Thakur also
mentioned that the persons who
are not suffering from any medical
conditions or have trouble breathing can use the hand made reusable masks but the persons who are
front line health workers, COVID 19
patients, this is not recommended.
Later she mentioned few steps to
dispose used PPE gloves as well.
The last speaker on the panel was
Mrs. Anju Tulshyan. She is an Associate Professor, Textile and Apparel
Designing at Sir VithaldasThackersey College of Home Science with
24 years of experience in teaching
and research. She shared her expertise on, “What change can we
expect as a consumer while buying
protective clothing or while buying
clothing to protect ourselves”. Ms.
Anju stated that as anticipated by
CMAI and RAI, it will take over a year
for the clothing industry to recov-

er back from the loss caused due
to lockdown during Covid 19. She
shared her views on how the new
shopping environment will be postlockdown. First, there will be thermal screening points for both consumers and employees at entry
points, wearing gloves and mask
will be mandatory, Cubical/ tunnel
sanitizastion at entry points and
social distancing measures will be
enforced. We can hope for more
cashless payment stores, cashier
less payments, Augmented reality instead of trial rooms, etc. She
then spoke about revenge buying
that has been noticed in few countries after lockdown was lifted and
‘Lipstick effect’ was foreseen. Mrs.
Tulshiayan shared some strategies
to reduce the traffic in store like
altering store hours, shopping by
appointment, E-Commerce, omnichannel strategy, etc. More functional finishes on apparel may be
on demand from consumers. The
sales has risen of kids wear and
infant wear has gone up and so
has lingerie, sportswear, sleepwear
and home textiles. To engage with
the consumers, brands are playing
with lot of strategies to attract consumers through giveaways, donating for the crisis and highlighting
the importance of family tine, and
engaging with the consumers. In
the end she concluded that innovations and safety will go hand
in hand to meet the needs of the
consumers.
The panel discussion ended with
questions from the audience which
were answered gracefully by all
the speakers. The vote of thanks
was proposed by the Moderator,
Dr. Suman Mundkur, Retired Faculty,
Department of Textiles and Apparel
Designing. The webinar was indeed
informative, interesting and an
amazing learning experience for
everyone.
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SWADESHI BLOOM- INDIAN CRAFTS AND
TECHNOLOGY - IMPETUS OF PANDEMIC ERA

A National webinar on SWADESHI
BLOOM- INDIAN CRAFTS AND TECHNOLOGY - IMPETUS OF PANDEMIC ERA
was held on 28th April, 2020 by the
Department of Textile and Fashion
Technology of College Home Science, Nirmala Niketan, Affiliated
to University of Mumbai, NAAC Accredited A Grade Delegates included students, teachers, professionals, and others related to this field
at National and International level.
The webinar was inaugurated by
Dr Geeta Ibrahim, Principal of the
college where she appreciated the
department for initiating such a
sensitive and important theme.
Dr. Ela dhedia, Head of Department
of Textile and Fashion Technology,
gave an overview of the theme. She
said that it is the correct and a very
important time to understand the
present condition of Indian crafts
and craftsmen during this Covid
19 times. India is a treasure of very
rich crafts. Craft and craftspeople
(artisans) have always been the life
line of india. There are thousands
of craft persons and their entire
families are dependent on their
livelihood on these crafts. During
this tough period of pandemic era
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our artisans are struggling for their
daily basic necessities. So this is the
right time to discuss and understand what is thepresent scenario
and their future and how to take
this further in this era.
Dr Dedhia moderated the panel
discussion including the questions
raised by participants on Youtube.
Mrs Geeta Castelino, an educationist, consulting psychologist, CSR
consultant, Fashion and Textile Industry advisor, Executive board
member of the Kala Ghoda Association also co moderated the session along with Dr Ela Dedhia.
Along with Dr Dedhia on the organizing committee included Mrs Vrinda Udiaver and Mrs Sangamitra
Navalgund who presented a brief
introduction of all the panelist and
Mrs Sangamitra also proposed the
vote of thanks. Edfly was the Technical partner and Textile Value Chain
was the Media Partner. There were
three esteemed panellists during
the webinar.

There were total 6 panellist.
Ms. Ratna Krishnakumar, managing Trustee at Shrishti Welfare Trust,

Munnar, Kerala. In1994, she founded Aryanya Natural. Presently she
is Managing Committee member
of Paramparik Karigar, an association that aims to preserve and
promote arts and crafts of India.
She mentioned that craftsmen are
suffering because they don’t have
any sales at the moment due to
covid-19 pandemic era. They are
identifying the craftsmen who are
really needy and who are financially not stable for whom they have
assigned certain days where their
art is displayed on the social media
platforms of Paramparik karigars
such as website, Facebook, and
Instagram where consumers can
directly contact the craftsman and
place their orders to them directly.
She said that Textile will always sell
but the Craft on the other hand is
such that consumers would invest
on when they have extra money.
Most craftsmen donot calculate
the price taking note of working
hours, manpower, electricity, gas,
etc. they just price their art based
on raw material cost and randomly
price their art work.
Mr. Sarfaraz Khatri, CEO of Prachin,
the manufacturer and exporter
of exclusive handblock printed
silk fabric, shawls, stoles, etc. with
vegetable dyes.He works with the
artisans to produce block printed
textiles, dyed using natural dyes.
According to him although It takes
almost 1 to 1.5 month to complete
their one art work but when it goes
to the market consumersdo not
value that and their hard work and
their love for that art. It is a period
were artisans need strength to
work as they don’t have any work
currently during Pandemic,so they
need orders to live with dignity. He
said post covid-19 we should encourage them to improve their art
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and help them to make more articles uniquely. Artisans donot get
appreciation for their crafts and
hard work, so here is a great chance
with best opportunity as Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Mod, has also
asked all to become Swadeshi and
use Indian products which will bring
opportunity for all.
Mr. Kailash Tulsi Gajara, Founder of
Atulsia Technologies in 2013, a software company for Indian and International markets, and recently
started Mega Stores since 2019,sellscraft products for international
customers. Megastore enterprise
is a market place that offers customers most products made by
artisans, of rural kutch helping artisans to market their unique products world wide. Artisans credit
and benefits are the main aim for
them. They started with 35 artisans
and now they have a group of 250
artisans. Even NGO’s directly connected to artisans can sell on this
platform. And also some of the upcoming designers have also started posting their art and craft on this
platform. Crafts are sold with story
of artisans and it also includes the
basic information about the craft
and many time even videos are recorded and posted.He said that we
must work on making craft valuable and unique products, which
will add more and more credits to
the art.
Ms. Bella sanghvi, a revivalist of antiquated handcrafted and khadi

techniques since last 40years. She
has 3brands to her credit and currently authoring book on Textile
Techniques of India. Her mission is
to ensure handlooms, handcrafted
and khadi are recognized as an Industry and supportedby the government accordingly. She is currently the President of Craft Council
of Maharashtra. She said India is
the largest in handlooms, khadi etc.
and we need to generate more social hands, by talking directly with
customers and designers. She has
a team of more than 2200 karigars,
she says we need to create a demand where we can all wear handloomsand handcrafts. According
to her we should not sell the productsof the craftman but we should
make people buy products and
generate more demand for thesecrafts.
Ms. Sarita Ganeriwala, is the creative head and founder head of
“Karomi”. She setup karomi in 2007
after gaining 8 years of experience
in Textile industry. She works in the
field of weaving of jamdani, handblock printing and kantha embroidery. She said we should work
on increasing orders and work for
artisan’s.She workswith different
clusters but always takes them forward. We should focus on bringing
innovation to art, innovation can be
bought on stage of yarns , because
jamdani basically works on pitloom.
We should work for design driven
Textiles with best quality. We should

concentrate on craft work and design interventions, colour interventions and also should encourage
the emotional contact with the art
to generate demand and awareness for art.
Dr Pallavi Tak, an educationist, blogger, social entrepreneurship driver,
and advocate of sustainable and
inclusive development. She is Assistant Vice President social impact
incubation at Startup Oasis. She
passionately works with the young
women and social entrepreneurs
to build sustainable enterprises.She
said that they donot work directly
with artisans but contact them
through some platforms. They
mostly work as incubator where
they help new business entrepreneurs with business strategies,
functional technology, and many
other ways. She said this is the right
time to think about crafts of India
and to revive them from not getting
extinct and to generate demand
for them. Also discussed various
ways for tackling these problems.
This webinar gave in-depth information about various crafts, and
also about the situation the craftsmen are facing currently due to
Pandemic and also ways where
students and new entrepreneurs
and designers can work together
with artisans to help them think of
various ways to tackle it. There is a
huge opportunity to grow with the
artisans and also overcome these
problems.

NATIONAL WEBINAR ON MEDICAL AND PROTECTIVE TEXTILES AND
APPARELS IN THE PANDEMIC ERA
ANational Webinar on MEDICAL AND
PROTECTIVE TEXTILES AND APPARELS
IN THE PANDEMIC ERAwas hosted on
29th April, 2020 by, the Department
of Textile and Fashion Technology
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of College Home Science, Nirmala
Niketan, Affiliated to University of
Mumbai, NAAC Accredited A Grade.
Delegates
included
students,
teachers, professionals, and others

related to this field at National and
International level.
The webinar was inaugurated by
Dr Geeta Ibrahim, Principal of the
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college where she appreciated the
advancement of medical textiles
from sultchers last 4000 years to
wound dressing to skin draft, gowns
and said this is the right time and
opportunity for this theme during
Covid 19.
Dr Ela Dedhia, Head Department
of Textile and Fashion Technology,
gave an overview of the theme,
emphasizing the vast opportunities
that this Pandemic has given to the
Textile and Apparel Industry. She
said that during this tough period
of pandemic the medical and protective textiles are used for medical
treatment and protection by not
only medical professionals but also
by common people for self protection and specially by the care
takers of Corona positive patients
which are growing by leaps and
bounds each day in India specially
Maharashtra and there is lot of research being done in this area all
over the world. In India due to huge
population there is an immense
need for various medical treatments and medical and protective textiles. Due to this there is high
scope of development in this field
specially in the usage of masks,
gloves, PPEs, coveralls and many
others including textile fabrics and
finishes, which would be discussed
to understand the opportunities
and challenges.
Dr Dedhia moderated the panel
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discussion including the questions
raised by participants on Youtube.
Along with her on the organizing
committee included Dr Pratima
Goyal who presented a brief introduction of the panelist and Dr Anjali
Srivastav who proposed the vote
of thanks. Edfly was the Technical
partner and Textile Value Chain
was the Media Partner. There were
three esteemed panellists during
the webinar.
First panellist was Mr. Avinash
Mayekar, CEO and MD of “Suvin
Advisories Pvt Ltd” with 32 years
of rich experience in consultancy
firms and esteemed Textile Industries, his core areas are in management studies, project management, modernization studies,
bench marking studies and market
surveys.He is an expert in Technical
textiles and promotes it in India. He
also specialised in strategic building and business processes. Has
a vast global exposureand has
more than 50 published papers in
national and international conferences. He gave a quick overview
of all the 12 different segments of
textile technologies such as mobiltech, buildtech, meditech, agrotech, clothtech, packtech, geotech,
oekotech, hometech, protech, indutech, sportech. He spoke about
global and Indian technical market scenario, the share of major
countries in global technical tex-

tiles. Increase awareness in health
and hygiene in India will lead to
higher demand in medical textile
products. There would be great
demand for protective clothing
worldwide. Indian garment and
other manufacturers have proven
their capabilities by changing their
product mix from non technical
to technical textiles. He explained
various processes and technologies, and highlighted the medical
textile market scenario which is
changed due to this pandemic era
of covid-19. There is an increased
demand for coveralls, PPE kits, protective suits masks etc. according
to him and he also explained which
categories India should be focusing post covid scenario, keeping in
mind, the strength of India in textile
technologies and the various opportunities for India in the field of
medical textile technologies.
Thesecond panellist Mrs. Manjiri
Paranjape, Vice President in R&D
of “Rossari Biotech Ltd”,with almost
20 years of experience in textile
processing, and has presented at
various conferences andesteemed
Institutes. She said this is a crisis situation and always crisis have two
sides one is danger and to come
out of that danger the other side is
solution and solution always leads
to further opportunities. Post this
crisis, future focus should be on
health and wellbeing of persons
and nation. Textile industries should
also start focusing on these issues
which will increase production.She
spoke about many finishes in detail and that the aspiration of gen x
finish where one finish is combined
with another finish such as antimicrobial + UV protection, Antiviral +
Blood stain repellent, Antimicrobial
+ water repellent, Antimicrobial+
moisture management finish, Antimicrobial + Antistatic, Aloevera +
moisture management
The third panellist was Dr. Suranjana Gangopadhyay, Head of Textile
Manufacturers Department of “VJTI
COLLEGE” in Mumbai. She is the first
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Women Head of Textile Manufacturing Department in the history of
133 years of VJTI. Her specialization
include electrically conducted textiles, smart textiles, application of
smart textiles in wearable apparel
for people with disabilities, etc. She
said that this webinar title has given her good insights and new food
for thought. Earlier technical tex-

tiles did not focus on apparel, while
apparel industry did not focus on
technical aspects in apparel and
therefore she found this title itself
has triggered new thoughts. This
is the correct time where garment
manufacturers and textile technologists should think and innovate
new ideas to fulfil the new market
demands from the consumers.

Multifunctional textiles, strict technical norms and aesthic and comfort all important together to create
original products and not to copy.
The webinar ended with a vote of
thanks to Panelist, viewers, technical supporters, media supporters
and to everyone in the Institute.

TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN COLLABORAION
FOR FUTURE INNOVATION IN MEDICAL AND
PROTECTIVE TEXTILES
man for protection against virus.
Technically the products have to
be appropriate at the same time
design aesthetics also important
so this webinar addressed that.
In India due to huge population
there is a huge need for medical
textiles and protective clothing. Due
to this there is high scope of development in this field. an increase in
usage of masks, gloves, PPEs, coveralls, shoe covers, head gears and
so on due to pandemic. So, this
webinar was held to further understand these and the opportunities
and challenges they present.
Dr Dedhia moderated the panel
discussion including the questions
raised by participants on Youtube.

A

National webinar on Technology And Design Collaboration
For Future Innovation In Medical
And Protective Textiles, was held on
5th June, 2020 by the Department
of Textile and Fashion Technology
of College Home Science, Nirmala
Niketan, Affiliated to University of
Mumbai, NAAC Accredited A Grade
Delegates
included
students,
teachers, professionals, and others
related to this field at National and
International level.
The webinar was inaugurated by
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Dr Geeta Ibrahim, Principal of the
college where she appreciated the
department for initiating such a
timely theme.
Dr. Ela Dedhia, Head of Department of Textile and Fashion Technology, gave an overview of the
theme. During this tough period of
pandemic the medical textiles are
commonly used in the field of medical treatment and protection. It is
an upcoming new field of research
as well as it is also playing an important role in the lives of common

Mrs Geeta Castelino, an educationist, consulting psychologist,
CSR consultant, Fashion and Textile
Industry advisor, Executive board
member of the Kala Ghoda Association also co moderated the session along with Dr Ela Dedhia.
Along with Dr Dedhia on the organizing committee included Dr Pratima Goyal and Dr Anjali Srivastav,
both of them presented a brief introduction of the panelist and Dr
Pratima Goyal also proposed the
vote of thanks. Edfly was the Tech-
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from disabled who wish to stay
here and work. She also spoke of
the Self Esteem foundation where
apps and websites are used for
marketing. The foundation not only
sells products made by MBA foundation (Mutually Beneficial Activities)but also made by many other
NGOs.Marketing is also done by a
group of differently abled. Mission
of both the organizations is the
same- Life with Self Esteem and
dignity for persons with disabilities.
In Self Esteem Foundation seminars
are arranged for parents.
nical partner and Textile Value
Chain was the Media Partner. The
webinar was conducted through
online video platform and telecasted on Youtube for the audience.
The Video is available on YouTube.
com/TFTNN.
There were three esteemed panellists during the webinar.
Dr.AnupRakshit, an executive director at Indian Technical Textile Association, with vast experience. He
spoke about the benefits of textile
industry and medical field working
hand in hand during the pandemic
corona virus. Today India is much
more prepared and ranks second
in manufacture of PPE kits. He spoke
about the non-surgical requirements mainly for health workers
and common man. He spoke about
the wide scope for these textiles
and apparel and that technical
specifications are important but
eventually aesthetics will also become important once the people
start moving out of their homes.
The second panellistMr.Karan Berrya dynamic person who appreciates design and is a fashion consultant. He’s a director for retail
brands in India and overseas. He’s
the co-owner of the brand Karleo, dealing with wedding gownsand an educationist for various
institutions. He explained about his
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brand Karleo which manufactures
wedding gowns and other garments and products which do utilize waste left over fabric and other
materials and thus contribute to a
sustainable environment. He spoke
about his current project on Mask
for Humanity with BMC, which was
their contribution to the Nation during the current pandemic situation.
He also gave a live demonstration of a mask having zipper at the
mouth area for eating or breathing.
It was an example of technology
and creativity.
The third panellist Mrs. Pooja
Kamath, Project Manager Karleo,
is an integral part of design team
at Karleo brand for last 5 years.
She works for Special projects and
Masks for humanity. She shared her
experience of production and distribution of reusable masks for the
BMC employees and other essential workers during the lockdown
period.
The fourth panellist Ms. MeenalMandlik, director of SelfEsteem foundation for disabled. Ms. Mandlikshared
a video on GODS (groups of disabled) foundation MBA foundation
which is involved in rehabilitation
work, vocational, early intervention,
life with care, day-care facilities.
Currently can accommodate 25
and later wish to invite applications

The fifth panellist Mrs. Bhavini Parikh
a designer and entrepreneur of the
brand BUNKO JUNKO where Bunko
means art decoration and Junko
means from the junk. She has started since past 3 years making home
furnishing and accessories etc. out
of unused waste textiles. Explaining
about her brand she highlights that
the brand strongly supports women empowerment. The brand uses
textile waste for garments. The vision of the brand is to take lead into
sustainability. She has provided
work from home to more than 3000
women in the past. She also displayed some pictures of the women working. The ladies are taught
how to make masks and till today
1000’s of masks are made and supplied to community. Training sessions are held for the ladies on how
to stitch. Ms. Parikh ends her session
by saying, “We have only one world,
it is up to us, to make it better, however we can”.
There was discussion with panellists on questions from YouTube
and some general discussion on
collaboration of technical experts
and designers to cater to future
needs of the consumers for protection and aesthetics. It was concluded that there is immense scope for
research and development in the
area of collaboration of technical
and design aspects for medical
textiles and protective clothing
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HOLISTIC HEALTH STRATEGIES – PHYSICAL,
MENTAL, EMOTIONAL WELLBEING

National level webinarswere held
on ‘Holistic Health Strategies’ by the
Department of Textile and Fashion
Technology of College Home Science, Nirmala Niketan, Affiliated
to University of Mumbai, NAAC Accredited A Grade. Delegates included students, alumni, teachers,
professionals, and others at National and International level. There
were totally 16 sessions in the webinar series spread over a month.
Dr Geeta Ibrahim Principal of the
college inaugurated the series on
23rdMay 2020 and said such sessions are the need of the hour for
the wellbeing of students and others.
Dr. Ela Dedhia, Head of Department
of Textile and Fashion Technology,
gave an overview of the theme.
She said that during this tough
pandemic period, many students
and their families have been facing enormous challenges of stability and security of jobs/enterprises,
finances, emotional, physical and
mental health etc leading to several personal and societal issues
such as depression, disharmony,
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violence, suicideetc.To overcome
these challenges and have more
peace withinindividuals, family and
community, the following sessions
were undertaken.
Dr Dedhia moderated the sessions
including the questions raised by
participants on YouTube and herself. Along with Dr Dedhia on the
organizing committee included Dr
VishakaKarnad who presented a
brief introduction of the resource
personsand Mrs Neha Mulchandani who proposed the vote of thanks.
Edfly was the Technical partner and
Textile Value Chain was the Media
Partner. All of these were conducted through online video platforms
and telecasted on YouTube for
the audience or sometimes audience also attended direct online
video sessions.Videos are available
on YouTube.com/TFTNN. Our own
alumni of the college were the resource persons.
Yoga- on Saturday 23rd, 30th May
and 6th June, by Mrs SharvariKalantre (Charusheela Joshi)
Zumbaon Sunday 24th May by Mrs

Vinaya Vaidya, licensed Zumba
trainer and on 7th June by Ms Shruti
Salunke, licensed fitness/Zumba
trainer.
Mindfulness on Saturday 13th June
by Mrs Mehek Wadhwa
Emotional Wellbeing on Sunday
14th June 2020 by Mrs Mehek Wadhwa
NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programming)
and Yoga 0n 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th and
19th June 2020 by Mrs Mehek Wadhwa, Holistic Wellbeing Coach and
Yoga Acharya
Laughter Yoga on Saturday 20th
June 2020 by Mrs Mehek Wadhwa
Yoga Beyond Mat on International
Yoga Day on Sunday 21st June 2020
by Mrs Mehek Wadhwa
Skin Care on 27th May by Mrs Mamta Joshi from Orange Tree
Student Conducted Session: Women Safety on Tuesday 2nd June
2020, by Adv. Asif Ali Khan, Advocate
High Court and Supreme Court of
India, organized by students of MSc
2.
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RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR FAMILY

National level webinar was conducted on Relationship with Your
Family on 29th June 2020 by the
Department of Textile and Fashion Technology of College Home
Science, Nirmala Niketan, Affiliated
to University of Mumbai, NAAC Accredited A Grade, in collaboration
with Wholistic Care Centre (WCC).
Delegates
included
students,
alumni, teachers, professionals,
and others at National and International level. The resource persons
were Yogi Sakha, Wholistic Health
& Happiness Coach, a partner at
the WCC centre, expert on spreading happiness with his coaching
mainly based on Bagwad Gita and
Dr Chinmay Kulkarni, Psychiatrist,
expert at anxiety management
and depression. The session was
moderated by Dr Saurabh Talekar,
Orthopedic Surgeon and founder of the WCC and Dr Ela Dedhia,
Head of Department of Textiles and
Fashion Technology.
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Dr Saurabh gave his opening remarks and introduced his centre
and the panel. He said that human
is made of body, mind and spirit.
Mind involves emotional wellbeing. He said since most people are
sitting at home with family during
the lockdown period, people are
having good family time which can
be seen on social media, however
many also facing troubles related
to physical space and emotional
space. Each one playing a different
role, maybe a parent to his child
or grandparent to his grandchild,
but an employee or a boss in front
of the computer. An experience
of taking a listening in front of his
mom/dad/wife. So this is a new adaptation for all with no break emotionally or physically from spouse,
children or parents.
Dr Geeta Ibrahim Principal of the
college gave her remarks and emphasized that such sessions are

the need of the hour for the wellbeing of students and their families.
Dr. Ela Dedhia, gave an overview of
the theme. She said that this session was an outcome of students
demand. She mentioned that during this tough pandemic period,
while most people remain at home,
many youth and their families have
been facing enormous challenges
of stability and security of jobs/
enterprises, finances, emotional,
physical and mental health etc.
leading to several personal and
societal issues such as depression, disharmony, violence, suicide
etc. To overcome these challenges
and have more peace within individuals, family and community, this
session was organized.
Edfly was the Technical partner
and Textile Value Chain was the
Media Partner. It was conducted
through online video platform and
telecasted on YouTube. Video is
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available on YouTube.com/TFTNN.
Dr Chinmay said thatit has been
more than three months that everyone is at home which earlier was
never the case. Problems are different with different age groups.
Lot of under carpet unresolved
conflicts surface out between husband and wife, teenager children
and parents etc. Earlier one had to
tolerate each other for few hours
but now have to face each other
all the time. Many find it very difficult to adjust to each other because the problems are deeper. He
gave several examples to explain
the same.
Unhealthy conversations
three to four aspects.

have

Criticism: In the lockdown period,
most women do not have help
from husband or grown up children, either because they do not
know how to help or maybe do not
want to do that kind of work. Women in frustration would not even realize how she is talking to the family
members, maybe criticizing all the
while which is not a good way of
communication. Better to change
the words and give the same message in a better way rather than
criticizing.
Defensive: Further defending ones
own way of unhealthy conversation and blaming the family member with whom the controversy is
going on, will result in further disputes. It is better to accept ones
fault in the way of communication
one was indulged in and express
softly what exactly is the cause of
the trouble.
Contempt: This is the worst. It actually means you are insulting
someone. Person on receiving end
is extremely hurt, maybe a child,
or a parent, or a spouse. It is more
worthwhile to find something good
in the other and talk about that. It
will help changingown perspective.
Talking in contempt means you
are at a higher pedestrian and the
listener is at a much lower pedes-
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trian and is not worth. So this is not
good communication at all in any
relationship.
Humour: Normal humour is very
good for relationship but when humour is sarcastic, it is not good at
all, as it hurts people. Many people
do not like it, best is to avoid it if one
realizes that the person is not liking
it.
It is important not to go by outward
behaviour of others, the reality may
be different, as it could be the result
of a long historical past. Getting to
the base of the problem is more
relevant than only reacting to the
outward behaviour. It is important
to use the right communication
such that the message is communicated to the person without hurting him/her. Words are remembered for years so avoid negative
communication.
Yogi Sakha started by saying that
we keep reacting to others because the focus is only on ourselves and that causes disharmony knowingly or unknowingly.
Samvad is communication with
each other and vad is argument.
During the lock down period, its
more sedentary activities, stress
increases, hormonal changes happen and much more. It is important
to understand oneself physically,
emotionally, mentally and in every
perspective because in these situationsstress is not because of others but because of self.
Experience of happinessis important for oneself. There are scientific tools to do so. It can come
with Yoga, with nutrition, control on
food andcontrol in language, etc.
Controlling tongue is important
while eating or talking.If we control tongue, we can win the world.
One’s thoughts only are reflected
in wordswe speak. Mind and body
are connected therefore we have
to work on both.Even if we work on
mind, the body is worked at automatically and vice versa.Body,
mind, spirit all three are important.
Body and mind are the instru-

ments, so if we get over-involved
only in that, we can miss out on
the main goal. Goal is not healthy
body, or peace of mind but it is a
means to know and understand
ourselves. Peace is also a means
to know and understand ourselves.
Harmony in relationships is important.How strong is our mind within
us that is important. Anything in excess is not good. If we look at the
world and nature, waves go higher
it results in tsunami, earthquake
can come, fire takes place, so any
natural disaster can happen when
harmony is imbalanced in nature.
Similarly blood sugar, blood pressure, respiration etc need to be in
a specific limit, but if limit exceeds,
problems arise in physical health
and it needs to be worked upon,
similarly is the mental health. One
mind is used in so many places and
with so many persons, like family, friends, workplace etc., thereforebrain/mind should be worked
upon as it is used most frequently.
Unresolved emotions, experiences,
memories, if gathered can cause
further trouble. Yoga, meditation
are hygiene for the mind just like
physical exercise and bathing are
hygiene for body. In relationship,
everything is energy. From ourbrain,
heart, body, etc. electromagnetic
waves keep coming and this is the
energy and motion, we are sharing
when we are interacting with others. Resonating vibrations between
two is more powerful than of one,
is studied in physics also. So we
have to bring resonance in a relationship. Understanding opposite
person helps creatingresonance
of energy in both persons. So understanding the need in the other
person is important in our manner
of interaction with the person. So
we need to evaluate what energies
we are investing in our interactions
with others. Whatever energywe
will invest, we will get thatmuch
resonance in return.
Happiness, love etc. are positive
emotions, vibrates most and better to experience but we adopt
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negative emotions like anger, anxiety, disgust, resentment, etc since
childhood and so that is filled in
our body as cellular particles. Our
mind is conditioned to experience
negativity more faster so we give
undue importance to negative
emotions.We need to concentrate
on that through yoga and meditation so that transformations happen. We have three brains, small,
medium, big. Small brain thinks of
food, water, clothing and shelter all
the while. The middle brain needs
relations, emotions, passion to do
something, excitement. Big brain
needs thinking, planning etc. So we
have to see which brain we use with
whom in our relationships. We are
generally stuck in negative emotions, food, water etc. Relationship
is important for that part of brain
called mammal brain. Animals feel
most, same is with human. What
we feed from childhood that gets
increasing in ourselves. Everyone in
nature sharesand contributes with
each other and that’s how creation
happens and harmony is established. Animal species, even the sun,
moon, plants, rivers etc. in nature,
and all other existencesin nature
follow it by sharing, distributing etc.
Like sun gives rise to cloud which inturn gives water, which in-turn gives
plants, which give animals, and so
on. However only Man has lost this
relationship and culture of sharing
and therefore lost harmony. Only
human mind is busy and therefore
has no time for sharing and caring.
We need to ask ourselves, what can
be done to bring harmony, what is
the need of the opposite person
that I can share/distribute?.So only

human mind/brain is in disharmony with natures cycle and natures
fundaments. So we have to choose
between happiness and disharmony of mind.Words were quoted
from BhagvadGita which also say
that not sharing leads to destruction. We need to Think on….Who am
I.We need to bring in gratitude and
empathy. We have to constantly
passionately learn and grow, for
which we need to use our big brain
for thinking, wondering, experiencing.
Example of iceberg, Only 5 % of it is
seen in an iceberg on the tip,that is
what we see butlots is below it and
underground, same is the case for
human behaviour, actions, expressions, words spoken etc. We try to
fix what we see on the surface. Behaviour manifested is only an iceberg, but deep down is much more.
Deep inside is our own culture, attitudes, values, ego etc. which needs
to be understood and needs to be
worked upon. Deep down is personal reality and on tip is personality. Change in personal reality leads
to development of personality. We
do-not have to change ourselves
but change our perspectives.
Peace is most importantfor experience of happiness and Power of
communication is huge ie.Samvad
which must be given importance.
Communication with others must
be such that I am wholesome
and others are also wholesome.So
the order in any communication
should be POWER –Pause (think and
listen), Orient (I want to understand
and help, not advise), Witness (our
energies), Empathize (which emo-

tion the opposite person is talking
from), then Respond so that there is
harmony. If we react immediately,
there is no harmony. Most important for parents not to talk to children as if they are their property.
Words were quoted from Khalil Gibran and further explained -Children belong to nature and parents/
elders are caretakers. As parents,
we don’t possess them. Give them
your love and not your thoughts.
Connecting with nature is important. Generation gap must be
there, as it is healthy for growth and
progress of mankind. So parents/
elders need to give the younger
generation the space to think and
adapt to change/be the change.
To the youth the message was that
rather than moving into western
philosophy of consumerism and
greed,analyse and lead a thoughtful life with Indian philosophy which
is very rich. Sleep well, eat more
better, see others in a better way,
harmony comes from within. Youth
need to understand the intention
behind thebehaviour of parents/
elders. Use of social media must
be curtailed if one wants to be
positive and progressive. Develop
good habits like body exercises
and activities, eating of nourishing food, avoiding refined food and
preservatives which are not good
for health, sleep plays a big role in
mental health and so sleeping well
helps.
Questions from YouTube and video
conferencing were addressed by
both the speakers.
Vote of thanks was proposed by
students
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“COHESIVENESS AND SUSTAINABILITY – THE
NEW MANTRAS FOR FASHION AND STYLING
IN BOLLYWOOD”

A

panel discussion on the aspects of re-building the concepts of costume designing and
styling for Bollywood, merging the
earlier concepts with new ideas
and the nuances of styling in the
field of Bollywood, was hosted by
the Department Of Fashion Design of National Institute Of Fashion
Technology, Mumbai.
The panelists included eminent industry experts: Costume designers
and Stylists, Ms. Rushi Sharma and
Ms. Manoshi Nath of RushiManoshi,
Bollywood costume designer, Mr.
Sheetal Sharma and Costume researcher and designer, Mr. Shivank
Kapoor.
Sustainability has beenan important concept in the fashion industry
for quite some time now. It means
to create in an ethical way i.e. the
process and the product has to be
morally, economically and environmentally correct. Sustainability will
be of utmost importance especially after Covid-19 crisis where people will be more conscious of their
buying habits and purchase deci-
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sions. This webinar too, had panelists talk about how the scenario
of fashion industry and Bollywood
will change after the pandemic.
Mr. Sheetal Sharma suggested that
the teams can be divided into two
and we can have a shift system
wherein one team will come earlier and then after a gap for a few
hours for sanitization, the next unit
can come.He also suggested that
we need to manage our time while
we are sitting at our homes because we might not get the same
opportunity to work on the future
projects or even take care of ourselves. This is the perfect chance
for us to utilize our time as much as
we can. According to Ms. Manoshi
Nath, we need to think about the
ones who are unemployed
during the crisis and come up with
a cohesive plan to move forward.
Proper SOP’s of sanitization needs
to be done since costume production and design requires a lot of
different sourcing and fabrication
stages to be involved. This means
more points of contact between,

stores, assistants, dress men, tailors,
embroiderers, dry cleaners, transport team etc, therefore leading to
an increased risk of Covid-19. So to
combat this issue, proper sanitization and frequent laundry facilities
should be incorporated. She also
suggested that, in order to protect
the staff, the number of teams will
have to be split up with separate
teams for sourcing, prep of costumes and presence on set team
which interacts with an actor handles the set must have minimum
external interaction. Interaction between people has to be done at a
safe distance and a place, which
is properly sanitized. Also, 24 hours
isolation of garments or costumes
will have to be done for minimizing
the risk of cross transmission.
According to Designer, Shivank Kapoor, Sustainability after Covid-19
we need to think about the ones
who are unemployed during the
crisis and come up with a cohesive
plan to move forward. Proper sanitization needs to be done since film
production and styling requires a
lot of different units to be involved
which means more points of contact therefore leading to an increased risk of Covid-19. So to combat this issue, proper sanitization
and frequent laundering facilities
should be incorporated. She also
suggested that, in order to protect the staff, the amount of teams
will have to be minimized and interaction between people has to
be done at a safe distance and a
place, which is properly sanitized.
Also, 24 hours isolation of garments
or costumes will have to be done
for minimizing the risk of transmission of Covid-19 particles.
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According to Designer, Shivank Kapoor, Sustainability after Covid-19
will be about having a moral responsibility of how we’ll be working.
Generating more job opportunities,
reusing leftover inventory, creating
new collections from scratch after
detailed research and providing
fair and decent wages to all. Upcycling, reusing and recycling should
be incorporated too. Kapoor also
proposed the idea of thrift stores in
the country since these stores service the environmentally and ethically conscious customers of today
who do not have the resources to
buy from high end or luxury brands.
Shifting to thrift is a simple and effective way to become a more conscious consumer since it reduces
their contribution to fast fashion.
To explain sustainability, Rushi
Sharma explained the three P’s of
sustainability i.e. People, Planet and
Profit. To be socially responsible,
costume designers need to create an ecosystem with their supply chain- Farmers, weavers, dyers,
embroiders, kaarigars and Master
tailors. She talked about the campaign #whomademyclothes, which
talks about big brands to be aware
of who is making their clothes,
similarly we as designers need to
know who is weaving our fabric
and growing our cotton. Knowing
your supply chain addresses issues like Fair trade, fair payment
and fair treatment and it leads to
an ethical product. As designers
can get involved in the process of
using organic seeds, saving water,
replacing harmful chemicals ,using ancient and sustainable weaving techniques, to name a few. Her
advice to the designers just starting
out is to think about sustainability at
the time of design and conception,
that is the only way to make it work.
Another important point she talked
about was to get the film producers
to understand the importance of
the supply chain and to learn about
an ethical product and bring them
into the ecosystem. Manoshi Nath
and Rushi Sharma, who are known
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for their quirky sartorial choices
mentioned about the brand, One
for Blue which makes t-shirts out
of recycle bottles that are found
from the ocean. They suggested
that we need to source our fabrics
from Khadi gram Udyog and other
such stores which support organic
and ethical clothing. Sharma spoke
briefly about how there’s a need to
transition into slow costume design
from fast costume design similar to
how we’re moving from fast fashion
to slow fashion. Instead of buying a
t-shirt from Zara which will hardly
last for three months and after
which we’ll have to buy one again,
what we need to do is invest on
one t-shirt which is of high quality,
will probably last longer and whose
chances of ending up in a landfill
is slim to zero. Shivank Kapoor also
supported this idea of quality over
quantity and being more mindful
while shopping or producing clothing. When asked about how we can
educate ourselves on this topic,
Rushi and Manoshi encouraged the
viewers to go for pineapple leather
and mushroom leather and use
armors made of rubber instead
of real or faux leather. For educating the consumers, they suggested
that people can read about various materials and chemicals that
are used for the production of
garments and the best source for
finding this information is the UN reportwhich gives an insight into the
kind of materials and chemicals
that are harmful or not. Apart from
that, consumers can go to the section where brands talk about how
they’re making sure that their supply chain has sustainability at the
core.
When asked about how Bollywood
has been supporting fast fashion,
fashion stylist Sheetal Sharma answered that there’s a social stigma
that celebrities will be pointed out
if they repeat their clothes and he
also talked about how he irrelevant
he feels the concept of airport looks
is because there’s no such need for
a person to curate an entire look

for airport when all you need to be
is comfortable while travelling. So
a simple pair of joggers or basic
t-shirts also can do the job pretty
well. The whole stigma that revolves
around being pointed at solely because you stepped out wearing the
same outfit again is what is wrong
with the society and probably one
of the reasons why we’re finding it
hard to move towards slow fashion. Consumers look upto celebrities and follow their footsteps so it’s
important that they’re made aware
of where the clothes end up. On a
personal level, Sheetal Sharma believes in sourcing vintage stuff to
make new things and for that, he
explores the old markets in Mumbai
and other cities. Having said that, he
feels that there are some actors like
Rajkumar Rao and Nandita Das to
name a few who are aware of the
problem and are open to the idea
of reusing the same outfit or even
using one from their own wardrobe.
He said that today, celebrities have
become more aware and are conscious of their buying habits and do
not really mind repeating their outfits in public and this has inspired
the consumers to do the same. He
also suggested that stylists and designers can redesign a garment or
style it differently every time to increase its longevity.
Lastly the conversation shifted to
how new comers and fresh graduates can build contacts. Shivank
Kapoor recalled his graduation
days and gave suggestions that
came solely from his own experiences like visiting and sourcing
fabrics from various parts of cities, talking to the designers or stylists personally, interacting with the
alumni, researching about things in
detail and sharing notes with each
other etc. Some of the other skills
and traits required include being
oriented, hardworking, have love for
fashion and movies, right attitude,
the ability to work with fresh directors and producers, building a rapo
to get recommendations etc.
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“SHOW MUST GO ON” SAYS CHANDRESH
SHAH, PRESIDENT, ITAMMA
also necessary to build our health
(physical & mental) and new skills
in such situation. He explained in
details the type of work can be
done through WFM like Identifying
candidates, initial interviews, part
of accounting, auditing; IT related
work; and which work cannot be
done through WFM like measurements, checks, etc. The importances of maintaining the employee
connect through routine communications, periodic emails, Video
sessions, etc. The aspects likeplan
to check the health of our facility like equipment, logistics, inventory and the need for any revision
in plant and office layout were well
covered.
We at ITAMMA continued our activities by organizing about 11 Webinars in series by changing theguard to online Virtual events. The
mission started after submitting
our representations to about seven
Ministries including Prime Minister
of India on topics viz. recommendations for measures to support
the Textile Engineering Industry
(TEI), ease of business in TEI for reopening factories in COVID-19 and
Appeal to support Employers for
safe guarding the employment
and saving economy in TEI during
the Post COVID-19 condition.
First Webinarwas organized on
“Boosting “Will Power” (Confidence
- आत्मबल) using “CO-VIKAS” on24th
April 2020); where Dr. M. L. Suriya,
Govt of India Certified ZED Master
Trainer mentioned that CO-VIKAS©
cycle has ingeniously crafted by
him, which is a novel combination
of the precious spiritual wisdom
and management practices. This
wisdom has not only helped individuals but also many other States/
National Level transformations like
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Japan (3rd largest economy with
not many natural resources but
only “Will Power”) after the 2nd world
war. Gujarat Vikas with साक्षीभावित
leadership etc. and now how India
is doing we all can see.
The session ended with a meditation session leaving behind the Key
takeaways stating that CO-VIKAS©
cycle helps in i) Daily life routine,
ii) Peaceful yet Prospering (devote
time in Reviews, Understanding,
Meditation,Team Building / Relationships, Culture and Solution), iii)
neither Positive/nor Negative thinking-only Clear thinking.
Second Webinar was organized
on “Business Response in present
situation” on 29th April 2020; where
Mr Rajendra Aphale, International
Consultant & Trainergave information of various diseases/viruses we
have faced since 2001 but we need
to understand how different CORONA is from them. He explained how
the quotes made by important
people helps us to boost our moral to face this pandemic and it is

Third Webinar on “Importance of
Energy Conservation in post COVID-19 situation” on 30th April 2020;
where Mr. Rahul Kishore, Jt. Director, SRO-Ahmedabad, Petroleum
Conservation Research Association( PCRA) highlighted Problems
in Current Scenario such as IPP
(Independent Power Producers)
facing Cash crunch, is the biggest
loan defaulter, having no distribution rights and have no money to
pay for coalthus allowing IPP for
buying Coal on Credit basis or to
Shutdown. At the same time DISCOMs have shown inability to pay
for coming times as there is a no
demand from profitable Industrial
Sector. lockdown has resulted in
a shutdown of the industrial and
commercialestablishments
and
stoppage of passenger railway
services, having adverse effect on
electricity demand presently contributing to about 40% of All India
electricity demand.
Low Oil Demand worldwidenearly90% of the globe’s 4.3 billion barrels of crude oil storage is full, rest
will be full in 3 Weeks & millions of
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barrels arealso sitting idly in super
tankers which have nowhere to go
and even after offering super discounts ‘Super Contango’ there is
nospaceto be stored.
Fourth Webinar on “Cost cutting after Covid 19 - Technical Aspects” on
4th May, 2020; where Mr. Ashok S, BEE
Empanelled Accredited Energy Auditor and Chairman of Coimbatore
chapter of IEAMPin his presentations explained the various steps
to conserve energy by monitoring the losses at various stages in
the textile mill during transmission
and distribution of voltage, power
factor and load with the help of
different measuring instruments
and gauges. BEE guidelines on under loaded motors, for protection
of VFD, fan losses, blower losses,
and effect of over weighted pulleys, bely size & type on the Speed
was also explained. Details of Energy consumption in Ring Frames
and the power transmission losses
from ring frame motor to spindle
was also explained. The effect of
over pumping and repeatedly regreasing on the load of the motor,
the effect of piping of the pumping
system on the power losses and
the ways of reducing energy losses
in the humidification plants and the
compressed air treatments of the
mill was well explained with diagrams & photos.
The presentation was concluded
with BEE MANTHRA, ‘Monitor your
Energy Consumption to Target its
Reduction. 24 x 7 Run Industry can
save Rs.50,000/- per year by saving 1 KWH unit per hour in each of
your production & utility machines’
whereby Energy is 1st Measured,
then Focused, then Improved, then
recognized, and then shared.
Fifth Webinar on “Reviving through
Lean And Six Sigma” on 5th May
2020; where Mr. Japan Trivedi (Author, Coach, Trainer, Blog writer) of
Efforts Consulting,explained in details about what will happen post
COVID-19 with the growth rate of
Progression (7%), Stagnation (4%),
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Depression (-2%) & Great Depression (-10%) and who will be the Potential Losers & Winners. The ways
ahead post COVID-19 are being a
part of new technology, adopting
new processes, identifying and removing the waste and optimizing
the resources. Further he explained
in details about Lean and Six Sigma
for changing or reviving your business or career or profession, which
is about changing habits i.e. your
culture. Where he explained the 3
bricks of changing culture as Daily
habits, improvement and commitment. 8 types of MUDA ( obstruction
to FLOW) were also well explained
i) Transportationii) Motioniii) Waitingiv) Processv) Quality defectsvi)
Overproductionvii)
Inventoryviii)
Unused creativity. Path to Six Sigma
was explained with Sigma levels
and defects/million opportunities
(DPMO), with 6 Sigma (3.4 defects),
5 Sigma(233 defects), 4 Sigma(6,210
defects), 3 Sigma(66,807 defects)
and 2 Sigma(308,537 defects). Lastly the post COVID-19 Goals were explained as i) Qualityii) Lower Costiii)
Delivery-iv) Peoplev) flexibility
Sixth Webinar on “Scope of Market for Textile Machines & Accessories in Indonesia during present
situation of COVID-19” by Mr. Liliek
Setiawan (VP--Indonesia Textile Association (API), Chairman - Textile
Community Academy Committee,
Chairman - Sekar Lima Pratama
Integrated Textile Manufacturing,
Solo, Vice-Chairman - Forum for
Economic Development and Employment Promotion (FEDEP)] on
9th May; whereby through PPT Mr.
Setiawan gave insight on World’s
Economic Growth 1st quarter 2020
showing 3.8% of Vietnam & 2.97 %
of Indonesia while Hong Kong being -8.9 %, China -6.8% and Europe
being -2.7%. He further explained
the Indonesia’s Economic Growth
from 2017- 2020 showing a reduction from 5.01 % to 4.7 %. He also informed that the estimation of the
peak of COVID-19in Indonesiawill
be between 21-28 May’ 2020 while
the same will be coming to nor-

mal from 15th June 2020 onwards.
The soft and hard effect among
the Customer segment and Industry base was well explained. Stating that the Older generations who
are digital immigrants & tech laggards, and low income community
with limited access to internet will
get a hard hit in the customer segment. While in the same segment
younger generation who are digital
native and tech savvy, and affluent
segment with better access to the
internet will receive a soft hit.
In case of Industry sector, Businesses with dominant customer- facing
processes and labour-intensive industries will get a hard hit. While in
the same segment, Businesses with
highly digital processes and Industries with Lean Organizations will
get a soft hit.
The orders postponedreached to
64% while temporary cancelled
orders amounted to about 57.85%.
The UPs and DOWNs noted in various segments where Central Bank
(+0.51% & gained 100 jobs) and courier & messengers (+0.21% & gained
1,800 jobs) showed an improvement; while clothing and clothing
accessories stores (- 58.25 % & lost
7,39,600 jobs).
Seventh Webinar on “Strategy Design and Deployment”on 12th May
2020 by Mr. Nital Zaveri, CEO, CONCEPT BUSINESS EXCELLENCE PVT.
LTD; who covered the topics Myths
about strategy,case study on Michael Porter view on strategy being unique, Michael Porter 5-Force
analysis of Industry, Competing on
Cost / Uniqueness, RBV (Resource
Based View) and How to compete?
Eight Webinaron “Scope of Business
in Indonesian Textile Industry for Indian Machines & Accessories” on
22nd May,2020. Where Ms. Anne Patricia Susanto Vice Chief Executive
Officer PT. Pan Brothers Tbk (PBRX),
Vice Chairperson in Foreign Trade
and Indonesian Textile Association,
Member of the APINDO Advisory
Board (Indonesian Employers’ As-
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sociation) informed that Indonesia’s Pillar of growth is manufacturing industries contributing to 35%
while GDP Textile & Clothing is (Trillion IDR) 200,02 (2019). Indonesia’s
Textile -Garment Industry overview
states that industry units of fibre
(37), Yarn [spun & filament ( 312)
], fabric[woven & knit(1,546)], Garment(2,985) and other textile products(777); with production volumes
in Tons as fibre (1,274), Yarn [spun &
filament ( 1,983) ], fabric[woven &
knit(1,310)], Garment(1,743) and other
textile products(383). The strategic
role of Indonesia’s Textile -Garment
Industry is that it acts as “equitable tool for the regional economy”
and “creates a multiplier effect” on
the national economy; as a laborintensive this industry becomes
the “social safety net“and employment provider; exporting to ± 200
countries; this proves as an industry as one of the “locomotives” for
national manufacturing industry
for opening market;Its “integrated
structure”, starts from upstream
– midstream - downstream, and
supports each other in production and sales; The industry hasbecome “the leading sector for the
growth of other economic sectors
such as supporting industries and
other supporting service industries.
The Road Map for making Indonesia industry 4.0 was well explained
as i) Reform Material Flow ii) Redesign Industrial Zones iii) Embrace
Sustainability iv) Empower SMEs v)
Build Nationwide Digital infrastructure vi) Attract Foreign Investment
vii) Upgrade Human Capital viii)
Establish Innovation Ecosystem ix)
Incentivize Technology & x) Reoptimize Regulations and Policies. The
Growth targets were designed i) to
Improve Indonesia’s Competitiveness, Encourage real GDP growth of
1-2 % per year, so that GDP growth
per year will rise from the baseline by 5 % to 6-7 % in the 2018-2030
period’ ii) Manufacturing to contribute 21 - 26 % of GDP in 2030 iii)
Achieve5-10 % ratio of net exports
to GDP in 2030 iv) Opening of 719
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million jobs, both in manufacturing
and non-manufacturing, in 2030 as
a result of greater export demand..
Among the PanelistsMr. Kaizar Z.
Mahuwala, Past-President, ITAMMA,
Executive Director, Gurjar Gravures
Pvt. Ltd., & Executive Director, Gurjar Images Pvt. Ltd delivered his
presentations on “Scope of Business in Indonesian Textile Industry
for Indian Machines and Accessories” stated that the entire range
of Processing machines, accessories and chemicals are being
manufactured in India and today
they competes with their European counterparts with low material
ratio and process the fabric with
comparable results at a very reasonable cost. Many hi-tech machines like Continuous Bleaching
Plant, Dyeing Plant, Washing range,
Pre-shrinking Range, Indigo dyeing
Plant, etc are being manufactured
in India. While speaking on India’s
textile machinery exports to Indonesia he mentioned that in 2017-18,
it was US$ 37.97 million, where Spinning, twisting and yarn preparation
machines contributed to US$ 18.01
million, while printing machinery
was US$ 121.10 million and a part of
other printing machinery used for
ancillary to printing was US$ 19.35
million. While mentioning the advantages in doing Business with
Indian TEI, thereasons mentioned
were Competitive Pricing, Manufacturing Flexibility, Quality at Par
with European Counterparts, Lower
lead and delivery times, Abundant
raw material, Many Indian manufacturers have JVs/technical collaborationwith European counterparts. The presentation was
concluded with the information
of the details of ITAMMA members
in the business of Processing and
Printing machines.
_____________________________
Other Panelists Mr. Jignesh Shroff,
Member of ITAMMA, & Director,
Mayur Reeds & Healds Pvt. Ltd. after giving insight on Indian Weaving
Industry, alongwith the statistics on

production, exports and imports,
informed about the technological collaborations had with European Manufacturers in Weaving
Preparatory machines, especially
high speed warping and sizing, due
to which India is delivering stateof-the art machines as per International standards. He also mentioned about the manufacturing
of High speed Rapier shuttleless
weaving machines by our members. He added that due to TUF
scheme many shuttleless weaving
machines have been installed in
India, which has encouraged many
of our members in the development of spares and accessories of
these machines for the domestic
and export markets. Many members have come out with attachments/innovations in assemblies
and processesintroducing the
cutting edge technologies with an
objective of productivity, product
quality, fashion, conservation of energy and natural resources.
Ninth Webinar on “Interactions to
create Road Map for the Growth
of Indian Textile Industry” with spiritual leader Sri Sri Ravishankarji for
his encouragements on next Sunday, 24th May @ 11-30 AM live on
You Tube; with Panel Members as
Shri S.P.Oswalji, CMD [Vardhman
Group], Mrs. Dipali Goenka, CEO & Jt.
MD [Welspun Group], Mr. S.K.Gupta,
Director & Advisor [Raymond
Group], Mr. Ajay Arrora, Mg. Director
[ D. Décor Furnishing], Mr. Hemant
Bangur, Chairman [Gloster Ltd], Mr.
Sanjay Sarawagi, Director, [Laxmipati group], Mr.Pramod Khosla , MD
[Khosla Profil], Dr. A. Sakthivel, Chairman {AEPC & TEA], Mr. T. Rajkumar,
Chairman [CITI & TSC]. Mrs. Dipali
Goenka,informed that Indian Textile
Industry being contributing to 15%
of India’s GDP and labour intensive
is very badly affected by COVID-19.
The huge value chain of Suppliers,
Vendors, Workers is totally disturbed
and so asked Guruji to guide us in
tackling this issue. Dr. A. Sakthivel &
Mr. T. Rajkumar also requested Guruji to guide on overcoming labour
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problem. Mr. S.K.Gupta, informed
the present problem of shifting of
Textile manufacturingfrom Cotton to synthetic and industry has
to depend on imported machines
as indigenous machines doesn’t
fulfill our requirements. Mr. Sanjay
Sarawagi requested Guruji to guide
us on how to develop moral of 20
lakhs people who are in Synthetic
Saree manufacturing, who have
been demoralized mentally, physically and financially.
Guruji in his speech mentioned that
since all the World is now not in favour of doing business with China
and Bangladesh, it has developed
an opportunity to India to grow
Globally. The time has come to take
the migrant labour into confidence
and develop their enthusiasm to
work and learn in the present situation. Guruji has invited all the Panelists to Bangalore and asked them
to give in writing the challenges
and hurdles faced by them to take
the Textile Industry to next level.
Tenth Webinar on “Business Opportunities in PERU & INDIA for Textile Machines & Accessories” on
26th May ‘2020, where Mr. Rohit Rao,
President, INCHAM-PERU & ED Medrock Laboratories in his Opening
Remarks mentioned that INCHAMPERU wish to take the Mou further
by organizing joint activities with
ITAMMA. While Mr. Chandresh H.
Shah,President,ITAMMA, in his Closing Remarks mentioned that since
ITAMMA is having members from
all discipline of the value chain of
Textile Engineering Industry, we will
play a very vital role in networking
the textile machines & accessories
manufacturers, suppliers, traders
and Industry Experts, with INCHAMPERU for the benefit of PERU Textile
Industry.
Mrs. Magali Simon, Director, INCHAM-PERU & Owner TEXPIMA while
explaining the size of the Textile
Industry of PERU, mentioned that
about 95.8% (55,302 establishments) units were in the Micro cat-
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egory. She further informed about
the different areas of the textile
chain and some of the machinery
brands and countries which are
used in Peru, whereby only Indian
Spinning machines were used. Thus
a wide scope for Indian Machine &
Accessories manufacturers do exists for Weaving, Dyeing, Finishing,
Printing and Garmenting. She also
gave figures of the products imported along with their cost, from
India for 2019 being 421, 31,617 kg of
cotton yarn (@2.97 $/kg), 14,675 kg
of wool yarn & short hair (@5.44
$/kg) and 806,61,981 kg of clothing(@2.96 $/kg).
Mr. Prashant Gandhi, Past-President & Mentor of Global Competitiveness Sub-Committee, ITAMMA,
mentioned that ITAMMA changed
focus of its activities role of representation to member centric activities, where Technology, Research &
Development, Design and manufacturing systems were targeted
for organizational strengthening.
While International and domestic
marketing was the focus for making India A hub for Textile accessories, parts, components and Machinery.
Today our members are capable
for Quality, Agile, ready for small
lots, application based manufacturing and competitive. He invited
PERU-INCHAM for experience sharing on building productive/innovative culture, building alliances
with stake holders, institutions and
manufacturing systems that bring
competitiveness even to small
manufacturing units, based on India’s philosophy“ Vasudev Kutumb
cum” - The whole world is our
family.
Mr. J.M. Balaji, Chairman, Events
&
Publication
Sub-Committee,
ITAMMA,while mentioning the opportunities in post COVID era, he
informed about ITAMMA members manufacturing machines for
making masks ( cloth, N95,98,99),
gloves, Masks, gloves, Face shields,

goggles, PPE kits / Coveralls, Ventilators, automatic hand sanitizing dispensers (mist and lotion),
Alcohol based sanitizers, Indoor
disinfectants, IR thermometers,
Paddle operated and automatic
sensor based sanitizer, etc. He also
informed about the opportunities
for sourcing / setting up manufacturing facility in India for Peruvians;
whereby Spinning Mills can be put
up in India by Peruvian investors
and yarn sent back to Peru (as cost
of yarn made in India is more economical), Peruvian investors may
also take factories on lease in India
and get required textile product
manufactured and get it exported
to Peru, ITAMMA can support in
finding right partner for Peruvian
investors in their field of interest in
entire textile value chain.
----------------------------------Thus considering COVID-19 situation being an opportunity for Indian
TEI, ITAMMA has prepared a ‘Road
Map’ which will provide end to end
solutions to every Category of Entrepreneur right from provision of
important DATA, Technological
and Techno- commercial developments. Considering 80% TEI being MSMEs, technology driven programmes for developing in-house
technologies and adaptation of
new/latest technologies through
JVs/Transfer of Technology are formulated to strengthen their technological base and adopt a stateof-the art set-up of their factories
in order to deliver a quality and
competitive products at par with
Chineseproducts.
Lastly, I am proud to mention here
that India has always proved to
be in the front when it calls for low
cost innovations, whereby ITAMMA members have developed the
mask making and automatic sanitizer disposal machines and disinfection chambers which are being
developed during the 2 months of
Lockdown period.
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MARKET HIGHLIGHTS
CAI trims cotton output estimates to 330 lakh
India’s cotton production has been revised downward to 330 lakh bales
(each of 170 kg) for 2019-20, which is 24.5 lakh bales (lb) lower from the
earlier estimate and about 18 lb higher than the output estimate of 2018-19.
Releasing its cotton crop estimate for the season October 2019 to
September 2020, Cotton Association of India (CAI) said the farmers preferred
rabi crop sowing over continuing with the existing cotton crop and uprooted
cotton plants, which were due for the fourth or last picking around January.
“Due to better availability of water for the rabi crops, many farmers
preferred rabi cultivation and uprooted their cotton plants without waiting
for the last picking. This will result in reduced output of cotton,” said Atul
Ganatra, President, CAI.
Amid lower realisations from the fibre crop and pest (pink bollworm)
menace in some pockets, farmers in Gujarat turned to rabi crops, which
included spices, pulses and wheat.
The CAI also noted that due to the lockdown, ginning factories remained
shut from March 23 to April 30 and thereafter, they were operating at 20 per
cent capacity. “This has resulted in huge production loss,” it said.
It also stated that labour shortage has hit the ginning and pressing
activity big time. “Even now, there is labour shortage in ginning factories due
to the lockdown. The monsoon is expected to begin on June 10 or 15. Due to
this, lots of kapas (raw cotton) will be carried forward in the hands of farmers
for the next season,” CAI said.
State-wise impact
The maximum reduction in cotton production will be seen in Gujarat at
about 11 lb, followed by Maharashtra with a decline of 8.5 lb, Karnataka with
2 lb, Andhra Pradesh and Haryana with one lb each and Punjab and Upper
Rajasthan with a decline to the tune of 50,000 bales each.
“Gujarat gets 15-20 lakh bales of cotton from States, but because of direct
procurement by the Cotton Corporation of India at MSP rates in these States,
cotton arrivals from there to Gujarat will be impacted,” CAI said in a
statement.
Ganatra said domestic cotton prices have been lower than the
international prices. This has improved India’s prospects for cotton exports.
CAI has increased cotton export projections by 5 lb to 47 lb from the earlier
estimate of 42 lb on favourable currency situation and domestic cotton
prices.
As per trade estimates, cotton shipments of 32.5 lb have already been
shipped, while another 4-5 lb are expected to happen by the month end and
some more quantities will get exported by June taking the advantage of the
favourable currency situation.
However, there is no clarity about how much crop is currently held with
the farmers. Of the total estimated 330 lb of the fibre crop, CAI has estimated
total arrivals during October 2019 to April 2020 at 285.09 lb.
The closing stock as on September 30, 2020 is estimated to be 50 lb.
Source: CIA, May 25, 2020

CCI procures record 92 lakh bales of cotton this season

CCI said that this is a global record of procurement by any single agency.
The total procurement by CCI is valued at around Rs 25,000 crore.
The Cotton Association of India has pegged 2019-20 crop at 354.5 lakh
bales, compared with 312 lakh bales last year.
The Cotton Corporation of India (CCI) procured a record 92 lakh bales
from cotton growing regions across the country according to top of the
corporation. The total procurement by CCI is valued at around Rs 25,000
crore. CCI had purchased a record 90 lakh bales in the year 2008, which was
again a national record.
Of the total crop of 360 lakh bales, around 297-300 lakh bales have
arrived in the market so far. Farmers have another 60 lakh bales remaining
with them of which 25 lakh bales are likely to arrive in the market, Alli Rani
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said. Of this, CCI is likely to procure around 10 lakh bales. Currently, CCI is
procuring some 45000 bales a day.
The cotton procured so far has been purchased from farmers in Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Haryana, Telangana and Punjab. The season in Tamil Nadu has
just begun and will continue till September 30.
The minimum support price for the medium-staple variety of cotton is Rs
5,255 per quintal and that for the long staple one is Rs 5,550 per quintal this
year. The Cotton Association of India has pegged 2019-20 crop at 354.5 lakh
bales, compared with 312 lakh bales last year.
Source: by Nanda Kasabe, Hindu Business Line Ahmedabad, April 24, 2020

Global cotton consumption likely to fall 11.8%

India is expected to lead the world in cotton area, but with a fall in the
acreage
ICAC has projected that cotton offtake is set to shrink by 11.8 per cent as
bleak economic conditions triggered by Covid-19 containment measures
across the globe, coupled with unprecedented shifts in the labour market
and growing unemployment, have dented the consumption spirit.
While this bleak consumption outlook may push cotton growers away
from the fibre crop, it will also put a pressure on the prices, which is
estimated to average at 56.9 cents per pound for 2020-21 as against the
average of 71.4 cents for 2019-20.
ICAC, in its latest update for May, maintained that India will continue to
lead the world in cotton area “despite an expected area contraction to 12
million hectares with prices lower than competing crops in the area.” India's
cotton area for 2019-20 was reported at 12.7 million hectares.
Lower yields
ICAC added that the yields in India are expected to be lower in 2020-21 as
a result of delayed sowing and the containment measures to control the
pandemic. Serious implications of the Covid-19 crisis will be clearly visible
across the cotton value chain and consumer demand.
“As containment measures remain across countries, effectively halting the
global economy, global cotton consumption has been revised down to 22.9
million tonnes, an 11.8 per cent decrease from the previous season. With
supply chains fractured and consumption demand low, global trade has
been revised down to 8.26 million tonnes,” ICAC noted.
On the area and production of cotton globally, ICAC predicts it to decline
in 2020-21 due to uncertainty across the growing regions and trade
disruptions as it is set to impact the farmer planting decisions.
As a result, the global area under cotton is expected to decline in 2020-21
by 4 per cent to 33 million hectares. Global production for the period is
expected at 25 million tonnes, 4 per cent lower from the current season due
to a contraction in area. Cotton consumption for the year is expected at 23.2
million tonnes. With production exceeding consumption in a contracting
global economy, stock levels are expected to increase, putting additional
pressure on prices.
Revised price projection
“The Secretariat's current price projection for the year-end 2019/20
average of the A Index has been revised to 71.4 cents per pound this month.
The price projection for the year-end
2020/21 average of the A Index is 56.9
cents per pound this month,” it added.
For China, ICAC expects total cotton
area to fall to 3.08 million hectares for
2020-21 from 3.30 million hectares last
year. For the US, the area is expected to
remain near the last year's level of 4.7
million hectares despite pressure on
prices.
Source: by Rutam Vora, Ahmedabad, Hindu
Business Line, April 12, 2020
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MCX Cotton Futures Prices - May 2020 Contract

MCX Kapas Futures Prices - April'2021 Contract (Most Active)

MCX Cotton Volumes & Open Interest - May 2020 Contract
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MCX May 2020 Cotton Futures contract traded between Rs15,020 and
Rs.16,350 per bale. MCX May 2020 Futures was down by 4.85% in
compared with that of the previous month's close.
In May month, 624,525 bales of cotton were traded on MCX, with
the average daily volume of 29,739 bales. In value terms, it was
Rs.985.99 crore and the average daily turnover (single side) was at
Rs.46.95 crore.
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MCX April 2021 Kapas Futures contract (most active contract) traded
between Rs.965 and Rs.1,029 per20 kg. MCX April 2020 Kapas Futures
was up by 2.22% in compared with that of the previous month's close.
In May month, 1688 MT of Kapas were traded on MCX, with the average
daily volume of 80 MT. In value terms, it was Rs.8.32 crore and the
average daily turnover (single side) was at Rs.0.40 crore.

MCX Cotton Bales Month-end Stocks & Delivery
CENTERS

OCT'19
Stock Delivery

Rajkot
Kadi
Mundra
Yavatmal
Jalna
Adilabad
Warangal
Total

0
0
0
150
0
0
0
150

0
0
0
100
0
0
0
100

NOV'19
Stock Delivery
125
4200
0
150
0
0
0
4475

100
3700
0
100
0
0
0
3900

DEC'19
Stock Delivery
4725
11850
1600
1875
775
0
0
20825

4000
9600
800
0
0
14400

JAN'20
Stock Delivery
25700
27375
2250
27100
2925
325
0
85675

FEB'20
Stock Delivery

9600
37325
13975
46000
575
2250
11500
58200
175
9400
0
2050
0
0
35825 155225

MAR'20
Stock Delivery

4100
38350
10300
43225
0
2350
6450
58050
1900
9525
0
2050
0
0
22750 153550

APR'20
Stock Delivery

5600
34775
8525
41125
0
2350
9700
58050
1475
9525
0
2050
0
0
25300 147875

MAY'20
Stock Delivery

7750
33025
4925
35950
275
2350
13400
57825
725
9525
0
2050
0
0
27075 140725

6750
1950
275
14500
925
0
0
24400

Source: MCX website | 1 bale = 170kg

GLOBAL COTTON OUTLOOK
Global Cotton Balance Sheet

USDA Estimate
Beginning Stock
Production
Consumption
Exports
Imports
Ending Stocks

Unit
Mln MT
Mln MT
Mln MT
Mln MT
Mln MT
Mln MT

World

USA

China

India

2018-19

2019-20

2018-19

2019-20

2018-19

2019-20

2018-19

2019-20

17.58
25.83
26.19
8.95
9.24
17.48

17.49
26.71
22.86
8.72
8.56
21,15

0.91
3.99
0.00
3.21
0.00
1.06

1.05
4.33
0.00
3.26
0.00
1.54

8.27
6.04
8.60
0.00
2.09
7.76

7.77
5.93
7.40
0.00
1.63
7.89

2.01
5.62
5.22
0.76
0.39
2.02

2.02
6.64
4.46
0.69
0.43
3.94

SOURCE: USDA, MAY 2020

Every effort has been made in compiling the data/information to ensure accuracy of the content. Users may carry out due diligence before using any data/information
herein. MCX will not be responsible for any discrepancies/disputes arising out of such use. This report is made available on the condition that errors or omissions shall not
be made the basis for any claims, demands, or cause of action. MCX shall also not be liable for any damage or loss of any kind, howsoever caused as a result (direct or
indirect) of the use of the information or data in this report. Read the Risk Disclosure Document (RDD) carefully before transacting in commodity futures and options
©MCX 2020, All rights reserved.
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YARN EXPORT UP AFTER PARTIAL OPENING
Basic textiles comprising fibres,
spun and filament yarns shipment
plunged 30-35% YoY in May 2020,
both in terms of US$ and INR worth
US$341 million or INR2,562 crore,
accounting for about 1.8% of total
merchandise exported from India
during the month. The sharp decline was mainly due to the nationwide lockdown in April and showed
improvement in May after some
restrictions were lifted during the
month.
We have again intentionally refrained from analyzing year on year
comparison (May 2020 with May
2019) since May 2020 continued to
be abnormal with values low and
outliers to the trend. However, there
was a sharp improvement in shipment during May and is apparent
that cargoes that were held in April
were released in May. It is also most
likely that June 2020 will extend
similar performance as key industrial states are still under lockdown.

Spun Yarn

Spun yarns shipment totaled 76
million kg worth US$199 million or
INR1,492 crore. China re-emerged
as the largest market for spun
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yarns, topping both in terms of volume and value. Bangladesh followed about 18% of total value.
Cotton yarn export was 64 million
kg worth US$168
million (INR1,262
crore).
These
were shipped to
72 countries at
an average price
of US$2.63 a kg,
down US cents
28 from previous
month and US
cents 54 from a
year ago. China
was the top cotton yarn market, followed by
Bangladesh, Vietnam, Egypt and
Portugal.
100% man-made fibre yarns exports
of 5.16 million kg, comprised 1.82 million kg of acrylic yarn, 1.81 million kg
of polyester yarn and 1.40 million kg
of viscose yarn. Viscose yarn was
worth US$3.9 million or INR29 crore
exported at an average price of
US$2.79
per
kg in May to
20 countries.
Polyester spun
yarns export
was
worth
US$4
million
and exported
to 30 countries at average unit price
of US$2.22 a
kg. USA was
the
largest
importer
of
polyester yarn,
followed
by
Turley and Italy.
Blended spun yarns worth US$17.4
million were exported in May, in-

cluding 4 million kg of PC yarns and
1.4 million kg of PV yarns. Egypt was
the largest importers of PC yarn
from India followed by Algeria while
Turkey was the largest importer

of PV yarns from India followed by
Iran.
All kinds of filament yarns shipment
totaled 28 million kg, valued at
US$38 million or INR287 crore.

Cotton
Cotton fibre shipment in May was
at 391 thousand bales worth INR609
crore or US$81 million. This takes
the total export to 42 lakh bales
worth US$1,111 million in the first eight
months of 2019-20 marketing season. Bangladesh was the largest
market for Indian cotton export
during May, followed by Indonesia
and China.
Export price realisation averaged
INR92 a kg or US cents 55.41 per
pound during May. This was much
lower compared to Cotlook A index,
the global spot price benchmark
and slightly lower than domestic
spot price for benchmark Gujarat
Shankar-6. During the month, Cotlook averaged US$65.85 per pound
and Shankar-6 at US cents 59.08
per pound, making Indian cotton
more competitive in global market.
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SURAT REPORT
STATE GOVT. RELEASED RS. 294 CRORE SUBSIDY FOR MSME,
BENEFIT FOR TEXTILE INDUSTRIALIST
Chief Minister of Gujarat Vijaybhai
Rupani released Rs. 1379 crore worth
of Subsidy through DBT mechanism
to nearly 13000 industrial units of
Gujarat. Out of this, nearly Rs. 294
crore was allocated towards interest and capital subsidy of nearly
6615 MSME units located in Surat.
From this 80 % of the Textile industrialist will be benefited.
State government has organized

this program online in which the
President of SGCCI Shri Ketan Desai,
Vice President Shri Dinesh Navadiya and Immediate Past President
Shri Hetal Mehta were also present
through video conference.
Ketan Desai said, This is a huge relief
to Surat’s man-made fabric (MMF)
industry. Chamber has made repeated representation during the
lockdown period for relief. Covering

entire spectrum of industries in Gujarat, the government by honouring
our requests has made the above
declarations, for giving Surat the
maximum portion of this financial
assistance. About 6,615 MSME units
located in Surat will be benefited.
Out of these units, about 80% are in
the city’s textile sector.

18 TEXTILE MILLS AND MANY POWERLOOM FACTORIES SHUT
DUE TO LABOUR SHORTAGE, LIQUIDITY CRISIS
More than 18 textile processing mills
and many powerloom factories in
the city that reopened after lockdown restrictions were shut down
last week due to labour shortage.
Payment delay across the textile
business chain is also a big issue
for the industry.
Majority of the labourers in textile
industry are from Orissa, Up and
Bihar. Over 10 lakh migrant labourers working with textile industries
returned to their native places during the lockdown imposed in view
of the Covid-19 pandemic.
The first half of the year 2020 was
completely remained disappointing for the textile industry of Surat.
Labour shortage, payment delay, liquidity crisis are major concern for
the industry now a days. The textile
mill owners and weavers are struggling to restart after the exodus of
workers during the lockdown.
There are around 330 textile processing mill in the city. All the mills
were remained closed during lockdown. Around 50 mills re-opened in
Unlock-1, many are facing a short-
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age of labour. Less than a third of
the workers are present in the unit.
Many mills are operating on 25 per
cent capacity.
After getting the approval from
the government, during Unlock-1,
many powerloom weavers has reopenedthe factories. Around 20 per
cent of the factories began operations with whatever labourers they
were left with. Because of labour
shortage, the factories were running in one shift only. The availability of workers in the unit is only 15 to
20 per cent.
During the first two weeks of June,
more workers have migrated to
their state. The remaining workers are now demanding more
wages to operate the factory for
few hours. The factory operators
says that with the increased power
tariff, worker’s wages and less demand of gray fabrics it does not
seem appropriate to keep the factory operational. The unit owners in
Laskana, Diamond Nagar, Pipodara
industrial area have closed the
factories.

The units in the Surat textile industry
are troubled by rising wages and
labour shortage. In a letter to Chief
Minister Vijay Rupani, the textile association has urged the government to relax quarantine norms for
laborers who wish to return to the
state.
Today’s concerns of Surat textile industry :

-- Labour shortage
-- Arrangement of cash payment
for the workers
-- Less credit period for chemical
and other raw materials
-- Govt. liability and loan re-payment
-- Decrease in demand of grey
fabrics and reduced job-work
-- High production cost
-- Delayed payments from traders
-- Liquidity crisis
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REJIG REPORT

UNDERSTANDING THE INDIAN CONSUMER
swear market.
• Indian consumer is known to be
price conscious. This translates to
more opportunities for manufacturers and retailers of synthetic apparels across categories.
• Cotton is the fibre of choice. The
preference is more for natural fibres, India being a tropical country.

For customised market research project ,
please contact us
Email I’d : rejigreport@gmail.com

Executive Summary
Apparel manufacturers, brands, retailers are dealing with a number
of issues - how to operate stores
profitably (or take the hard decision to shut down some stores),
how to manage piled-up inventory, human resources, and most
importantly, how to bring back the
shopper. At least seventy percent
of households in the country have
suffered job losses and salary cuts,
and consumers are in no mood to
splurge on fashion and apparel in
the near future.
In this scenario, understanding the
young Indian middle class consumer’s needs and preferences
will help the industry in building the
right strategies. India is slated to
become one of the largest apparel
markets in the world by 2025. Who
better to understand and serve
this market than the Indian apparel
manufacturer, Indian brand and Indian retailer.
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ReJig Micro Market Analysis has tried
to put in perspective the young Indian middle class consumer’s retail
preferences, pre-lockdown; and
the sudden change in scenario today. This will give some insight to
retailers and brands about what
they can expect as the lockdown
and Covid-19 blues wash away.
Takeaways
• Middle and upper middle income
families do some serious shopping
once a quarter, buying around 6-8
pieces of apparel for the entire
family.
• Retail therapy was quite limited
before the lockdown, and will be
more so over the next few months.
• Buying for the partner is not very
high on the agenda for a shopper
anymore, due to easy access to
online shopping.
• Retailers and brands would do
well to better understand the kid-

• Viscose, due to its fibre attributes
is emerging as a popular choice.
• Indian synthetic textile manufacturers have an immense opportunity here to develop the necessary
fibre attributes, to take the Indian
consumption share of synthetics to
the world average.
• Retailers will need to assure shoppers that they are following all possible safety protocols.
• Retailers will have to innovate in
this regard:
y Allow shoppers by appointment
only (this could probably also
result in not offering very steep
discounts on current inventories);
y Follow reduced operating hours
and weekly offs, (as is the case
in many countries worldwide) to
cut costs, and create a better
work-life balance for shopfloor
workers, at least till the festive
season when some shoppers
will come back;
y Try to influence fashion trends
in a way that inventories can
be used in the following seasons rather than having unsold
stocks.
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UPCYCLING : CONSUMER AWARENESS
SURVEY REPORT
Upcycling, also known as creativereuse, is the process of transforming by-products, waste materials,
useless, or unwanted products into new materials or
products of better quality and environment value. Designers have begun to use both industrial textile waste
and existing clothing as the base material for creating
new fashions. Upcycling has been known to use either
pre-consumer or post-consumer waste or possibly a
combination of the two. Pre-consumer waste is made
while in the factory, such as fabric remnants left over
from cutting out patterns. Post-consumer waste refers
to the finished product when it’s no longer useful to the
owner, such as donated clothes.

from all 46years to 55 years, 56years to 65 years and
66years to 75 years.

Profession:
As mentioned above the most of participants are from
college or students. The survey regarding knowledge
about upcycling was done. Were, 69.1% are students,
14.5% ae corporate job holders, 10.9% are professionals,
1.8% employee, 1.8% are fashion designers and 1.8% are
management consultant.

Income per month:

Often, people practice linear economy where they are
content to buy, use, and then throw away. This system
contributes to millions of kilos of textile waste being
thrown away and makes fashion is the second-most
polluting industry after oil. The main purpose of this survey is about the knowledge about upcycling. As common people how much we know about upcycling? Do
we know how is it done? Would we as commoners will
accept and buy upcycled garments? And many more.

Age:

Survey was mostly replied by college young students
to study and for us to know their knowledge about upcycling, recycling and sustainability. Were 54.7% are
no income group which are students. 24.5% are below
30,000 Rs salaried group, 11.3% are from 30,000 Rs to
50,000 Rs salaried group, 5.7% are people having salary from 50,000 Rs to 1lakh rupees and 3.8% are people
having salary above 1 lakh rupees.

How frequently you go for shopping?

Survey was mostly replied by college young students
to study and for us to know their knowledge about upcycling, recycling and sustainability. 79.9% of the participants were from age 15years to 25years, 16.4% of
participants were from age 26years to 35years, 7.3%
of participants from age 36years to 45years. And 1.8%

Many people love shopping very much and go for
shopping very frequently were some of them just do it
as per their needs. The buys capacity pays an important role in increasing the textile waste and leads to
textile pollution. According to study 32.7% people go for
shopping once in a month, 20% people go for shopping
once in three months, 14.5% people go for shopping
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once in two months, 12.7% people go for shopping after
6 months or more, 9.1% people go for shopping once
in 6months and 5.5% of people go shopping once in a
week also, 5.5% people go shopping twice a week

How many clothes you do buy at a time?
Do understand the and study the consumer buying

Do you know about upcycling/recycling of clothes?
Upcycling is a concept of adding value and giving
new life to product. We’re 74.5% of people know about
the concept of upcycling and recycling, 12.7% of people have not heard about this concept and doesn’t
know about this concept And 12.7% people have heard
about this concept but doesn’t know about this concept of upcycling.

How did you come across this information and
knew about this term?

habits and to study their knowledge about upcycling
and recycling we need to study consumers buying
capacity too.54.5% people by 1 to 2 pairs of clothes
at a time shopping, 36.4% of people would buy 3 to 5
pairs of clothes at the time if shopping and 9.1% people
would buy 5 to 10 pair of clothing at a time of shopping.

Upcycling, recycling and sustainability are some concepts which are lately to be known and practiced by
many people. 25.9% of people come to know from
friends, 24.1% people came to know from education
institute, 22.2% people came to know from social media, 13% people know from media and 13% people know
from work places.

Have you ever bought upcycled clothes or any
material?

Price range you normally buy?
Pricing of your garments or buying depends on market place and also the buying capacity/budget. 52.7%
of people normally buy from range500 Rs to 1000 Rs,
27.3% of people buy from range 1000 Rs to 2000 Rs, 12.7%
people buy from range 2000 Rs to 5000 Rs and 7.3%
buy from range below 500 Rs.

These days many brands and designers are coming
up with products of this concept of upcycling were
61.1% people have not yet bought any upcycled garments, 24.1% of people have may be bought upcycled
garments but they don’t know and 14.8% people have
bought and wore upcycled garments.
Do you know any brands or designers who sell upcycled/recycled clothes?
As mentioned in above questions 64.8% of people
don’t know any designer’s and who work in field of
upcycling, 24% of people know some designers and
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ple are confused or may be unsure that they might
buy or not but upcycled garments, 32.7% people are
ready to take a step towards upcycling and wants to
buy upcycled garments and there are still 20% people
who are not ready to buy upcycled garments over
new garments.

If you buy upcycled/recycled articles, at what price
you would like to buy?
brands who work in upcycling field and 11.1% of people are not sure that they know designer and brands
working in this field.

From the study done we came to know that are 48.1%

States the names of upcycled/recycled brands and
designers you know?
Some of the brand’s and designers working in the field
of upcycling are péro, new leaf, doodlage, 11.11, Ka sha,
AM.IT, REUSO and many more according to our study.

Would you like to buy upcycled and recycled garments?
people who want to buy upcycled garments at 500Rs
to 1000Rs range, 48.1% people who would like to buy
at range of 300Rs to 500Rs 5% people may buy it for
1500Rs to 2000Rs and 1% people who want to buy at
range of 1000Rs to 1500Rs range

What drawbacks you feel about upcycled/recycled clothes?

From this study we also come to know that 48.1% of
people are really keen and ready to buy upcycled
garments and accessories were 35.2% people are still
unsure about buying decision for upcycling garments
they might buy or they might not buy upcycled garments and 16.7% are people who are not convinced
and might be not ready to buy upcycled garments.
Would you buy upcycled/recycled clothes over new
clothes?

These days new garments have become so pocket
friendly, east to buy and same time trending so we
also wanted to know that people would like to choose
upcycled garments over new garments so, 47.3% peo-
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As we mentioned there are still some people who are
either not ready to buy upcycled garments or some
are confused and are abyssfor taking decision to buy
or not. We’re, 32.1 people feel upcycled garments may
have hygiene and cleanliness issues, 22.6% people
think due to recycling and upcycling the quality may
be Detroiter, 17% of people think it might not be as durable as new products, 15.1% people feel than they don’t
want to use second hand material,
We’re 9.4% people think it might not be that stylish as
compared to the new once and the remaining once
think price are the problem were they find it have
compatively higher price.
Due to increasing demand for sustainable products,
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according to you what are the opportunities in this
field?
According to the study we have come across various
opportunities in this field people think designer and
brands so come up with more Unique ideas and they
should also concentrate towards creating awareness
about this concept
From this study we came to know that upcycling, recycling and sustainability are the new demands of na-

ture from us comman people and also for designers
and brands to come up with this concept of upcycling,
recycling and sustainability to control the Textile waste
and also to create some awareness about this concept because there are still so many people who are
unknown from this concept so designer’s and brands
should concentrate of marketing their products very
nicely and also same time educational institution
should also teach students about this concepts to encourage new young designers to work on this field. It
has very high scope of future development and also
have many opportunities.

NEWS

ASSOCIATION RESHUFFLE DEMONSTRATES
FURTHER INDUSTRY FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY
AND INNOVATION

3

rd July 2020 – Brussels – EDANA,
the leading global association
serving the nonwovens and related industries, has elected new
Governors and a new team of Officers for 2020 – 2021. Mikael Staal
Axelsen (Fibertex) remains as Chair,
supported by Vice-Chairs Åsa Johansson (Essity, Sweden) and David Lamb (Nonwovenn, UK). Giorgio Mantovani (Corman, Italy) was
elected as Treasurer. Announced at
EDANA’s recent online Annual Strategic Review and AGM, the newly
elected board began their term on
July 1st.
“It is a pleasure to welcome such
engaged and insightful new mem-
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bers to the board.
Their experience
and enthusiasm
is acknowledged
by the member
confidence
in
our assembly to
drive our ambitious new agenda.” said Mr. Staal Axelsen. “Aligning
on the interests and meeting the
needs of over 280 members is a
complex yet ultimately rewarding
challenge. It is heartening to know
that we share values that our renewed focus on sustainable and
innovative solutions, and transparent business practices demonstrates.”
The following Governors were
elected as new Board members:
Mr Cédric Ballay, EVP & General
Manager EMEAI, Berry Global, Spain
Mr Roger Chantillon, Executive
Board Member & EVP Sales & Mar-

keting, RKW Group, Germany
Mrs Sophie Rasmussen, Business
Leader Essential Health EMEA &
Global Women’s Health, Johnson &
Johnson, UK
Mrs Patricia Sargeant, Vice President, Sales, Composite Fibers, Glatfelter, Canada
Mr Markus Westerkamp, Executive
Vice President BA Advanced Solutions, Ahlstrom-Munksjö, Germany
The team of Officers is reinforced
by Executive Governors, co-opted
by the Board: Mr Thorsten Habeck
(Head of Business Management,
Fiber Bonding EMEA, BASF, Germany), Mr Ulrich Hornfeck, Board Member & Chief Commercial Officer,
Sandler, Germany), Mr Krzysztof D.
Malowaniec (Senior Vice President,
Paul Hartmann, Germany), Mr Jörg
Ortmeier (CEO, TWE Group, Germany) and Mr Mark A. Thornton, Vice
President, Global Materials, Procter
& Gamble, Germany).
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100% NATURAL
ORIGIN

PRESENTING RAYSIL
100% NATURAL AND
UNMATCHED IN ELEGANCE.
Made from premium, imported wood pulp
that gives a feather-light feel, vivid colours and
a natural lustre for new age royalty.

Contact:
Mumbai: 022-66917930/31
Surat: 0261-4003361/62/66
Delhi: 011-41306630/31

VISCOSE FILAMENT YARNS FROM INDIAN RAYON
www.textilevaluechain.in
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raysil@adityabirla.com
www.adityabirla.com
www.adityabirlachemicals.com
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